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Abstract

Machine learning has made great strides in today’s science and engineering in gen-
eral and Earth sciences in particular. However, Earth data poses particularly challeng-
ing problems for machine learning due to not only the volume of data, but also the
spatial-temporal nonlinear correlations, noise and uncertainty sources, and heteroge-
neous sources of information. More data does not necessarily imply more information.
Therefore, extracting knowledge and information content using data analysis and model-
ing is important and is especially prevalent in an era where data volume and heterogene-
ity is steadily increasing. This calls for advances in methods that can quantify information
and characterize distributions accurately.

Quantifying information content within our system’s data and models are still unre-
solved problems in statistics and machine learning. This thesis introduces new machine
learning models to extract knowledge and information from Earth data. We propose ker-
nel methods, Gaussian processes and multivariate Gaussianization to handle uncertainty
and information quantification and we apply these methods to a wide range of Earth
system science problems. These involve many types of learning problems including clas-
sification, regression, density estimation, synthesis, error propagation and information-
theoretic measures estimation. We also demonstrate how these methods perform with
different data sources including sensory data (radar, multispectral, hyperspectral, in-
frared sounders), data products (observations, reanalysis and model simulations) and
data cubes (aggregates of various spatial-temporal data sources). The presented method-
ologies allow us to quantify and visualize what are the salient features driving kernel
classifiers, regressors or dependence measures, how to better propagate errors and dis-
tortions of input data with Gaussian processes, and where and when more information
can be found in arbitrary spatial-temporal data cubes. The presented techniques open a
wide range of possible use cases and applications and we anticipate a wider adoption in
the Earth sciences.
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Resum

L’aprenentatge automàtic ha fet grans avenços en la ciència i enginyeria actuals en gen-
eral i en les ciències de la Terra en particular. No obstant això, les dades de la Terra
plantegen problemes particularment difícils per a l’aprenentatge automàtic a causa no
només del volum de dades, sinó també per la presència de correlacions no lineals espa-
cial i temporals alhora, d’una gran diversitat de fonts de soroll i d’incertesa, així com per
la heterogeneïtat de fonts d’informació involucrades. Més dades no implica necessària-
ment més informació. Per tant, extreure coneixement i contingut informatiu mitjançant
l’anàlisi i el modelatge de dades és crucial, especialment ara on el volum i l’heterogeneïtat
de les dades augmenten constantment. Això requereix avenços en mètodes que puguen
quantificar la informació i caracteritzar les distribucions i incerteses amb precisió.

Quantificar el contingut informatiu a les dades i els models del nostre sistema són
problemes no resolts en estadística i l’aprenentatge automàtic. Aquesta tesi introdueix
nous models d’aprenentatge automàtic per extreure coneixement i informació de les
dades de la Terra. Proposem mètodes nucli (‘kernel methods’), processos gaussians i
gaussianització multivariant per tal de tractar la incertesa i la quantificació de la infor-
mació, i apliquem aquests mètodes a una àmplia gamma de problemes científics del
sistema terrestre. Aquests comporten molts tipus de problemes d’aprenentatge, inclosa
la classificació, regressió, estimació de densitat, síntesi, propagació d’errors i estimació de
mesures teòriques de la informació. També demostrem com funcionen aquests mètodes
amb diferents fonts de dades, incloses les dades provinents de distints sensors (radar,
multiespectral, hiperespectral), nivells i productes (observacions, reanàlisi i simulacions
de models) i cubs de dades (agregats de diverses fonts de dades espacial-temporals). Les
metodologies presentades ens permeten quantificar i visualitzar quines són les caracterís-
tiques rellevants que governen distints mètodes nucli, com ara classificadors, mètodes de
regressió o inclús les mesures d’independència estadística, com propagar millor els errors
i les distorsions de les dades d’entrada amb processos gaussians, i on i quan es pot trobar
més informació en espais arbitraris -cubs de dades espai-temporals. Les tècniques pre-
sentades obrin una àmplia gamma de possibles casos d’ús i d’aplicacions, amb les quals
preveiem un ús més extens i robust d’algorismes estadístics en les ciències de la Terra i el
clima.
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Resumen

El aprendizaje automático ha hecho grandes avances en la ciencia e ingeniería actuales
en general y en las ciencias de la Tierra en particular. Sin embargo, los datos de la Tierra
plantean problemas particularmente difíciles para el aprendizaje automático debido no
sólo al volumen de datos implicado, sino también por la presencia de correlaciones no
lineales tanto espaciales como temporales, por una gran diversidad de fuentes de ruido
y de incertidumbre, así como por la heterogeneidad de las fuentes de información in-
volucradas. Más datos no implica necesariamente más información. Por lo tanto, extraer
conocimiento y contenido informativo mediante el análisis y el modelado de datos resulta
crucial, especialmente ahora donde el volumen y la heterogeneidad de los datos aumen-
tan constantemente. Este hecho requiere avances en métodos que puedan cuantificar la
información y caracterizar las distribuciones e incertidumbres con precisión.

Cuantificar el contenido informativo a los datos y los modelos de nuestro sistema son
problemas no resueltos en estadística y el aprendizaje automático. Esta tesis introduce
nuevos modelos de aprendizaje automático para extraer conocimiento e información a
partir de datos de observación de la Tierra. Proponemos métodos núcleo (’kernel meth-
ods’), procesos gaussianos y gaussianización multivariada para tratar la incertidumbre
y la cuantificación de la información, y aplicamos estos métodos a una amplia gama
de problemas científicos del sistema terrestre. Estos conllevan muchos tipos de proble-
mas de aprendizaje, incluida la clasificación, regresión, estimación de densidad, síntesis,
propagación de errores y estimación de medidas teóricas de la información. También de-
mostramos cómo funcionan estos métodos con diferentes fuentes de datos, provenientes
de distintos sensores (radar, multiespectrales, hiperespectrales), productos de datos (ob-
servaciones, reanálisis y simulaciones de modelos) y cubos de datos (agregados de varias
fuentes de datos espacial-temporales ). Las metodologías presentadas nos permiten cuan-
tificar y visualizar cuáles son las características relevantes que gobiernan distintos méto-
dos núcleo, tales como clasificadores, métodos de regresión o incluso las medidas de in-
dependencia estadística, como propagar mejor los errores y las distorsiones de los datos
de entrada con procesos gaussianos, así como dónde y cuándo se puede encontrar más
información en cubos arbitrarios espacio-temporales. Las técnicas presentadas abren una
amplia gama de posibles casos de uso y de aplicaciones, con las que prevemos un uso
más extenso y robusto de algoritmos estadísticos en las ciencias de la Tierra y el clima.
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Extracting knowledge and information using data analysis and modeling is an impor-
tant component. This is especially prevalent in an era where data volume and heterogene-
ity is steadily increasing. In this thesis we investigate machine learning methodologies to
model and extract information in Earth system data. This chapter highlights the impor-
tance of uncertainty, information and knowledge extraction and introduces the necessary
terminology and current approaches used to do so. It identifies some limitations within
the literature and proposes concrete research objectives to overcome these limitations. This
chapter concludes with an overview of the remainder of the thesis.
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1.1. Motivation

Figure 1.1.: A schematic of the nature of modeling and how all measurements and mod-
els are approximations of reality. There is an underlying true physical process
that can describe the relationship between a set of input variables (e.g. bio-
physical, solar, oceanic and anthropogenic) and an output process (e.g. global
temperature, sea level rise). Using the scientific method, we attempt to repli-
cate that process using approximate models of reality. We feed these models
using measurements and attempt to make predictions of the observations.

The Earth is a very complex system of interactions. Biological, chemical and physical
sub-components all blend together to make up this dynamic and evolving Earth system.
As scientists, our goal is to understand these interactions and to uncover the true under-
lying process behind the phenomena we observe. This is done in the form of modeling. A
model is simply an abstraction of a true process which attempts to describe relationships,
e.g. a single phenomenon or among multiple phenomena (Figure 1.1). Through abstrac-
tion, we can vary the complexity of our models by deciding which explainable variables
are necessary to include in order to describe the phenomena in question. We can do
analysis and characterize various aspects of the system that are observable by acquiring
measurements of the system state. Then together, we can test and validate our assump-
tions via experimentation to find the best model given our measurements. We often
attribute our progress within the last half century to two aspects: 1) better computational
resources has allowed us to describe, process and experiment with many different model
types and 2) more and better ways to gather measurements to facilitate all of the ex-
perimentation. Having these improved models and measurements have helped us make
better predictions as well understand and discover new aspects of the Earth system.

One of the biggest challenges is dealing with the growing complexity and volume of our
data necessary to validate and test our models. We have seen that traditional reductionist
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learning approaches have stagnated over the years due to the sheer volume and hetero-
geneity of the data in conjunction with the ever increasing model complexity. We have
recently seen an explosion of machine learning (ML) techniques to tackle many problems
that were simply not feasible in the previous approaches. We often see many predictive or
forecasting tasks that are present in our everyday lives such as autonomous vehicles, med-
ical diagnosis and weather; all of which would not be possible without machine learning
methods. In addition to better predictions, we have also seen new knowledge recovered
from machine learning models. For example, drug discovery [Hudson, 2021, Senior et al.,
2020], recovering equations of systems [Champion et al., 2019, Cranmer et al., 2020], and
various geoscience applications [Reichstein et al., 2019, Bergen et al., 2019] all seek to pro-
vide us with completely new, and undiscovered results just from data. To gain insight
into the models’ decisions and extracting the learned information from the model, we
have seen many approaches which involve post-hoc analysis of already trained models.
These allow users to open the black-box of complex algorithms to get an intuition into the
reasoning behind the model decisions. While some perspectives disenfranchise the use
of complex black-box algorithms for simpler interpretable methods [Rudin, 2018], there
is still a growing interest in uncovering the knowledge embedded within these black-box
models [Miller, 2019, Lundberg et al., 2019, Samek et al., 2019]. This is the approach
taken in this thesis as we look to exploit machine learning to help us uncover information
embedded within the data thereby providing knowledge about the system.

What exactly is information? When we think of something as informative, it usually
serves to answer specific questions about something. For example, in our day-to-day
lives, we often consider something informative if it provides meaning to a question we
may have asked. In other words, something is informative if we know more now than
we did before we received this information. For example, we can have information about
a certain quantity or a distribution of quantities. We could have information about the
relationships between one set of phenomena and another set of phenomena. We could
also have information about some constraints or assumptions about the state of a sys-
tem. In the case of machine learning models, if one can quantify the information content
within Earth observation data, then this would inform and enhance our fundamental
understanding about how real systems operate. Quantifying the information content of
the observational data and models, as well as their uncertainty levels is perhaps one of
the most important challenges in standard statistics, modern machine learning and infor-
mation theory. Observations and (ML) models form the windows we use to look at the
world, and are the way we do inferences about the systems’ behaviour. Real systems, like
the Earth, are complex, networked and dynamic. Models are subject to all kind of noise
sources, distortions and nonlinearities, and characterizing the model expressive power
and trustworthiness are thus essential.

This thesis aims to provide motivated examples how we can use machine learning to
extract knowledge and information in Earth observation (EO) data. EO is a particularly
difficult field due to not only the volume of data, but also the spatial-temporal correlations
and heterogeneous resources [Reichstein et al., 2019]. In the next section, we give a brief
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overview of the concepts and methods used in this thesis. We outline some standard
approaches and proposed solutions for how we can extract knowledge from our models
which gives rise to concrete research objectives that will be tackled within this thesis. We
conclude this chapter with a brief summary of the publications that resulted from this
thesis and an overview of the structure of the remaining chapters.

1.2. Machine Learning Modeling Approaches

Let us assume we have a dataset, D, as a pairwise set of input-output points {xi, yi}N
i=1.

We can use the Bayesian formalism to define a model that takes into account uncertainty
for all aspects of our models [Bishop, 2007, Murphy, 2012]. This provides us with a set of
tools to describe D via its probability distribution p(D). From a probabilistic modeling
perspective, we are interested in a set of parameters θ from a model M that we assume
can describe the data D, i.e. the posterior p(θ,M|D). We describe our parameter space
with a prior distribution p(θ) about how the parameters should be distributed before we
observe any data. Then we give a likelihood which describes the data generating process
used to generate our data D given a set of parameters θ. Lastly, we marginalize over the
evidence p(D) by integrating out the parameters. Bayes rule gives us a formulation to
link all of these quantities to find the posterior distribution

p(θ|D) = p(D, θ)∫
p(D, θ)dθ

=
p(D|θ)p(θ)

p(D) .

Broadly speaking, when dealing with data, we can approach a learning problem with
supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised learning takes some dataset, D, as a
pairwise set of input-output points and tries to learn some parameterized function, fθ,
able to map the data from x to y. This effectively tries to model p(y|x, θ) directly by
solving a regression or classification problem. So now the problem has two sources of
data uncertainty, the input and output uncertainty of x and y, respectively. Unsupervised
learning considers the input dataset D = {xi}N

i=1 only, and tries to learn the joint distri-
bution p(x|θ) described by some function f parameterized by a set of θ. When modeling
variables jointly, one can learn some hidden or underlying structure of the data itself. This
is the holy grail of machine learning known as density estimation because, in principle,
having the joint distribution gives us access to the marginal distributions p(x1), p(x2) and
the conditional distributions p(x1|x2), p(x2|x1). Below we outline in more detail how does
the machine learning community typically approach supervised/unsupervised learning
and how does one typically account for the uncertainty.

1.2.1. Supervised Discriminative Modeling

The first case for supervised learning is a non-Bayesian approach that finds some param-
eterized function fθ that maps from x to y (Figure 1.2.1). In this case, we take a complete
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Figure 1.2.: A schematic of the discriminative machine learning methodology where we
find the single best parameters θ∗ to describe the conditional distribution
p(y|x, θ∗) which describes the relationship between x and y. Our input data
comes from an underlying distribution X ∼ pdata(x) and we use the expected
value of inputs, x = Ex [pdata(x)], as inputs to our model, f. In addition,
we assume that a single set of parameters, θ∗, can describe our approximate
conditional distribution, i.e. p(y|x, θ∗). This results in point-wise estimates of
our output observations, Eθ∗ [p(y|x, θ∗)], of the true output variable, p(y).

naive approach where we do not take into account the uncertainty in our model parame-
ters or our data by finding the best single-set of parameters θ∗that best describe our data.
First one needs to guess the parametric form of f, e.g. a linear function, f (x; w) = w>x,
a linear basis function, f(x; θ) = w>φ(x) , or a non-linear function f(x; θ) = g(w>φ(x)).
Estimating θ from D = {xi, yi}N

i=1 is called model fitting and it is easily the bulk of ma-
chine learning as we try to find a good and expressive representation of our data via some
feature map f that minimizes the objective L(θ) [LeCun et al., 2015b] . In the case of our
supervised learning dataset D described by some likelihood function p(y|x, θ), we could
have the following loss function

L(θ) = log p(D|θ) = log p(y|x, θ) + λC(θ), (1.1)

where λ is a regularization term and C(θ) is a complexity term over the parameters θ
to mitigate overfitting. This particular formulation is known as Maximum Likelihood
Estimation (MLE) as we assume that the expected value of the likelihood will give us
the best set of parameters to describe our model Eθ [p(y|x, θ)]. Although these are point
estimates, we have seen incredible use cases in a wide range of applications [Graves et al.,
2013, Krizhevsky et al., 2017, Young et al., 2018, Singh et al., 2020]. However, state-of-the-
art (SOTA) discriminative models suffer heavily in the presence of uncertainty as they
tend to be overconfident [Nguyen et al., 2015] and fail to generalize beyond their training
data which give poorly calibrated mean estimates [Kawaguchi et al., 2017, Madry et al.,
2018, Guo et al., 2019].
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There are also many post-hoc methods in the literature which allow one to gain confi-
dence by evaluating how the model has performed post-training. A classic method is to
vary the inputs via targeted sampling strategies [Razavi and Gupta, 2015b] and propagate
these through the function gradient, ∇xj f , to get a ranking of inputs most affecting the
output variance. Then one can summarize the contribution of each input variable xj as a
contributing factor to the overall variance. An effective sampling strategy for the inputs,
e.g. Random, Latin HyperCube [Helton and Davis, 2003] Quasi-Monte Carlo [Sobolá,
2001, Sudret, 2008], can give a good enough characterization to see how sensitive the
model is to the input space. This sampling and gradient-based strategy is seen in other
more modern methods which attempt including gradient-based feature attribution, sur-
rogate modeling and perturbation methods [Jiménez-Luna et al., 2020]. The methods
above are work-arounds to make models more robust to aleatoric and out-of-sample un-
certainty. But they do not actually characterize the uncertainty in the data or the model
parameters. This paints an incomplete picture as one should still incorporate uncertainty
during the model training phase and within the model formulation to fully characterize
the uncertainty in models and data.

1.2.2. Supervised Probabilistic Model

The parameter estimation method cannot take into account the uncertainty within our
model parameters in its formulation due to its expectation on the parameter space. In-
stead of a single set of parameters θ∗, we get a distribution of that could describe the data
p(θ|D) (see Figure 1.2.2). From a supervised learning perspective, we are still assuming
a function fθ that describes the relationship between x and y, i.e. p(y|x, θ). So we can use
Bayes rule

p(θ|D) = p(θ|x, y) =
p(y|x, θ)p(θ)∫
p(y|x, θ)p(θ)dθ

=
p(y|x, θ)p(θ)

p(y|x) (1.2)

to find the posterior p(θ|x, y) given the prior distribution over the weights p(θ) and the
likelihood p(y|x, θ) describing the data generating process used to relate y and x given
a set of parameters θ. The likelihood function depends on the task at hand, e.g. in a
classification setting this would be a softmax likelihood while in a regression task, this
could be a Gaussian likelihood or a T-Student likelihood. The density p(D) is the model
evidence or the marginal likelihood of the data which is a normalization term. For inference,
we use the posterior which acts as a new prior for future data. We compute the likelihood
given the parameters where each parameter is weighted by the posterior distribution. So
given a new input x∗, we can predict a new output y∗:

p(y∗|x∗,D) =
∫

p(y∗|x∗, θ)p(θ|D)dθ (1.3)

This is a form of Bayesian model averaging which represents the average of infinitely
many models H weighted by their posterior probabilities. The model provides an es-
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Figure 1.3.: A schematic of the probabilistic machine learning methodology where we
find the distribution of the parameters θ that best suits the conditional dis-
tribution p(y|x, θ) which describes the relationship between x and y. Our
input data comes from an underlying distribution x ∼ pdata(x) and we use
the expected value of inputs, x = Exi [pdata(x)], as inputs to our model, f.
We assume that a distribution of parameters, p(θ), can describe our approxi-
mate conditional distribution, i.e. p(y|x, θ). Through Bayesian inference, one
obtains a posterior distribution, p(θ|x, y), which describes the best set of pa-
rameters given our data as well as a predictive distribution for our output
observations, Eθ [p(y|x, θ)], which approximates the true output distribution,
p(y).

timate of the epistemic uncertainty (the uncertainty in our model parameters; see Ap-
pendix A) over the possible parameters θ that fit the data. This is in contrast to the
discriminative approach which assumes a single set of parameters θ∗.

Inferring p(θ|D) is the most difficult aspect of probabilistic modeling and is the dom-
inant aspect of the literature [Bishop, 2007, Murphy, 2012, Ghahramani, 2015]. If the
posterior is simple, then we can use exact methods to compute posterior distribution and
in the case of likelihoods that are conjugate to the prior, then this can be done analyt-
ically. However, often times the true posterior p(θ|D) is multimodal and complex and
thus cannot be evaluated analytically so one has to choose alternative methods. There are
deterministic methods which approximate a single or multiple nodes of p(θ|D) with a
convenient q(θ|D) through optimization. These include methods like Laplace approxima-
tion [Mackay, 1995, Friston et al., 2007], variational inference [Beal, 2003], drop-out [Gal
and Ghahramani, 2016], and expectation propagation [Minka, 2001]. Alternative meth-
ods are sample-based procedures which summarize the posterior distribution p(θ|D)
over a discrete set of samples. These methods are typically more asymptotically exact
but can be slower than the approximate methods. Some algorithms include Metropolish-
Hastings (MH) [Chib and Greenberg, 1995], Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [Hoffman
and Gelman, 2011, 2014], Stochastic-Gradient HMC (SGHMC) [Chen et al., 2014], and
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Stochastic-Gradient Langevin Dynamics (SGLD) [Welling and Teh, 2011]. While origi-
nally Bayesian methods were critiqued for being much slower than parameter estimation
methods like neural networks or ensemble methods [Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017], re-
cent papers have showed that geometrically-inspired Bayesian methods [Izmailov et al.,
2018, 2019, Maddox et al., 2019a, Yang et al., 2019] can provide better mean predictions
and uncertainties while being more computationally efficient [Wilson and Izmailov, 2020].

1.2.3. Unsupervised Generative Modeling

Figure 1.4.: A schematic showing the generative machine learning methodology where we
find the best model pθ which can describe the x. The input data comes from
an underlying distribution x ∼ pdata(x) and we try to find an approximate
distribution pθ(x) s.t. pdata(x) = pθ(x). We typically assume the process can
be described by a function, fθ, parameterized by θ, which maps our data, x
to a latent variable z. Depending on the properties of the function, f, one can
generate samples and/or evaluate the density of new samples.

Unlike supervised learning, in generative modeling, we do not assume any mapping
function f about the relationship between x and y. Instead, we try to learn a generative
model which tries to estimate the joint density of our data, D = {xi}N

i=1 (see Figure 1.2.3).
Such a task can give us the underlying distributions of the data which could allow us
to generate samples and/or evaluate densities. Formally, we assume that our data, x,
is multivariate and comes from some underlying distribution described by pdata(x). In
generative modeling, we want to learn some distribution pθ(x) parameterized by θ s.t.
pθ(x) ≈ pdata(x). Generative models really are the holy grail of machine learning be-
cause many of the standard machine learning approaches are encapsulated within the
generative modeling framework: compute conditional and marginal densities, compare
datasets, dimensionality reduction, representation learning and data generation. How-
ever, unsupervised learning are the most difficult. Fortunately, a lot of progress has been
made in the machine learning community in this aspect.
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Just like with probabilistic predictive modeling, one needs to compute a model fθ and
then choose a learning principle to infer the parameters θ. One way is to introduce an
unobserved random variable for every observed data point. This latent variable representa-
tion assumes a latent underlying distribution z ∼ platent(z) that describes the distribution
x ∼ pdata(x) under some transformation fθ(z):

z ∼ N (0, I), x = fθ(z). (1.4)

Note: in this case, we chose z to be a Gaussian distribution but in general any known dis-
tribution can be used, e.g. Uniform, Mixture of Gaussian’s, etc. However, this formulation
does not allow one to evaluate densities directly without some additional constraints on
fθ . If fθ is differentiable and bijective (diffeomorphic), then we can use the change of
variables formula to evaluate the densities exactly. This is given by

pdata(x) = platent

(
f−1

θ (x)
) ∣∣∣∇xf−1

θ (x)
∣∣∣ (1.5)

where ∇ is the Jacobian wrt x, | · | is the determinant, and f−1
θ is the inverse function.

Earlier methods assume some linear transformation, e.g. Probabilistic PCA [Tipping and
Bishop, 1999] or Factor Analysis [Bishop, 2007]. To make these transformations more
expressive, one could use a mixture of simple distributions, e.g. Gaussian Mixture model,
which can arbitrarily approximate any distribution given enough components. One could
also choose a non-linear transformation via neural networks [Mackay, 1995], Gaussian
processes [Lawrence, 2005] or kernel methods [Schölkopf et al., 1998]. However, these
methods all sacrifice invertibility for expressiveness as these functions are not bijective
transformations. Generative Adversarial Networks [Goodfellow et al., 2014] are a popular
family of models that use a neural network for fθ and have shown the best results in
generating samples that are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to pdata(x). However,
they are typically not bijective functions and thus one cannot evaluate densities. One
can use hypothesis testing methods [Gretton et al., 2012, Dziugaite et al., 2015, Huszar,
2015] to compare distributions or use a minimax loss scheme that’s predominantly used
in GANs [Goodfellow et al., 2014].

Gaussianization [Chen and Gopinath, 2001, Laparra et al., 2011a, Meng et al., 2020a]
and normalizing flows [Papamakarios et al., 2019b, Kobyzev et al., 2019] are the most
common class of methods which use neural network architectures to find fθ and only
choose transformations that are differentiable and bijective. This class of methods are
the most general of generative models because they allow one to generate samples and
evaluate densities. In addition, since one can compute probabilities directly using the
change-of-variables formula, one can simply use the maximum likelihood log pθ(x) to
train these models. However, finding differentiable and bijective functions which are
inexpensive to train can be difficult.

If one only wants to evaluate densities, then one can use separate neural networks to
approximate the forward operation fθ and inverse operation f−1

θ = gθ. This is the basis
of the (variational) autoencoders [Wang et al., 2014, Kingma and Welling, 2014] which
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feature a neural network for both the fθ and gθ (i.e. the decoder and encoder). This allows
for arbitrary functions, f, which are easier to evaluate. In standard autocoders, one has
to minimize the reconstruction loss between the true data, xtrue and the data generated
from model gx, e.g. ||xtrue − xgen||. So we force the latent representation to encode as
much information as possible. Whereas in the variational autoencoders, one can factorize
conditional distribution and marginalize over the latent variables. In this case, we are
often faced with the standard integration problem within Bayesian framework (see the
previous section).

1.3. Proposed Solutions and Limitations

We have outlined and decomposed three modeling perspectives used in machine learn-
ing. Depending upon the methodology, some approaches are more adapted for dealing
with data and model uncertainty than others. However, each of the approaches are valu-
able and very well used within the machine learning community. We acknowledge the
value of each of the learning paradigms and as such, consider each of the methods within
this thesis. In the following subsections, we give some standard solutions for uncertainty
quantification along with their limitations within each of the machine learning paradigms
described in the previous section: supervised discriminative modeling, supervised prob-
abilistic modeling and unsupervised gnerative modeling.

1.3.1. Sensitivity Analysis for Discriminative Modeling

In section 1.2.1, we gave an overview of how one can use machine learning modeling
to estimate a single set of parameters which best describes the data. This is easily the
most popular approach in machine learning. However, it inherently does not differenti-
ate the aleatoric nor the epistemic uncertainty (the uncertainty within the data and the
uncertainty within the model respectively; see Appendix A) without ad-hoc methods like
ensembles. Admittedly, this class of methods are not the best suited for dealing with
noisy data but they are still used abundantly within our community so it is important not
to discount them. Fortunately, we can still characterize the inputs of our model on the
output uncertainty through post-hoc analysis via sensitivity analysis.

Sensitivity analysis (SA) is one of the most popular analysis methods in the literature
in Earth science models [Razavi and Gupta, 2015a]. It studies how the outputs of a model
are related to the inputs. These inputs can be model parameters, initial and boundary
conditions or model structures. The outputs can be any model response of interest which
is often the predictions. Sensitivity analysis is a very effective framework which has
been used to solve a wide range of questions. Some examples include 1) exploring how
different processes and parameters affect the output of a system [Gupta and Razavi, 2018];
2) to determine which influential factors are redundant and can be removed [Sobolá,
2001]; 3) allows one to assess the inputs that are dominant and also which parameters
contribute the most to the output uncertainty [Guillaume et al., 2019, Iwanaga et al.,
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Figure 1.5.: A high-level overview of sensitivity analysis (SA) applied to a trained discrim-
inative model fθ. SA is a tool that generates input samples x ∼ pdata(x) that
get propagated through a model fθ to produces some outputs y. Then it does
some analysis of the variability of y with respect to the input x to characterize
the relative influence x on the output variance of y.

2020]. Overall, SA helps practitioners make decisions about subsequent next steps to take
regarding their model or data.

Sensitivity analysis can be divided into two subgroups: local and global. Local sensi-
tivity analysis usually examines how the model output changes with small perturbations
around a fixed point in the parameter space (Figure 1.5). Global methods take into ac-
count the entire parameter space. The simplest and most natural methods are gradient-
based measures. This is a simple principle which postulates that high values given by the
derivative of the model ∇xj fθ can be attributed to a high sensitivity to the input sample xk

i
where j 6= k. To get a global measure, one can take the derivative with respect to a wider
range of points and then summarize this by taking the mean, variance or some other
statistic [Morris, 1991, Campolongo et al., 2007, Kucherenko and Iooss, 2014, Rakovec
et al., 2014]. The gradient can be estimated with finite difference scheme or the adjoint
method [Plessix, 2006] but this is very dependent on the step-size [Razavi and Gupta,
2015b]. With the advent of differentiable physical models and automatic differentiation,
this limitation can be alleviated [Rackauckas et al., 2018].

However, sometimes one does not have access to the gradient explicitly as is the case
with many physical models. Variance-based methods are a solution which seek to propa-
gate distributions of input parameters and characterize the effect on the output variance.
Monte Carlo sampling is the simplest and most exact method, yet very computationally
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costly. However one can use quasi-Monte Carlo schemes [Lemieux, 2009] which sample
from a pre-defined grid like Latin HyperCube Sampling (LHS) or Sobol indices [Sobolá,
2001] to achieve convergence with less iterations. Sampling methods can be expensive
even with the quasi-MC methods. Another common option involves using surrogate
models. These methods create an emulator which allow one to use a proxy ML model to
replicate very expensive models that are cheaper and faster, e.g. polynomial chaos [Ten-
nøe et al., 2018] or Gaussian processes [Camps-Valls et al., 2016]. Then one can character-
ize the response surface of the surrogate model as a proxy for the real physical model.

A lot of these methods above assume that the input features/parameters are indepen-
dently distributed which is not always the case. Under this setting, one needs to construct
a representative joint input distribution to sample from which is not always known a pri-
ori [Razavi and Gupta, 2015a]. This is difficult especially in the case of high-dimensional
data and leads to a final class of methods which feature dependence metrics via dis-
similarity measures. Instead of directly sampling and measuring the total variance of
the propagated inputs, [Da Veiga, 2015] showed that one can model high-order relations
dependencies between the input data [Székely et al., 2007, Gretton et al., 2012] which
alleviates the need to construct ad-hoc distributions to sample from.

Sensitivity analysis in the context of uncertainty quantification (UQ) has shown a grow-
ing momentum in applied settings [Razavi et al., 2020] as it can be used to identify
dominant factors within a system which can be useful for quantitive characterization
and uncertainty reduction. With a good strategy, one could analyze the variance in the
model predictions and potentially trace it back to the sources like the model components,
model parameters and input data [Razavi et al., 2019]. A major issue with mathematical
modeling is the increasing complexity of more complex structures which requires more
components being added. In many real-world applications, this can lead to more "black-
box" application of these models as some assumptions and parameters are "hard-coded"
into the system [Mendoza et al., 2015]. In addition, this can misrepresent the full affect of
the true influence [Colquhoun, 2014, Andrea et al., 2015, Nearing et al., 2016]. SA has the
potential to help model developers calibrate the right level of complexity [Saltelli, 2019] to
find the right balance between model completeness and propagation error [O’Neill and
Rust, 1979, Turner and Gardner, 2015].

A critical challenge of SA is in the context of how can these methods be effectively
used in the machine learning setting. Many SA methods used for physical models cannot
be applied in the same way as ML models because they are constructed fundamentally
differently. In a physical model, one can explicitly state a parameter that is responsible
for representing a single process, e.g. temperature or salinity. In many complex non-
parametric ML models, these methods do not assume a fixed parametric form as they
instead try to estimate the function fθ directly from the data. The parameters θ for that
function f often do not represent a process but instead an abstract representation of the
data and uncertainty. So it might be difficult to single out a parameter that is responsible
for a process. Instead, the value of SA is the ability to point to the most influential
components and interactions between the input features of an ML model [Lundberg and
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Lee, 2017a, Lundberg et al., 2019] which could lead to other applications such as model
calibration for input variable selection or even model structure selection.

One of the biggest issues with sensitivity analysis is how one can connect traditional
global sensitivity analysis to machine learning methods [Razavi et al., 2020]. Just like
physical models, for ML methods, the sensitivity method will depend upon the proper-
ties of the model class. For example, ensemble methods and k-nearest neighbours do not
have analytical gradients whereas kernel methods and neural networks do. No sensitivity
criterion is universal and more attention should be paid to the inner mechanics of spe-
cific SA on targeted ML frameworks [Razavi and Gupta, 2015a]. Aside from importance
score-based methods for feature ranking [Breiman, 2001, Lakshminarayanan et al., 2017,
Weijs et al., 2010] and feature ranking methods [Blix et al., 2017, Rasmussen et al., 2011],
little exploration has been done on the formulation and definition, nor the interpretation
of sensitivity analysis of specific ML families. Overall, there should be a complete inves-
tigation of how we can calculate sensitivity measures within a model class to really bring
forth clarity to the community about how we can use sensitivity analysis and why.

Research Question I: Sensitivity analysis is one of the most popular analysis-methods used
in forward physical models to characterize the impact of the inputs variables and model param-
eters on the output variance. However, in the context of machine learning, understanding
and interpreting the results of this methodology is still a challenge due to the underlying
differences in approaches. Can we formalize sensitivity analysis for the broad family of kernel
methods?

1.3.2. Probabilistic Modeling with Noisy Inputs

Figure 1.6.: A high-level overview of input error propagation through a probabilistic
model.

In section 1.2.2, we gave an overview of how one can use probabilistic supervised ma-
chine learning methods to estimate the epistemic uncertainty using Bayesian methods.
Using Bayesian methods gives us a complete probabilistic treatment of the system where
we define priors of our system and extract the best distribution of parameters which
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describe the model, i.e. the posteriors [MacKay, 2003, Gelman et al., 2020]. This is effec-
tively inverse uncertainty quantification as we characterize our model parameters given
the data. Then we can slowly iterate by critiquing and continuously improving our model
assumptions by updating our priors given our new known posterior distributions (known
as the Bayesian workflow [Gelman et al., 2020]) to obtain the best possible model given
the data.

However, the standard Bayesian ML framework does not natively take into account the
error in the inputs which could result in poor confidence intervals and even incorrect
posteriors. In fact, Bayesian models accounting for input uncertainty are seldom found
in the literature [Huard and Mailhot, 2006]. In traditional statistical models, accounting
for uncertain inputs is known as error-in-variables [Kendall and Stuart, 1963]. There
were a few competing ways in the literature of the relationship of how the inputs could
be described: 1) we observe a noise corrupted version of the inputs, 2) we observe the
actual inputs and assume the noise is independent. With either method, it’s difficult
to estimate the true inputs and model parameters. A deterministic approach was to use
moment reconstruction [Freedman et al., 2004, 2008] which is an idea similar to regression
calibration [Hardin et al., 2003]. More Bayesian approaches [Snoussi, 2003, Spiegelman
et al., 2011] used a modified expectation maximization scheme and treated the inputs as
hidden variables and [Dellaportas and Stephens, 1995] used Gibbs sampling to perform
inference.

Gaussian processes are another popular class of probabilistic models which feature the
golden standard confidence intervals even when compared to some of the recent Bayesian
neural networks [Wilson and Izmailov, 2020]. Earlier studies looked at ways to augment
the predictive mean and standard deviation by the Taylor’s series expansion, Monte Carlo
sampling and moment matching [Girard et al., 2002a]. These were mainly applied to
dynamical models [Deisenroth and Mohamed, 2012] but also problems in hydrology to
model streamflow [Sun et al., 2014]. We have also seen approaches for iterative technique
to incorporate the noisy inputs into the training procedure [McHutchon and Rasmussen,
2011] which have been applied to improve modeling sea-level rise in historical records
[Kopp et al., 2016]. However, despite the more recent progress of Gaussian processes
(GPs) with input uncertainty, there is no literature (to our knowledge) that shows any
application of these methods to many other Earth system related problems. Despite all
of the advancements in the machine learning community and the importance it has in
uncertainty quantification, it has received little to no attention in Earth systems data as
there is a huge lack of literature showcasing how these modified GPs can be applied.

Research Question II: Gaussian processes remain the golden standard for Bayesian machine
learning which results in credible predictive mean and variances. In this thesis, can we
demonstrate how to encode the uncertainty of our inputs into our GP models and quantify
confidence gain in predictive uncertainty estimates.
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1.3.3. Generative Models for Information Theoretic Measures

In supervised learning scenarios, a model f is proposed to describe the relationship be-
tween the input x and output y, and the objective is to find a model fθ given the input
data. For both probabilistic models and for sensitivity analysis, we construct a set of
assumptions or hypothesis H with the end goal of either explaining our predictions or
capture our uncertainty. For example, one critical assumption in UQ is the choice of the
multivariate properties of uncertain input variables x which are propagated through the
model f . In SA, one assumes that they are independent and that each can be described
through measurements, targeted experimental design or expert judgement. It has been
shown that incorrect input spaces without considering the correlation structure can lead
to poor results for variance-based sensitivity measures [Wang et al., 2018, Razavi et al.,
2020]. In Bayesian modeling, we assume some distribution for our input variables x and
the model for the generating process for y. But its also known that incorrect inductive
biases and badly chosen priors (i.e. model mispecification [Dennis et al., 2019, DÁmour
et al., 2020, Karaletsos and Bui, 2020, Wenzel et al., 2020]) lead to poor predictions. So
how does one determine the best probability density function for the data? How does
one assess which representation is more informative and which representation is more re-
dundant? This still leaves us with a fundamental problem when we approach exploration
and analysis from a modeling perspective: assumptions.

When we choose the model to represent the relationship between two datasets, we are
inherently making assumptions about the form that the relationship takes. The data it-
self is its own representation of a state or phenomena in the world described in space and
time. In section 1.2.3, we gave an overview of how one can use unsupervised probabilistic
machine learning methods to directly model the data to gain insight into its underlying
properties. Instead of modeling some relationship of p(y|x), we directly model the joint
density, p(x, y) where y can be multivariate [y1, y2, . . . , yp]. If we can capture the un-
derlying joint density of our dataset p(x, y), this can potentially give us access to the
conditionals, p(x|y), p(y|x) and also the marginals, p(x), p(y). In addition, having the
joint density can improve our supervised models for example in Bayesian inference and
data compression. So instead, we ask a different question: what can the data itself tell us?
Can we establish some relevance or relationship between a variable and a phenomena?
And how can we test and assess our assumptions?

"The basis for all knowledge is "information" that we compile about the world."
– [Kumar and Gupta, 2020]

The theory of information was presented in Shannon’s seminal work [Shannon, 1948]
which provides us with a framework that can quantify the uncertainty of our data. It is
multivariate as it can provide quantities for systems of one or more variables, it is also
model independent so we do not need to create hypothesis of what relationships we think
the data has, and the units are also universal (bits) as it is not data dependent so we
can compare across data types like discrete and continuous. The theory is deep and so
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Figure 1.7.: A high-level overview of information theory and how it relies on density
estimation to make comparisons across the individual variables with metrics
like Shannon’s interpretation of information, entropy, and total correlation.

we have a lot of metrics [Cover and Thomas, 2001] that can be derived from axioms of
probability. There are many known ones; like 1) entropy - the average uncertainty of a
distribution, 2) mutual information - the shared information between two or more vari-
ables, and 3) relative entropy - the asymmetric distance between two distributions; to other
less known ones; like 4) total correlation - the redundancy of a distribution [Watanabe,
1960, Studený and Vejnarová, 1998] and information flow - conditional multivariate mutual
information of three datasets [Petri, 1962]. Overall, information theory (IT) gives us a
mathematical apparatus to assess whether the measurements or predictions reflect the
true nature of the process [Kumar and Gupta, 2020].

Given the increase in complex data, information theory will be more prevalent in to-
day’s data analysis schemes in the cases where researchers do not have any assumptions
about the underlying relationships between the data. However, subsequent analysis using
these metrics can help one select more appropriate variables for modeling as it can also
help us to understand the relationships between our datasets on a more fundamental level.
This is especially powerful in scenarios of model building whereby decisions such as the
prior distributions as well as the model architecture is decided based on the information
content of the datasets. This framework enables one to quantify the information content
within the data. In [Timme and Lapish, 2018], authors demonstrate that information the-
oretic measures can be an effective tool to analyze neuroscience data leading to better
decisions about the modeling architecture.

"One variable provides information about another variable when knowledge of the first
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reduces the uncertainty of the second."
–[Cover and Thomas, 2001]

Information theory metrics are scattered throughout the machine learning literature.
For example, entropy is used in random forest schemes as a decision criteria, cross-
entropy is often used as a loss function in classification tasks, mutual information for
feature selection, and relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler Divergence) is often used in vari-
ational inference schemes. However, these are only metrics to assess a given criteria.
Less emphasis has been placed on data analysis and UQ. In the Earth science commu-
nity, information theory has not been widely used across communities but it does have
a consistent use in some niche communities. Hydrology and ecology is by far the most
common [Gong et al., 2013]. There is some earlier published work about the use of en-
tropy in hydrology [Singh, 1997] and later perspectives about why information theory
should be used [Weijs et al., 2010]. There is even a recent debate series where they argue
that information theory is the new paradigm for science and argue that it overcomes some
inconsistencies in the current Bayesian modeling approaches [Kumar and Gupta, 2020].
In climate science, it was first hinted that one should conduct exploratory data analysis
and give summary statistical descriptors, ideally ones that were more expressive other than
just correlation [Guttman, 1989]. Since then, there has been some studies to use infor-
mation flow (a form of multivariate conditional mutual information) in climate-related
applications [Bollt et al., 2018, Pot], more overviews and perspectives [Majda and Gersh-
gorin, 2010, Ballantyne, 2016] as well as specifically identifying relevant climate variables
[Knuth et al., 2013]. There has also been some efforts to improve how we visualize CMIP
model comparisons using information theory measures [Correa and Lindstrom, 2013a]; a
view that is also shared by [Larson, 2012].

However, information theoretic measures have not been widely accepted in the com-
munity due the limitations of information theory estimators. While the information theory
measures are model independent, they are data dependent which means we do have to
make some decisions about how to represent our data. All estimators depend on accu-
rately estimating probability density functions, and this is difficult especially with moder-
ate to high number of dimensions [Kumar and Gupta, 2020, Timme and Lapish, 2018]. As
we increase the number of variables, the amount of data needed to capture their relations
grows exponentially. This is especially prevalent in many Earth system applications with
spatial, temporal and spectral features. For example, physical models modeling spatial
distributions can take days or months to compute. Some physical models feature 100s or
1000s of parameters [Borgonovo and Smith, 2011, Lu et al., 2020] which makes SA or UQ
very difficult. Even with the increasing computation resources [Prieur et al., 2019], this
is still not feasible for everyone. Many times Earth and environmental systems modeling
will use reduced-order models to reduce the dimensionality of the data [Sheikholeslami
et al., 2019, McQuarrie et al., 2020, Kapteyn et al.]. However, one still needs to decide
which dimensionality is correct and furthermore, generate samples that most-closely rep-
resent that distribution.

Both information theory and uncertainty quantification require accurate multivariate
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densities, which is a long-standing problem in machine learning. Traditional paramet-
ric methods such as Gaussian mixture models and probabilistic PCA are not expressive
enough to capture the data complexity within high-dimensional data. Standard non-
parametric methods such as histogram, kernel density estimators and k-nearest neigh-
bours approaches fail with datasets of this nature because they are susceptible to the curse
of dimensionality. Generative modeling has increased in popularity and has had success
with high-dimensional datasets like images. Ideally, one would need a method that is able
to exactly model the density of the dataset as accurately as possible. GANs have shown to
generate realistic samples but don’t have access to the underlying density whereas VAEs
are approximate models. Normalizing flows (NFs) have shown great promise in estimat-
ing very complex densities and high-dimensional datasets exactly [Papamakarios et al.,
2019b, Kobyzev et al., 2019]. These methods use a parameterized function that can be
trained jointly or iteratively [Laparra et al., 2011b, Inouye and Ravikumar, 2018] to find
an invertible transformation from the original domain to a less complex domain. Then
using the change of variables formula, one can estimate probability densities and sample
effectively. [Chen and Gopinath, 2001] and [Laparra et al., 2011b] showcase how these
class of models have a connection to IT. This makes this methods ideal for not only esti-
mating densities but also for estimating information theory metrics for high-dimensional
datasets. However, this link has yet to be fully explored especially within the context of
Earth system data.

Research Question III: Information theory metrics provide us with a framework for summa-
rizing the expected uncertainty in our data. While there are many advantages of information
theory for data characterization, it is incredibly difficult in high-dimensional, multivariate
datasets. Can we address this inherent limitation and demonstrate its viability in real world
applications?

1.4. Research Objectives

The scientific machine learning community has made great strides to improve physics-
aware modeling but lesser attention has been paid to the uncertainty quantification of
observational data and its adverse impacts on the quality of our models. In particular,
we stated that uncertainty in our input data is a key consideration for all facets of ma-
chine learning however this is often not considered in standard practice. A lot of data
is not necessarily informative data so it is important to ensure that our data is correctly
characterized in order to achieve the best possible and most correct model representation.

"The goal of this thesis is to introduce new ways of quantifying uncertainty and information
content within Earth system data and models."
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Table 1.1.: A summary of all components in the research objectives within this thesis: 1)
for supervised discriminative modeling - we look at derivative-based sensitiv-
ity analysis to analyze kernel methods; 2) for supervised probabilistic model-
ing - we improve Gaussian processes confidence intervals via error propagation
of noisy inputs; 3) for unsupervised generative models - we use Gaussian-
ization as a generative model for density estimation and Information theory
estimation for high-dimensional, multivariate data.

Algorithm Class Assumptions Analysis EO Application

Kernel Methods p(y|x, θ∗)
Sensitivity Analysis,
∇xj f (x) Feature Relevance

Gaussian Processes p(y|x, θ)
Uncertainty Propagation,
p(y|x, θ)p(x)

Regression,
Kriging, Sampling

Gaussianization p(x|θ)
Information Theory,
(e.g. Entropy, mutual in-
formation)

Feature Relevance,
Density Est.,
Info. Content

Why is the topic important?

Acknowledging and adjusting for noisy data is especially relevant now when we have
increasing amounts of data from heterogeneous and secondary sources. In addition, we
now have copious volumes of spatial-temporal data which may or may not be informative
for our applications. However, machine learning methods applied to Earth science data
are often used without taking input data uncertainty or characteristics into account. By
acknowledging and accounting for this uncertainty and inherent structure within our
input data through direct quantification or explainable measures, users will have more
confidence in our models which will lead to better and more informed decisions. This
will not only help our predictive performance, but it will also help our understanding of
the underlying data characteristics.

How do we plan address this topic?

For three machine learning disciplines, we outlined the literature for a subset of the stan-
dard methodologies used for modeling and highlighted potential pitfalls and limitations
surrounding these approaches to account for the uncertainty within the data. In paramet-
ric learning, sensitivity analysis is the standard approach but the discrepancies between
how it is applied to physical models and non-parametric machine learning is still an un-
explored area. We will show that SA is a viable and interpretable framework that can be
applied to an entire class of machine learning models, specifically under the framework of
kernel methods. In supervised probabilistic modeling, we highlight that Bayesian models
are excellent at accounting for epistemic uncertainty but often fall short when considering
the aleatoric uncertainty. We will demonstrate that accounting for uncertain inputs via
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error propagation can improve the predictive uncertainty in a class of ML models, specifi-
cally under the framework of Gaussian processes. In unsupervised learning, we highlight
information theory provides excellent measures of overall data uncertainty but it is not
widely adopted due to the problem of density estimation in high dimensional spaces. In
this thesis, we will demonstrate that obtaining IT metrics is possible even for high dimen-
sional data via a class of normalizing flow models called Gaussianization. In all cases, we
will focus on spatial, temporal and/or spectral EO data. In the next subsections, we give
the concrete steps taken to address the highlighted topics (see Table 1.1).

1.4.1. Objective 1: Sensitivity Analysis for Kernel Methods

Summary. We fully explore derivative-based sensitivity analysis in Kernel methods to
open the black-box on an entire class of algorithms from regression, classification, density
estimation and dependence estimation.

Idea. To provide intuition on how one might use sensitivity analysis for kernel meth-
ods, we go through the kernel formulation and show how (like linear methods) kernel
methods have an analytical derivative which means one has access to derivative-based
analysis methods even though they are a non-parametric class of algorithms. We verify
this by giving a complete end-to-end exploration of derivative-based sensitivity analy-
sis and related methods focusing on interpretability. We highlight how this works with
not only standard regression methods, but also can be extended to classification, density
estimation and measuring dependence methods.

Application. We focus on Earth system data exclusively. The data is spatial-temporal
and we give example applications of how we can use SA to gain insight into the fitted
kernel method. We demonstrate this using regression, classification, density estimation
and dependence estimation. This will further motivate the field to use this framework as
it will stem directly from the explanation of the theory mentioned above.

Relevance. By choosing kernel methods for derivative-based sensitivity analysis we pro-
vide the following contributions: 1) we counter the idea that ML models are black-boxes
especially kernel methods, 2) we validate and verify the application of derivative-based
sensitivity analysis for a class of ML-models, and 3) we generalize this methodology out-
side of the standard regression/classification schemes to kernel-based density estimation
and independence estimation. In all cases, this pushes the field forward for better uncer-
tainty quantification and explainability for kernel methods in particular.

1.4.2. Objective 2: Uncertain Inputs for Gaussian Processes

Summary. We improve the confidence intervals of Gaussian processes by accounting for
uncertain inputs.

Idea. We take inspiration from dynamical GP models and show how one can incorporate
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input uncertainty into the standard GP formulation by simply modifying the predictive
mean and predictive variance. We emphasize that even a simple modification via the
gradient of the GP predictive mean can lead to more qualitatively and quantitatively
better confidence intervals.

Application. We use noisy, high-dimensional satellite reflectance data from a hyperspec-
tral sensor used to predict global temperature as our case study. This dataset has been
used in previous applications, however none of the practitioners incorporated the error
in the spectral bands directly within their ML models. The quality of the confidence
intervals for the global map are assessed.

Relevance. Gaussian processes are a very popular class of Bayesian methods and remain
the golden standard for sensible confidence intervals. However, we postulate that the
aleatoric uncertainty that isn’t accounted for within our inputs leads to sub-optimal con-
fidence intervals. By demonstrating that even the simplest of methods can improve the
confidence intervals, this will motivate the community to take further steps to improve
the widespread use of GPs for EO applications.

1.4.3. Objective 3: Gaussianization for Density Estimation and Information Theory
Metrics

Summary. Showcase the use of generative models for high-dimensional density estima-
tion and information theory metrics computation in Earth system applications.

Idea. We acknowledge that information theoretic measures have not been adopted in the
standard literature due to issues with PDF estimation for high-dimensional datasets. We
address this limitation by using Gaussianization, a generative model within the family of
normalizing flows. We also demonstrate that the real issue of UQ (in the pure sense of
the word) can be addressed via information theoretic metrics as a superior metric than
standard correlation measures. We also show why Gaussianization is an ideal choice due
to the close connections to IT within the formulation.

Application. We give many toy examples like radar and hyperspectral images with com-
plex distributions to demonstrate that Gaussianization can correctly generate samples
that are marginally and jointly representative of the original dataset. We showcase Gaus-
sianization as an ideal tool for exploring large-scale spatial-temporal Earth system global
data products where we give examples of how information theory metrics, like entropy
and mutual information, can be used to assess the optimal configuration for further pro-
cessing.

Relevance. Information theory metrics are powerful but underutilized due to the curse
of dimensionality which also explains the ineffectiveness of standard density estimation
models. In this portion of the thesis, 1) We introduce a competitive model for density
estimation into the Earth science community, 2) we showcase how information theory
metrics are now a viable option for analyzing high-dimensional, multivariate datasets,
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and 3) by directly characterizing the joint distribution via machine learning models.

1.5. Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 is relevant to research objective 1 outlined in 1.4.1. It presents the basics of
sensitivity analysis to give context for the included paper. We also provide a case for
kernel methods to motivate why we chose that particular class of methods for machine
learning methods. This is followed by a short summary of the article, contributions,
impact and reproducibility is provided. This chapter is concluded with parting thoughts
for future work.

Chapter 3 is relevant to research objective 2 outlined in 1.4.2. It presents a short summary
of probabilistic modeling followed by an overview of Gaussian process regression. I
provide a history of previous work for incorporating uncertain inputs into GPs with toy
examples for each of the core methods listed. This is followed by a short summary of the
article, contributions, impact and reproducibility is provided. This chapter is concluded
with further literature building upon the published work with a list of concrete steps for
future work.

Chapter 4 is relevant to research objective 3 outlined in 1.4.3. It briefly outlines the SOTA
generative modeling framework motivating the choice of methods. It further motivates
the Gaussianization framework over the previously described methods via its connection
to information theory. This is followed by a short summary of the paper, contributions,
impact and reproducibility. This chapter is concluded with further literature building
upon the published work with a list of concrete steps for future work.

Chapter 5 provides an overall discussion and conclusion of the thesis where we recap the
motivation, research, objectives, summaries of the papers a synergistic overview of the
future work.

Appendix. This contains material useful for each of the chapters to further the readers
understanding but is not directly relevant to this thesis nor the methodology section.
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Kernel methods span across many disciplines including regression, classification, den-
sity estimation and dependence measures. However, it is often said that they are black-box
models. To combat this, we use derivative-based sensitivity analysis and its principles to
showcase how these models are indeed interpretable and can be used not only for modeling,
but also to improve our understanding of the underlying data characteristics and relevant
features. We demonstrate the use of powerful analysis techniques using complex Earth
system data with targeted examples. The work presented within this chapter serves as a
building block for future analysis to promote sensitivity analysis as a viable solution for
explainable machine learning.
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2.1. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the output y given an input x that function f has a clear definition:
it characterizes changes in the output based on propagating local perturbations of the
input space through the partial derivatives of the function [Razavi et al., 2020]. Let f be
a function s.t. f : x ∈ RD → y ∈ R. It is rather intuitive when we consider gradients in
general. We can define a sensitivity index sj

sj(xi) = ∇xj
i
f(xi) (2.1)

where j is the j-th feature of the multivariate input xi. If the gradient of the function, f
wrt to the input feature, xj is equal to zero, i.e. ∇xj f(xi) = 0, then the point xi is located
on a plateau of y and the uncertainty associated with that variable is 0. This is because
any perturbations around xi will not have any changes in the output yi. However, if
∇xj f(xi) � 0, then the point xi is located on a steep plane of y where small variations of
x can lead to large variations in yi. This is often defined local sensitivity because they rely
on the linearization of the model around a defined set of points of interest and a sample
space of possible values.

To do a global summary of these derivative-based global sensitivity analysis (GSA)
methods, one can summarize the contributions via the first and second moments, e.g. the
mean and the variance, given the matrix of inputs, X ∈ RN×D, such that x ∼ pdata(x). So
an example is

s̄j(X) =
∫

X j
(∇xj f(X))2 p(xj)dxj ≈ Exi

[
(∇xj f(X))2

]
. (2.2)

One could use other summary statistics such as the absolute value or the root-mean-
squared. This is the basis of elementary methods like [Morris, 1991] and its subsequent
extensions [Campolongo et al., 2007, Rakovec et al., 2014, Kucherenko and Song, 2016].
One issue which has been explored by [Razavi and Gupta, 2015b] is how to use these
methods when the analytical gradient is not available. In this case, one needs to use
approximate methods like finite differences which can be very dependent on the step-size.
It has also been shown that there is a direct connection between derivative-based GSA and
variance-based GSA like Sobol’s indices [Sobolá, 2001, Razavi et al., 2019]. See [Saltelli
et al., 2008, Pianosi et al., 2016, Borgonovo and Plischke, 2016, Ancona et al., 2017, Tennøe
et al., 2018, Douglas-Smith et al., 2020, Razavi et al., 2020] for surveys on other sensitivity
analysis methods.

2.2. Case for Kernel Methods

Data representation is an important aspect of machine learning. When we think of how
machine learning models learn, they learn a representation of the data as a way to reveal
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Figure 2.1.: This shows an example of local sensitivity where the gradient gives us insight
into how much the outputs will vary given perturbations within the inputs.
In this example, we see that perturbations in the input data, x, lead to not
much change in output data, y where the gradient is zero (green). However,
there are large changes where the gradient is greater than zero (red). Figure
adopted from [Loucks and van Beek, 2017]

interesting patterns and aid in predictions. In the case of many learning problems re-
gression, classification of dimensionality reduction, the simplest representation is a linear
function:

f (x) = 〈w, x〉 = w>x (2.3)

While a linear transformation is the simplest and most interpretable model, many real
world applications have datasets which exhibit non-linear relationships between the fea-
tures and therefore one needs models that exploit non-linear feature representations. So
many machine learning methods spend a lot of time finding some mapping function φ(·)
such that the the linear operation is simple

f (x) = 〈w, φ(x)〉 (2.4)

If we have a good representations of our data via some feature map [LeCun et al., 2015a]
then this function would be able to recognize patterns. So essentially, if a good feature
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representation is found, one can translate non-linear datasets into linear representations,
decompose factors into independent components, and separate many classes into linearly
separable classes. Thus, the machine learning field primarily investigates different ways
to represent the data such that one can represent the data linearly.

Figure 2.2.: A simple illustration showing the basic idea of kernel methods: we choose a
suitable map φ(x) for the data embedded in X s.t. they are linearly separable
in the space H.

One of the most diverse solutions available which gives us diverse feature representa-
tions in the literature are kernel methods [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002a, Raamana, 2020].
This class of methods allows one to transform most linear methods into non-linear meth-
ods by the use of a kernel function, while still resorting to linear algebra operations. This
works by mapping the data from the input space X ∈ RN×D to a higher dimensional
space H using a kernel function k to construct a similarity matrix K ∈ RN×N . With a
good mapping function φ and its corresponding kernel function k, one can find an em-
bedding in which the data is now linearly separable. Similar to the above equation, we
can write f (x) in terms of k as:

f (x) =
N

∑
i=1

αik(xi, x) (2.5)

Consequently, we have seen many traditional linear methods utilize this kernel trick to
deal with complex data. There is no doubt that this is a powerful set of methods. See
[Schölkopf and Smola, 2002b, Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004, Rojo-Alvarez et al.,
2018] for complete overviews. Kernel methods are universal learners capable of learning
many arbitrary representations given enough data and the correct kernel function. This
is a very attractive property as it provides a flexible model class to naively apply and
get good results. Another advantage is that kernel methods are not limited to vectorial
data. Many times we do not always have point estimates of our datasets. We often have
other ways to present our data, e.g. graphs, probabilistic distributions, manifolds and
time series. The kernel methods literature is vast so there is essentially a kernel function
that can be specified even for heterogeneous data types as inputs. From there, a kernel
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matrix is simply a similarity of the N inputs such that we have an N × N representation
of the similarity in the data. Lastly, one needs to find an objective function (if there is
one as this depends upon the task) so that we can maximize/minimize the parameters
of the kernel function that coincides with the objective function. One final advantage is
that of combining kernels to get more expressive and flexible solutions: for instance, one
could also define a kernel per data type and per task, and then find a way to aggregate
the results. This is known as multiple kernel learning (MKL) [Rakotomamonjy et al.,
2008, Camps-Valls et al., 2006, Gönen and Alpaydin, 2011]. In machine learning, we often
have different tasks which expect different data representations and so having MKL as an
option can boost the efficacy of kernel methods for multi-modal tasks [Sonnenburg et al.,
2006, Xu et al., 2013, Baltrusaitis et al., 2019].

Small Datasets

Not all machine learning methods can cope with big data problems. Often times there
are many applications where we have small datasets of eventually high dimensionality.
Kernel methods excel in this area by exploiting the duality of the sample representation
versus the feature representation [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002a]. For example, in medical
datasets [Shaikhina and Khovanova, 2017], we often have more features than samples.
Ensemble methods are a poor choice because there are not enough samples to do boosting
and NNs are not a good choice because they require a lot of data to learn good feature
representations. On the other hand, Kernel methods have shown excellent performance
on smaller datasets [Cheng and Kingsbury, 2011, Lu et al., 2014, Dai et al., 2014, Huang
et al., 2014, May et al., 2019]. There are also Bayesian extensions to all of the methods
which can be beneficial in small data problems due to probabilistic assumptions and
data descriptors. In the case of kernel methods, this allows one to specify functions
parameterized by kernel functions which give an infinite basis as is the case for regression,
classification, dimensionality reduction [Bishop, 2007, Murphy, 2012]. Alternatively, one
can use probabilistic methods to construct kernel matrices which can provide a better fit
for the data [Izquierdo-Verdiguier et al., 2015, Muandet et al., 2017, Løkse et al., 2017].

Scale

Kernel methods are non-parametric similarity measures which construct a matrix with
the full dataset. So for massive amounts of data (10000+), they are computational expen-
sive. Traditionally, one used the literature regarding matrix approximation to address this
problem. Kernel functions produce matrices that can be approximated with data depen-
dent methods such as count-sketching [Wang et al., 2015, Zhang and Liao, 2019], random
projections [Sánchez et al., 2018, Paul et al., 2014] or the Nyström approximation [Williams
and Seeger, 2000]. An alternative approach is to approximate a kernel function with a
data independent randomized function [Rahimi and Recht, 2007, Le et al., 2013, Yu et al.,
2016]. See [Yang et al., 2012] for a comparison between the data dependent and data
independent approaches.
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However, recently there has been a lot of work in scaling kernel methods to massive
amounts of data with inspiration from neural networks. Neural networks scale very
well because they can be trained using gradient descent by minimizing the loss wrt the
parameters in minibatches. So there is never the full set of data stored within the machine
at a single time. [Ma and Belkin, 2017] shows examples using SGD and minibatches with
regression and classification that scales to millions of points. Similar results were achieved
with sparse approximations for variational GPs [Snelson and Ghahramani, 2007, Bauer
et al., 2016] trained with stochastic gradient descent. The most scalable SOTA can be seen
from [Meanti et al., 2020] as they pushed the boundary even further with combination
of clever software architecture and a conjugate gradient-based scheme called Falkon that
scaled regression and classification tasks to billions of points. This feat is also reached
for exact GPs as well using matrix-vector-multiplication (MVM) [Gardner et al., 2018] and
stochastic variational inference [Matthews et al., 2017]. It’s safe to say that kernel methods
are now scalable.

Software

Aside from their flexibility and scalability, the success of neural networks’s can be at-
tributed to the amount of quality software tools available from many universities and
companies. Libraries such as JAX [Bradbury et al., 2018], tensorflow [Abadi et al., 2016],
pytorch [Paszke et al., 2019], mxnet Chen et al. [2015] and chainer [Tokui et al., 2019] are
currently the most popular libraries which feature easy tensor manipulations and oper-
ations on CPU, GPU and TPU [Wang et al., 2019b]. Even the most popular generalized
library in the world (scikit-learn, Varoquaux et al. [2015]) has a set of neural network
functionality. As alluded to in the introduction, author implementations are good but
this doesn’t aid reproducibility outside of a few researchers. Well-tested libraries provide
more general use cases with more collaborative effort to absorb all of the improvements
and optimizations into a well defined framework.

The software landscape for kernel methods is different. There were a few libraries in
python and they are not very popular within the community. To cite a few key packages:
[Varoquaux et al., 2015] has a fairly complete package for kernel methods functional-
ity and [Raamana, 2020, Lauriola and Aiolli, 2020] have test suites for multiple kernel
learning with interoperability with scikit-learn. In terms of scalability, recently [Charlier
et al., 2020] is a CUDA-based library which feature "lazy tensors" which compute the
kernel matrices in batches to prevent memory overflow. This is a general library with
API available for python, R and MATLAB. Their implementation helped scale both the
Falkon [FAL, 2020] and MVM [Gardner et al., 2018] frameworks to billions of data points.
Julia [Bezanson et al., 2017] is a relatively new language but it already has many libraries
available and it attempts to provide cohesion between them. Overall, it appears that the
landscape is changing and we hope there will be more interest in the future.
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Figure 2.3.: This showcases the connections between kernel methods, Gaussian processes
and neural networks. 1) Gaussian process methods are a Bayesian interpreta-
tion of many kernel methods, 2) Neural networks are a composition of simple
basis function in the primal space where as kernel methods are within the
dual space, and 3) if we take the infinite limit of a neural network, we get a
Gaussian process. Many times the differences are in the inference procedure
when we find the best parameters θ∗.

Dualities to Other Methods

The biggest case for studying kernel methods in general is the fact that there is a deep
connection between kernel methods and other methods such as Gaussian processes and
neural networks. All of these methods are considered black boxes to some extent; for ex-
ample in the case of kernel methods, they form implicit maps which are not accessible and
for neural networks, they can have millions of parameters which are uninterpretable. So
by studying and opening the black-box on one set of methods can unveil insights within
another. Neural Networks have been shown in theory and practice that they can approxi-
mate any function to a degree of accuracy where given enough layers and enough width,
they can approximate any function arbitrarily well. A 2-layer neural network can be
represented by a kernel function by its dual representation [Bishop, 2007] which bridges
a connection between the two approaches to solving the same problem. [Belkin et al.,
2018b] made the case that one needs to understand kernel learning to understand deep
learning. For example, they showed the existence of the double descent curve [Belkin
et al., 2018a, 2020] via kernel methods. In tandem, another branch emerged as a subfield:
the class of kernel functions called neural tangent kernels (NTK) [Jacot et al., 2018, Li and
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Liang, 2018] where are infinitely-width neural networks. This lead to an entire new class
of algorithms which acts as a trainable infinite-layer neural network. This has allowed
researchers to study many neural network architectures through the lens of kernel meth-
ods including CNNs [Novak et al., 2019], Transformers [Hron et al., 2020], and Bayesian
Deep Ensembles [He et al., 2020] as well as many pathologies like trainability and gener-
alization [Xiao et al., 2019, Belkin et al., 2018b] and information [Shwartz-Ziv and Alemi,
2019]. And just like the neural network community, the software landscape has grown as
well within just the last few years [Novak et al., 2020].

The same is found for the connection of kernel methods to Gaussian processes. For
example, kernel methods for regression and classification have a connection to Gaussian
processes [Murphy, 2012, Kanagawa et al., 2018a]. The kernel ridge regression can be seen
as a regularized maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of f as we only find a single set
of parameters. GPs use this same formulation to specify a prior function parameterized
by a mean and covariance function. After maximizing the marginal likelihood function
via optimization, they use conditioning to obtain a predictive mean and variance func-
tion [Bishop, 2007]. [Kanagawa et al., 2018b] show that the predictive variance can also
be used for the Kernel ridge regression algorithm to serve as an upper bound to the GP
predictive variance due to the differences in the training procedure. GPs can also be de-
rived from infinite neural networks with a Gaussian prior over the weights [Neal, 1996].
Which now comes full circle between Kernel methods, neural networks and Gaussian pro-
cesses (figure 2.3). It it worth noting, that the NTK mentioned above has also shed many
insights into the parallels between neural networks and Gaussian processes [Lee et al.,
2018, de G. Matthews et al., 2018b, Novak et al., 2019, Yang, 2019] as a bridge between
the two methods. All of this is to say that there are connections that exist between kernel
methods and other popular machine learning methods like deep learning and Gaussian
processes. So it is worth investigating kernel methods as there are still potential ideas
that can be transferred between the methods.

2.3. The Paper

Title

Kernel methods and their derivatives: Concept and perspectives for the earth sys-
tem sciences [Johnson et al., 2020d]

Authors

J. Emmanuel Johnson, Valero Laparra, Adrian Perez-Suay, Miguel D. Mahecha,
Gustau Camps-Valls
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2.3.1. Summary

In this paper, we address the solution proposed in section 1.4.1. We provide baseline
examples of how one can use sensitivity analysis for kernel methods to give insight into
how the inputs affect modeled outputs. We do an extensive literature review related to
kernel methods for modeling, data analysis and exploration. We give a formal formula-
tion of how one can take the derivative of any kernel function. We subsequently follow
this with the formulation for how one can take the gradient for most kernel methods;
we include regression with kernel ridge regression (KRR) [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002a],
classification with Support vector machines (SVMs) [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002a], density
estimation with kernel entropy components (KECA) [Jenssen, 2010, Izquierdo-Verdiguier
et al., 2017] and dependence estimation with the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Crite-
rion (HSIC) [Gretton et al., 2005]. We relate this to sensitivity and give toy examples
for each of the kernel methods. We finish the paper with proof-of-concept examples on
real Earth system data for each of the aforementioned kernel methods with appropriate
experiments to justify the use of kernel methods for modeling coupled with sensitivity
measures for interpretable and exploratory data analysis. Some examples include spatio-
temporal smoothing using KRR, drought predictions using SVMs, density ridge visual-
ization from probability density estimates of spatial regions using KECA, and variable
dependencies with seasonal changes using HSIC.

2.3.2. Contributions

This paper is one of the first all-inclusive look at derivatives for kernel methods as a
whole. In the paper we acknowledged all of the preliminary works where people had
applied derivatives of kernel methods for various applications but we also fill in a crucial
gap within the literature: never has the formulation for the derivatives of kernel meth-
ods in general been laid out in a step-by-step fashion motivated by the conceptual and
applied examples. Not only did we summarize the current work available, we also gave
motivation and explanations using toy examples and use cases as to why it works. We
paid special attention to sensitivity analysis as it is a crucial component for explainability
for machine learning models and showcased how it can be applied and interpreted in
non-parametric models. We supported all interpretations and intuitions with motivating
toy examples and realistic applied examples. The examples we gave for Earth system
data catered to how we could use kernel methods for data analysis and understanding
and not just for modeling. For example, we used the combination of regression and sen-
sitivity analysis to analyze the trade-off between spatial-temporal feature representations.
While our original intention was analyzing derivatives for kernel functions in discrimi-
nant models like for regression and classification, we recognized that the first principles
of derivatives of kernel functions is in fact generalizeable across other models like density
estimation and independence estimation. One one hand, we hope that our work serves
as a stepping stone for other more ambitious and targeted applications of kernel methods
for EO applications. On the other hand, we hope that we give practitioners more con-
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fidence that their kernel-based algorithms can be effectively analyzed in the presence of
complex multivariate EO data.

2.3.3. Reproducibility

Code Base

All of the available code for the paper is available online1. This includes all of the toy
experiments and the real experiments for the regression, classification and dependence
estimation. This is the main repo for the majority of the paper which was done in Python.
The density estimation experiments were done by Valero Laparra (in MATLAB) and are
available online.

Datasets

For the datasets used in the applied experiments, we use the Earth System Data Cubes [Ma-
hecha et al., 2020] which are available from the Earth System Data Lab2.

Software

A didactic kernel methods library, called jaxkern3, was developed in order to facilitate
reproducibility and to promote future experiments. It is based on JAX [Bradbury et al.,
2018] which allows for easy parallization, easy JIT compilation, and one can use the
same code for CPUs, GPUs and TPUs. It also uses Objax [Objax Developers, 2020] as a
simplified Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) abstraction to provide an easier interface
to JAX for users. It hopes to fill the void within the kernel methods community as a new
library for good quality, reproducible kernel methods.

2.4. Further Research Directions

Since the publication of the journal article listed in the previous section, we reflected upon
the limitations of the work as well as outlined future opportunities for further research.
In the remainder of the chapter, we will highlight some of the pitfalls as well as future
solutions.

2.4.1. Limitations

Unsupervised Kernel Methods

One limitation of this work is unexplored sensitivity of the hyper-parameters for the un-
supervised kernel methods. Kernel methods are very flexible but their hyper-parameters

1https://github.com/IPL-UV/sakame
2https://www.earthsystemdatalab.net/
3https://github.com/IPL-UV/jaxkern
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can impact the model results. Methods like regression or classification minimize a cost
function to find the best parameters which we demonstrated for the Kernel Ridge Regres-
sion algorithm as well as the Support Vector classification scheme. However, there is no
community standard for finding the hyperparameters of unsupervised kernel methods
like density estimation and Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion besides the standard
ad-hoc methods. While we believe derivatives and sensitivity analysis can help shed light
into the unsupervised learning regimes, this is still a relatively new area to be explored
with significantly different objectives. One potential application would be to use sensi-
tivity analysis to assess how these chosen parameter values assess. The user should have
some intuition about which kernel function is appropriate for their application so SA
could an additional tool to give insight into the best kernel parameters. This is poten-
tially a very powerful combination as it gives the user access to impose inductive biases
(via kernels) as well as post-hoc analysis (via sensitivity analysis).

Lack of Complex Kernel Functions

In this work, we did not use any other kernel function besides the standard RBF ker-
nel function. This is a very smooth kernel which is infinitely differentiable so it is a
very good candidate for exploring derivatives. However, we did not assess how our
derivative-based applications work for more complex and expressive kernel functions.
Model misspecification is a problem in machine learning [Dennis et al., 2019] as one
should impose relevant inductive biases to achieve the most optimal results. At the very
least, one should check how these methods perform for more expressive kernel solutions,
e.g. the Automatic-Relevance-Determination (ARD) kernel, the Matérn kernel or even the
Neural Network kernel [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006]. In theory, as long as the kernel
is differentiable, one could apply derivative-based analysis such as sensitivity analysis
but for more complex and non-smooth solutions, it may be harder to interpret the sensi-
tivity of the learned features due to the presence of many gradients due to non-smooth
solutions. This problem surfaced in the XAI community [Shrikumar et al., 2017] which
resulted in augmented methods to combat this. This is a problem that could also arise
with multiple-kernel learning with complex kernel functions which is a very important
field within the kernel methods literature.

2.5. Concluding Remarks

More recently, the explainable AI (XAI) community have been promoting a related method
within the context of machine learning: saliency maps (a.k.a. feature attribution or
heatmaps). While under a different name, these methods are similar and also seek to
find the influential parts of the model which are the most relevant for the model’s predic-
tions. This is predominant in the neural networks community (especially for classification
problems). The gradients of neural networks are available through automatic differenti-
ation so this is a natural choice to try and use gradient-based techniques. However, the
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standard gradient-based analysis methods [Baehrens et al., 2010, Simonyan et al., 2014]
have problems such as gradient saturation which lead to maps which were visually noisy
and difficult to interpret [Shrikumar et al., 2017]. Other methods try to overcome these
limitations by augmenting the standard gradient with noise, i.e. SmoothGrad [Smilkov
et al., 2017], by summing interpolated gradients (i.e. Integrated Gradients [Sundarara-
jan et al., 2017]), or by multiplying the gradients with the original input (i.e. Gradient-
Input [Shrikumar et al., 2017, Ancona et al., 2018]). Other approaches have tried to modify
the back-propagation to comply better with the gradients, e.g. Layer Relevance Propaga-
tion [Binder et al., 2016]. For a full review of the XAI methods, see [Arrieta et al., 2020,
Payrovnaziri et al., 2020]. While we mentioned that kernel methods have deep connec-
tions to neural networks, some of these methods and augmentations could potentially be
useful especial with more complex kernel functions.

Spatial-Temporal Earth science data is very high-dimensional and very large scale. In
order for kernel methods to compete with other methods, one will need to investigate
how each of the approximation methods work with sensitivity analysis. Matrix approx-
imations could lead to a more difficult, less intuitive formulation which needs to be ex-
plored in greater detail. SA is not only useful in the setting as future work to explore
exploration, SA could also help us to understand the trade-off between the number of
features/data points needed to capture the relevant features for the kernel approxima-
tion. Further work is needed for this direction but it is a very important component when
applying these kernel methods for real large-scale datasets.

In this work, we focused on derivative-based sensitivity measures. However, as alluded
to in the introduction, there is a rich history of methods like variance-based schemes such
as Sobol indices [Sobolá, 2001]. Often users choose their sensitivity analysis measure
based on the computational resources available or their legacy. It would be good to
bridge the gap across methods and find commonalities between them so that we can give
users more options to question and improve their models. It would be good to compare
how other SA methods can be applied and how these results compare to derivative-based
methods. In the regression and classification problems, these are prime candidates to
experiment with other metrics such as Sobol indices or even polynomial chaos regimes.
However, in the unsupervised kernel methods, it is not immediately clear if this is feasible
or even possible.

We have demonstrated derivative-based analysis methods for kernel methods in the
context of EO data [Johnson et al., 2020d]. Not only did we give intuitive examples of
how each kernel method can make use of its derivative to give insight, but we have also
given proof-of-concept examples of how they can be used in challenging applications
with spatial-temporal Earth datasets. In the previous section we also gave an overview of
the pitfalls and limitations, and suggested concrete solutions to overcome these. Because
SA is a very flexible framework, we anticipate a wider use of sensitivity analysis in kernel
methods in particular. This paper presented and formalized the field and showcased
illustrative examples in both synthetic and real life problems in the Earth sciences.
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Gaussian processes (GPs) are considered the golden standard for modeling uncertainty
and obtaining viable confidence intervals for the output estimates. However, one aspect
that is often overlooked in the applied GP literature is the incorporation of input uncer-
tainty. In this chapter, we examine the GP literature for improving the confidence intervals
of GPs. The included journal article examines a real-world example of the viability of one
method in practice. Since only one method is demonstrated in the journal article, subse-
quent experiments are provided to further demonstrated the viability of the method. This
chapter concludes with a detailed overview of the strengths and limitations of the work as
well as some future directions.
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3. Uncertain Inputs in Gaussian Processes

3.1. Uncertain Inputs

In real-world applications, we often need to consider uncertain inputs in our machine
learning models. Every instrument we use to collect data will have some level of un-
certainty and this is often explicitly available in certain datasets like observational prod-
ucts [Mahecha et al., 2020] and satellite datasets [Chalon et al., 2001, Blumstein et al., 2004,
Camps-Valls et al., 2012]. Alternatively, we could have inputs from other models like a
trained regressor which would also have uncertainty. Not including this information into
our datasets can have adverse effects on our predictions and uncertainty as we are not
actually propagating error through our model. So we should definitely take this infor-
mation into consideration when choosing the appropriate model. In this first section, we
will set up the problem and cover some of the methods found in the literature.

3.1.1. Gaussian Process Predictions

Figure 3.1.: A demonstration showing how an uncertain input propagates through an al-
ready fitted GP and the resulting distributions. In this example, we have an
already fitted GP function, f to a dataset X, y which provides us with a pre-
dictive mean and variance function. However, we showcase that a sample
x ∼ p(x) propagated through the predictive mean function, and we see that
the output distribution is non-Gaussian. To showcase the output distribu-
tion, we show how this looks using different methods: 1) 1K Monte Carlo
samples, 2) the linearized Taylor Series approximation, and 3) the Gaussian
approximation using the Moment-Matching method.
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3. Uncertain Inputs in Gaussian Processes

In Gaussian processes, the original formulation dictates that we assume there is some
noise in the observations, y and that we observe the real inputs x. So we’ll see that this
it is not trivial to modify this formulation to account for uncertain inputs. Let’s assume
that we have a data set D = {X, y}. In this case we assume the following relationship
between our inputs, x, and outputs, y:

yi = f(xi) + εy (3.1)

εy ∼ N (0, Σ2
y) (3.2)

Let’s also assume that we have a standard GP model optimized and fitted to this data
set. We’re not assuming noisy inputs during the training phase so we will use the stan-
dard log-likelihood maximization procedure. However, during the testing phase, we will
assume that our inputs are noisy. For simplicity, we can assume our test data set is
normally distributed with a mean µx and variance Σx. So we will have:

x∗ ∼ N (µx, Σx) (3.3)

or equivalently we can reparameterize it like so:

x∗ = µx + εx (3.4)
εx ∼ N (0, Σx) (3.5)

If we consider the predictive distribution given by p(y∗|x∗,D), we need to marginalize
out the input distribution. So the full integral appears as follows.

p(f∗|µx, Σx,D) =
∫

p(f∗|x∗,D) N (x∗|µx, Σx) dx∗ (3.6)

If we use the GP formulation, we have a closed-form deterministic predictive distribution
for p(f∗|x∗,D). Plugging this into the above equation gives us:

p(f∗|µx, Σx,D) =
∫
N
(
f∗|µGP (x∗), Σ2

GP (x∗)
)
N (x∗|µx, Σx) dx∗ (3.7)

So this integral is intractable because if we consider the terms within the GP predictive
mean and predictive variance, we will need to calculate the integral of an inverse ker-
nel function, K−1

GP . Below we outline some of the most popular methods found in the
literature.

3.1.2. Monte Carlo Sampling

The most exact solution would be to use Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations [Marzjarani,
2019]. We draw T samples from the distribution of our x ∼ N (x∗|µx, Σx) and propagate
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3. Uncertain Inputs in Gaussian Processes

this through the predictive mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian process to obtain
our samples:

p(f∗|µx, Σx,D) ≈ 1
T

T

∑
t=1
N
(
f∗|µGP (xt

∗), Σ2
GP (x

t
∗)
)

. (3.8)

This operation will be exact as the number of MC samples, T grows. In addition, one
could use any distribution they want to represent the inputs x like the T-Student for more
noisy scenarios. The downside is that this method can be very expensive as we will have
to propagate our inputs through the predictive mean function T times. This is especially
true for the exact GP but possibly can be mitigated by more sparse approximations [Bui
et al., 2017b] or faster sampling schemes [Wilson et al., 2020, Pleiss et al., 2020]. This
method has not been demonstrated in real world problems, only in toy examples [Gi-
rard et al., 2002b]. There have been many developments in the literature with regards to
MC methods for inference including Gibbs sampling [Titsias et al., 2008], Elliptical slice
sampling [Murray and Adams, 2010], and No U-Turn Sampler [Phan et al., 2019]. How-
ever, none of these methods have been used for error propagation. MC methods have
gotten more efficient over the years [Phan et al., 2019, Lao et al., 2020] so this method
has the potential to be critical in applications with high uncertainty and a more thorough
investigation of the parameters is needed especially with small-medium data problems.

3.1.3. Gaussian Approximation

Figure 3.2.: A closer look at the shape of the posteriors for each of the uncertain oper-
ations (Taylor’s approximation, Moment Matching) versus the golden stan-
dard Monte Carlo sampling. The Taylor’s approximation is a linearization and
it approximates the mode of the output distribution whereas the Moment
matching approximates the mean and covers the entire space.
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3. Uncertain Inputs in Gaussian Processes

The integral of the GP predictive distribution is intractable as mentioned before so we
need a way to approximate this distribution. In this family of methods, we approximate
the predictive distribution as a Gaussian with the first and second moments. We can
compute the moments of the predictive mean and variance equations by using the law of
iterative expectations [Endou, 2019]:

m(µx, Σx) = Ex∗
[
E f∗ [ f∗|x∗]

]
= Ex∗ [µ(x)] (3.9)

ν(µx, Σx) = Ex∗
[
V f∗ [ f∗|x∗]

]
+ Vx∗

[
E f∗ [ f∗|x∗]

]

= Ex∗
[
Σ2(x∗)

]
+ V [µ(x∗)]

= Ex∗
[
Σ2(x∗)

]
+ Ex∗

[
µ2(x∗)

]
−E2

x∗ [µ(x∗)] (3.10)

So our final set of equations involve expectations over varying degrees of the predictive
mean and variance equations for the GP algorithm. There are two competing methods in
the literature for computing the expectations and variances of the predictive mean and
variance: linearization and moment-matching. Linearization entails approximating the
expectation with a Taylor’s expansion and moment-matching entails computing the mo-
ments exactly and then approximating the remaining integrals with quadrature methods
like Gauss-Hermite or unscented transformations. The Taylor’s transformation is easier
to compute but less exact whereas the moment matching method is more exact but more
expensive to compute. In paper 2 [Johnson et al., 2020a], we chose the linearization ap-
proach yet we will outline below the details of both approaches as well as some other
approaches.

Taylor’s Approximation

This is the simplest approach that is found in many of the earlier uncertain input GP
literature. In this framework, we approximate the expected predictive mean and variance
via a first and second order Taylor. Using this expansion, it is easier to compute the first
and second moments (mean and variance) of the predictive distribution. This is a rela-
tively fast and approximate method which incorporates the uncertain inputs information
into the predictive variance without needing to retrain the GP model. The equations are
summarized below:

µ̃LinGP(x∗) = µGP(µx∗) +
1
2

Tr
{

∂2µGP(µx∗)

∂x∗∂x∗>
Σx∗

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
second Order

(3.11)

Σ̃2
LinGP(x∗) = Σ2

GP(µx∗) +
∂µGP(µx∗)

∂x∗

>
Σx∗

∂µGP(µx∗)

∂x∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
1st Order

+
1
2

Tr
{

∂2Σ2
GP(µx∗)

∂x∗∂x∗>
Σx∗

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
second Order

(3.12)

As shown, we still include the original predictive mean and variance terms (see [Gi-
rard et al., 2002b, Bijl, 2018] for the full derivation or appendix B.4 for a summarized
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derivation). In the end, this approximation augments the predictive mean and variance
equations with terms that incorporate the first derivative of the predictive mean (1st or-
der) and the second derivative of the predictive mean and variance (second order). This
was originally proposed in [Girard et al., 2002b, Girard and Murray-Smith, 2003, Girard,
2004] by augmenting the Gaussian process predictive mean and variance with the deriva-
tive of the predictive mean and the trace of the predictive variance. Subsequently, we saw
other approaches implement the same strategy with great success on dynamical prob-
lems [Oakley and O’Hagan, 2002, Oakley and OH́agan, 2004].

In [McHutchon and Rasmussen, 2011, McHutchon, 2014]m they modeled this during
the training regime as well by incorporating the linearization term into the GP likeli-
hood. The results were promising and the confidence intervals were better. However,
due to including the derivative of the kernel in the formulation, this resulted in a cyclic
optimization scheme where one would need to optimize, find the derivative, repeat until
convergence which is an expensive operation. In general, the dynamic GP community
advises against using the Taylor’s approximation scheme because the variance estimates
are unreliable after many iterations [Deisenroth and Mohamed, 2012]. However, they do
acknowledge that this method is a good alternative when one needs an easy and scalable
approximation and it was revisited as an alternative in GP classification [Villacampa-
Calvo et al., 2020].

Moment Matching

Moment matching is one of the most commonly used methods to date for dealing with
uncertain predictions in GPs [Deisenroth and Mohamed, 2012]. It works by comput-
ing the first and second moments of the new predictive distribution and then applying
quadrature methods to solve all of the remaining integrals. So explicitly we need to take
expectations (integrals) of the GP predictive mean and variance w.r.t. our distribution for
x∗:

µ̃MMGP(x∗) =
∫

µGP(x∗)p(x∗)dx∗ (3.13)

Σ̃2
MMGP(x∗) =

∫
Σ2

GP(x∗)p(x∗)dx∗ +
∫

µ2
GP(x∗)p(x∗)dx∗ −

[∫
µGP(x∗)p(x∗)dx∗

]2

After some manipulation, this results in the following equations for the predictive mean
and variance:

µ̃MMGP(x∗) = Ψ>1 α (3.14)

Σ̃2
MMGP(x∗) = ψ0 − Tr

((
K−1

GP − αα>
)

Ψ2

)
− Tr

(
Ψ1Ψ>1 αα>

)
, (3.15)
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where we have Ψi quantities called kernel expectations denoted by:

[ψ0]i =
∫

k(xi, xi)p(xi)dxi (3.16)

[Ψ1]ij =
∫

k(xi, yj)p(xi)dxi (3.17)

[Ψ2]ijk =
∫

k(xi, yj)k(xi, zk)dxi. (3.18)

where we still include the original predictive mean and variance terms, see [Dutordoir,
2016, Bijl, 2018, Deisenroth, 2010] for the full derivation or appendix B.5 for a summarized
derivation. This is a much more complex set of equations than that of the Taylor’s ap-
proximation. What was reduced to derivatives in equations 3.11, this formulation still has
integrals; in particular expectations over kernel functions. So we need to use quadrature
methods to calculate these quantities. Compared to the linearization approach, this will
give us a more exact solution and better representation than the Taylor approximation
especially for more complex functions. This method was used in [Girard et al., 2002b,
Candela, 2004] for dynamical systems problems and later it become more popular in
applications such as the PILCO problem where [Deisenroth, 2010] used the same formu-
lation. Later, this method was seen in more recent GP developments like the Bayesian
GPLVM [Titsias and Lawrence, 2010] and the original deep GP [Damianou et al., 2014,
Damianou, 2015] where they use the variational approach.

This is often the preferred method for many applications with uncertain inputs. One
advantage is the geometric meaning as it is akin to approximating the forward Kullback-
Leibler Divergence (KL-Divergence) between a prior p and an approximate variational
distribution q, i.e. DKL[p||q], the KL-Divergence. The moment matching distribution is
similar to the approximate variation distribution q and the uncertain input data is simi-
lar to the prior term p [Deisenroth, 2010]. The forward KL-Divergence is a conservative
estimate to ensure all regions of p(x) > 0 are covered by q(x). This is very similar to the
approach taken by the α-divergence and expectation propagation when α = 1 [Bui et al.,
2017a]. However practically, this is an expensive measure to calculate due to the kernel
expectations. It is only exact for specific kernel functions that have been derived like the
linear, RBF [Girard et al., 2002b, McHutchon, 2014, Damianou et al., 2014] and spectral
kernels [Dutordoir, 2016]. In all other cases, the integrals need to be approximated via
quadrature methods. The Gauss-Hermite is the most popular method found in standard
GP toolboxes [Matthews et al., 2017, Gardner et al., 2018] but there have been explorations
to use unscented transform [de Souza et al., 2019] which are more scalable and are exact
enough in lower dimensional settings. But in practice, Monte-Carlo sampling is the pre-
ferred method of choice for dealing with this in stochastic optimization settings for types
of variational GPs [Dutordoir et al., 2018].
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3.1.4. Toy Example

Let us show in the following toy example how each of these methods perform and how
well they improve the confidence intervals of the data. More specifically, we will have a
qualitative assessment of the confidence intervals and see if they sufficiently capture the
outliers within the data. In Figure 3.3 have a standard GP and we see that the confidence
intervals do not sufficiently encapsulate the noisy inputs. The figure showcases a simple
“nearly-square” sine wave and how four different GP formulations approximate the vari-
ance of the function. The standard GP in figure 3.3 clearly does not reflect the errors in the
inputs as there are still many points that lie outside of the confidence regions especially
around the gradients.

All of the augmented GPs (i.e. Monte Carlo, Taylor approximation, moment-matching)
showcase better predictive variance estimates. The Monte Carlo method in figure 3.3
showcases the most exact solution as we see that the only regions where the predictive
variance is higher is near the gradients. However, it is overconfident in the regions where
the function is plateaued. The Taylor expansions (1st and second order) both have better
confidence intervals along the gradients and the plateau regions. They appear to be less
confident and overestimate the uncertainty compared to the Monte Carlo approximation.
The moment matching approximation has similar confidence intervals to the Taylor’s
approximations and are a lot smoother. It is important to note that the mean predictions
for all of the methods are similar but we get better confidence intervals in all of the
proposed methods above.

3.2. The Paper

Title

Accounting for Input Noise in Gaussian Process Parameter Retrieval [Johnson et al.,
2020a]

Authors

J. Emmanuel Johnson, Valero Laparra, Gustau Camps-Valls

3.2.1. Summary

In this paper, we address the solution proposed in section 1.4.2. We show how one can
propagate input uncertainty through the standard Gaussian process model. For this work,
we used the first-order Taylor series approximation which only affects the predictive vari-
ance. It assumes that the variance is proportional to the square of the derivative scaled by
the covariance of the input data. In other words, we augment the predictive variance by
including derivative information of the predictive mean function. Using a toy example,
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3. Uncertain Inputs in Gaussian Processes

(a) Standard GP Predictions

(b) Monte Carlo Sampling (c) Moment Matching

(d) Taylor Expansions (1st Order) (e) Taylor Expansions (2nd Order)

Figure 3.3.: A uni-dimensional toy example showing the standard Gaussian process al-
gorithm and how well a standard GP predicts the mean and variance. For
this example, an input noise of Σx = 0.3 and an output noise Σy = 0.05 was
used for this demonstration. We see the standard GP predictions do not en-
capsulate all of the outliers. We showcase a) the assumed correct solution
using 10000 Monte Carlo samples, b) the moment matching approximation,
c) the linearization approximation using the 1st order Taylor expansion, d) the
linearization approximation using the second order Taylor expansions.

we showed how this is superior to the standard Gaussian process as the noisy simulated
data was more likely to be inside the confidence intervals. Using real high-dimensional
spectral reflectances, we used a GP to predict global temperature. We showed that the
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predictive variance for this solution was visually worse for the standard GP than our im-
proved augmentation. We also showed that the augmented GP provided beter calibrated
predictive variance measures than the standard GP.

3.2.2. Contributions

Gaussian processes are one of the most widely used algorithms in remote sensing and
Earth observation applications [Camps-Valls et al., 2016]. However, standard methods
generally do not take into account input uncertainty. This paper is one of the first avail-
able studies where we actively solve the issue of input error propagation for GP mod-
els within large scale, multi-dimensional datasets. There are currently a lot of methods
available for input error propagation within GPs but they have not been widely used in
practice. In addition, there are not many studies where they really assess the impact of
input error on the confidence intervals of GPs. Furthermore, we demonstrate that even
a simple, relatively inexpensive, and intuitive modification to the GP algorithm results
in improvements. The results from this work have implications in many popular appli-
cations in EO including kriging, time series analysis and surrogate modeling. We have
successfully motivated the community to take into account input uncertainty as it really
can impact the model results and subsequent decisions made by users.

3.2.3. Reproducibility

Code Base

All of the available code for the paper is available at the following url1. This includes all
of the toy experiments and the real experiments for the IASI dataset. This is the main
repository for the majority of the paper which was done in Python.

Datasets

Unfortunately, this dataset is not available for the public. We chose it as a representative
dataset which has been a great testbed for many ML methods and applications [Blumstein
et al., 2004, Camps-Valls et al., 2012, Hilton et al., 01 Mar. 2012]. We highly encourage
new researchers to choose datasets that are freely available especially given the fact that
uncertain inputs for GP research is a relatively new field.

Software

There are already excellent GP libraries available, e.g. GPFlow [Matthews et al., 2017]
and GPyTorch [Gardner et al., 2018]. For more information, please see this guide2. So
fortunately, there is already a large software presence for Gaussian processes. However,

1https://github.com/IPL-UV/gp_error_propagation
2https://jejjohnson.github.io/gp_model_zoo/software/
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these libraries were already pre-packaged and already optimized. This work for uncertain
GPs was fairly exploratory and required a more didactic approach. As such, we become a
core contributor to the GPJax package (found here3) whereby we used their foundation to
explore uncertain inputs for GPs. Coincidently, it uses the JAX and Objax backend which
was also used in the software for the previous chapter paper.

Literature

One of the issues found was the lack of summary literature regarding uncertain inputs for
Gaussian processes. This is fairly normal but we wanted to contribute to the community
by gathering all literature related to uncertain inputs. As such a website4 has been created
to help facilitate future research. In addition, another more general GP literature website5

was created as a way to help the community have more cohesion between papers.

3.3. Further Research Directions

Since the publication of the journal article [Johnson et al., 2020b] listed in the previous
section, further research was done on some alternative ways to handle uncertain inputs.
As mentioned in the reproducibility section, most of these ideas are documented on the
literature review page6 but we expand some particular ideas of interest in this thesis. In
the remainder of this chapter, we will summarize some of the highlights of the literature
and give suggestions for further research.

3.3.1. Follow-up Literature Review

In the introduction to this chapter, pertinent to the above paper, we assume that a GP
regression model has already been trained on a dataset D and only the predictive mean
and variance take into account the uncertain data. The methods are advantageous because
they are simple and we can use the exact GP formulation without resorting approxima-
tions. For intended applications like dynamical systems with time series, propagating the
error via the dynamical system formulation is reasonable. However, this is strong sim-
plification for the entire dataset which could be noisy and subsequently compromise the
validity of the trained GP model. The predictive variance Σ2

GP is still independent from
the input data so one would still need to augment it to incorporate the input uncertainty.
But the learned weights and kernel parameters for the GP model could be changed once
we incorporate noisy data assumptions into the model. This would require us to modify
the GP formulation in more creative ways. I have outlined a few of the key methods one
could do so below.

3https://github.com/thomaspinder/GPJax
4https://github.com/jejjohnson/uncertain_gps/
5https://github.com/jejjohnson/gp_model_zoo/
6https://jejjohnson.github.io/uncertain_gps/Notes/literature/
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Kernel Functions

Another frame of thinking involves modifying the kernel function to allow one to include
the error in the input data. Kernel functions are very powerful and if constructed cor-
rectly, one could embed uncertain considerations into the chosen kernel function. This
is advantageous as it allows one to incorporate the uncertainty into the training of the
GP method in addition to the testing without having to use approximate posterior meth-
ods (see latent variables 3.3.1). In [Dallaire et al., 2011], the motivation was to modify
the length scale of the RBF kernel to account for the covariance within the inputs. The
limitations of this method is that it assumes a constant covariance for each of the inputs
which is not flexible. Besides, [McHutchon, 2014] found that the length scales describing
the RBF kernel function may collapse to the scale of the covariance. Surprisingly, this ap-
proach has not been explored more seeing how a common limitation of Gaussian process
methods is the expressiveness of the kernel function [Krauth et al., 2017], and so creating
a kernel to incorporate the error in the inputs would be a clever way to mitigate this
issue. For example, [Moreno et al., 2003] created a specialized kernel based off of the KL-
Divergence which works for Gaussian noise inputs. Even though this is not a valid kernel
the results showed improvement in the confidence interval predictions. A clever way to
mitigate this is to simply pose it as a function on top of a kernel, i.e. k( f (xi), f (xj)). This
is the basis of the Deep kernel learning [Wilson et al., 2016a,b] literature which features
fully parameterized neural networks where their outputs are fed into a simple kernel
function; essentially a Gaussian process output layer on a neural network. This flexibility
allows one to construct the network to learn certain feature representations where we can
embed knowledge to deal with uncertain inputs like the noise constrastive prior [Hafner
et al., 2019]. It is also motivating to see methods like the SNGP [Liu et al., 2020] which
features a similar architecture to the KL-Divergence but is fully Bayesian with priors over
the hyperparameters of the model. They found that the confidence intervals obtained in-
cluded distance awareness to combat out-of-sample uncertainty which essentially means
that data points further away from the input distribution were classified as uncertain.

Heteroskedastic Likelihoods

In this approach, the problem is transformed to finding a function, gθ over the noise-
likelihood, i.e. ε ∼ N (0, g(x)) [Kersting et al., 2007, Lázaro-Gredilla and Titsias, 2011,
Zhang and Ni, 2020]. Typically, this noise-likelihood is a constant value, σ2

y but noise level
cannot capture the input dependent noise. Having a functional form: This would enforce
the predictive variance to have some dependencies upon the inputs. The challenge is that
this cannot be applied to the exact GP model because it will not be an explicit Gaus-
sian likelihood which is non-conjugate and thus we would require approximate inference
methods like variational inference or expectation propagation or sample-based schemes
like Monte Carlo schemes. From the variational inference approach, there are improved
and scalable variational training procedures [Salimbeni et al., 2018, de G. Matthews et al.,
2018b, Gardner et al., 2018] which help make this more viable. Other interpretations like
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separate transformed functions for the noise model and the GP model are also [Snelson
et al., 2003, Maroñas et al., 2020] good options and have seen success in the field. An
added bonus is that this method can reap all of the benefits of the inference methods
listed above.

Latent Variables

Another approach to account for noise into the inputs is to assume that the inputs are
latent variables. We presume to observe the noisy versions x of the real variable x̄ with
some additive noise εx. We would specify a prior distribution over the function f and the
inputs x. Using the standard variational approximation procedure [Tran et al., 2016], one
could approximate our variational function f with a variational parameter q(f) as well
as our input data x by some variational parameter q(x). Thus, one could minimize the
standard Evidence Lower Bound loss function

L(θ) =
N

∑
i=1

Eq(xi)

[
Eq(f(xi)) [log p(yi|f(xi))]

]
−

N

∑
i=1

DKL [q(xi)||p(xi)] . (3.19)

This requires us to calculate an expectation over our likelihood with respect to to our vari-
ational distributions q(f) and q(x). This is advantageous because it not only allows one
to incorporate training procedures but one could also experiment with different distribu-
tions for the input distribution p(x) as well as variational distribution q(x). We typically
choose a Gaussian distribution (like in this thesis and the common mean field approxima-
tion [Wang and Blei, 2013, Blei et al., 2016]) but there is no restriction on the form of the
distribution. From a practical perspective, there are many options for the practitioner to
configure the trade-off between the prior configuration and the variational configuration.
For example, we could be very loose with our assumptions by initializing the prior with
the mean of the noisy inputs and then let both the prior and the variational distribution be
a free parameters. Or we could be very strict with our assumptions and set the prior and
variational distributions to be our input noise [Damianou et al., 2014, 2016]. From a more
bold perspective, one could use normalizing flows [Kobyzev et al., 2019, Papamakarios
et al., 2019b] which can offer even richer prior distributions and could help with error
propagation even in out-of-sample scenarios [Nalisnick et al., 2019].

As shown in [Villacampa-Calvo et al., 2020], it is possible to utilize the latent variable
representation even in classification settings. However, there is no (as far as I know) paper
rigorously assessing the impact of constraining this prior distribution, p(x) For example,
the paper of [Damianou et al., 2014] features the term "uncertain inputs" but it was never
shown how this can be modified in the cases where we know the uncertainty of our
inputs. There are many combinations that we can use but the interplay between the prior
distribution p(x) and the variational distribution q(x) might be difficult to train. This is a
potential avenue of exploration especially within the Earth science community.
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Deep Gaussian Processes

The original deep GP (DGP) is just a stack of Bayesian GP Latent Variable Models [Dami-
anou et al., 2014] and more recent GPs have incorporated stacking Stochastic Variational
GPs [Salimbeni and Deisenroth, 2017], parametric GPs [Jankowiak et al., 2020], Fourier
feature representations [Cutajar et al., 2017] or pure Bayesian inference [Havasi et al.,
2018]. One research line would be to improve the Bayesian GPLVM in such a way that
one can stack the Bayesian GPLVM to constrain the solutions with our known prior dis-
tributions. Alternatively, because there is already a lot of stochasticity within the model
due to the composition of layers, one could try and apply the augmented predictive mean
and variance methodologies as shown in this paper.

3.4. Concluding Remarks

"we need to stop jacking around with GPs and actually apply them (Gaussian process
methods)."
– Neil Lawrence, MLSS 2018

Given the advent of more scalable, exact GP methods [Krauth et al., 2017, Raissi, 2017,
Wang et al., 2019a], these modifications are immediately available for any standard GP
regression method so long as the kernel function is differentiable. So the question is why
is this not done in practice regularly? As we have alluded to before, software plays a very
important role in how popular ML methods are because it helps shape the way we think
and implement solutions to given real problems. By incorporating more functionality
and examples in popular GP software packages [Matthews et al., 2017, Gardner et al.,
2018], this will popularize the idea of incorporating input uncertainty into GP problems
more. Our hope is that didactic packages like GPJax or stheno will help facilitate future
researchers in this aspect. It is very clear from the literature that there are many different
approaches to accounting for uncertainty. But in almost every study above, there are
not many applications outside of dynamical systems especially within the last decade. It
would be great to see applications outside (or within) the community that use and critique
these algorithms on different problems. There are many little improvements that can be
done within all of the standard GP methods. A simple example that we demonstrated
in this thesis is the linearized GP predictive variance estimate that get statistically better
variance estimates. This simple augmentation was not very difficult to apply in practice
and we hope that our method and similar augmentations will be more widely used in the
future.
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Information theoretic measures are a powerful framework for data analysis as they are
non-linear, multivariate, and capture higher-order feature relations. However, one factor
that has prevented their wider use is the limiting factor of accurately estimating multi-
variate densities. In the presence of complex, high-dimensional datasets, many traditional
density estimators fail to model the density accurately due to the curse of dimensionality.
In this chapter, we motivate the Gaussianization framework amongst the state-of-the-art
literature as an excellent candidate density estimator especially in the context of informa-
tion theory metrics. The included journal article is very complete from theory to practice
of how to apply Gaussianization methods to real-world Earth science data. This chapter is
concluded with an overview of the strengths and limitations of the paper as well as some
future directions.
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4.1. Density Estimation

Information theoretic measures provide a good framework for quantifying uncertainty
using a myriad of different techniques. Univariate measures such as classic Shannon’s
entropy and multivariate measures such as joint entropy, mutual information, divergence,
and total correlation all provide the user with some metric of comparison across datasets.
However, all of these measures are data dependent and require a good estimation of the
underlying density p(x). Therefore, having good density estimators is a vital compo-
nent when considering applying information theory to large scale data. While there have
been great papers [Timme and Lapish, 2018] and essays [Kumar and Gupta, 2020] when
motivating the use of information theory as an excellent candidate for theory-driven data
analysis, addressing the limitations of density estimators for large scale, high-dimensional
data has not been the focal point of many explorations. [Timme and Lapish, 2018] success-
fully made the argument for discrete estimators using robust binning schemes. However,
in the context of high-dimensional Earth science data, histograms will fail due to the
curse of dimensionality. Other more adaptive binning methods such as kernel density
estimation and k-NN density estimators suffer from the curse of dimensionality as well.
Therefore, in order to effectively use information theory measures in large scale and real-
world datasets, we need to resolve this problem of density estimation which subsequently
can help us incorporate information theory into our data analysis schemes.

4.1.1. Generative Modeling

Fortunately, during the last few years the machine learning community has started to put
more focus on generative modeling in order to produce data distributions instead of just
point estimates. Especially within the deep learning community, generative models have
become more and more popular as a means to estimate log probabilities and for density
sampling. The most popular methods include Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) [Kingma
and Welling, 2014], Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [Goodfellow et al., 2014]
and Normalizing Flows (NFs) [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015]. Each method tries to ad-
dress the density estimation and sampling problem from a different perspective, depend-
ing upon the target application. VAEs are typically used for estimating densities by using
an encoder-decoder architecture with fully parameterized neural networks. VAEs and its
variants have seen great success in approximate inference schemes. GANs are the method
of choice for sampling as it uses a purely generative model via a decoder structure and a
discriminator. The loss function incorporates a duality whereby we try to produce good
enough samples such that the discriminator cannot tell the difference between the gener-
ated samples and real samples. Normalizing Flow models are models use a composition
of invertible diffeomorphism functions. One can train this using the exact log-likelihood
and subsequently use the change of variables formula to sample from your input distribu-
tion and also calculate log probabilities. Again, depending upon the target application,
one could choose. For more detailed information about these three models please see
the following survey papers: VAEs [Kingma and Welling, 2019], GANs - [Creswell et al.,
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Figure 4.1.: A comparison of the structure for three different popular frameworks. Figure
adapted from: lilianweng.github.io.

2018, Wang et al., 2017], NFs - [Kobyzev et al., 2020, Papamakarios et al., 2019a].
All three approaches have shown great promise in the field of generative modeling for

machine learning. But, depending upon the target application, one should choose one
of the above methods to take advantage of the specific strengths. In the case of density
estimation which is necessary for Information theory measures, we need a method that
allows for an exact evaluation of probability densities on a new set of points. VAEs use
approximate inference and GANs are a pure generative framework which does not do
density evaluation at all. Normalizing flows are a framework which allow both exact
density estimation and sampling hence we believe it is the best method in this situation.
As of now, the NFs community has made a lot of progress with constructing different
methods but there has been little attention paid to a particular class of methods that
have ties to information theory measures: Gaussianization [Chen and Gopinath, 2001,
Laparra et al., 2011a, Meng et al., 2020b]. In the paper, we highlight and motivate the
use of Gaussianization as the method of choice not only because it is a good density
estimator, but because of the ties to information theory directly through its construction.
This framework was originally motivated by information theory and has existed since
2000 which precedes when NFs became popular as they were reintroduced in the neural
networks community [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015]. A subsequent paper [Laparra et al.,
2011a], in 2011, generalized this framework even further and it is only now, in 2020, that
we see the most generalized approach to date [Meng et al., 2020b]. However, all of these
papers are focused on the quality of Gaussianization as a density estimator and never
in the context of information theory measure estimation. Below, we give a more formal
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construction of the parallels between the normalizing flow literature and Gaussianization.
The following section will motivate Gaussianization as the idea information theoretic
measure.

4.2. Normalizing Flows

Let Z ∈ RD be a random variable with a tractable PDF: pz : RD → RD. The objective is to
find some invertible function fθ such that fθ(x) = z. This function is parameterized by θ
which allows us to learn the transformation. Using the change-of-variables formula, we
can compute the density of x:

pθ(x) = p(fθ(x)) |∇xfθ(x)| (4.1)

where ∇x is the Jacobian of f and | · | is the absolute determinant. Intuitively, this | · |
represents the change in volume of the transformation. f is the normalizing direction as
it goes from a more complicated data distribution to a simpler base distribution pz. The
inverse function of f, i.e. f−1, is the generative direction as it allows us to sample from
z which we can propagate the samples from the latent space through the function f−1 to
get samples in x.

Figure 4.2.: A demonstration of an invertible transformation. We go from complex distri-
bution X to a latent space Z which is marginally and jointly Gaussian in this
case. The transformation involves an invertible function f , parameterized by
θ.

Now the challenge is to design a function f(·) such that we can learn the mapping from
our data to the latent domain. In the case of high-dimensional data, it is nearly impossible
to define a transformation expressive enough such that one transformation is enough.
Analogous to standard neural networks, we can stack together multiple compositions
of simpler arbitrary functions to create more expressive transformations, e.g. figure 4.3.
As f is invertible, we can have f = fL ◦ . . . ◦ f1 which would result in a more expressive
transformation. Likewise the inverse is possible f−1 = f−1

1 ◦ . . . ◦ f−1
L . The determinant of
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the Jacobian in this case is simply the product of all of the transformations f`,

|∇xf(x)| =
L

∏
`=1
|∇xf`(x)| , (4.2)

which gives us more expressivity to transform arbitrarily complex distributions to simpler
distributions. Given the correctly chosen set of f(·), this would be sufficient to estimate
any arbitrary distribution [Bogachev et al., 2005, Jaini et al., 2020, Meng et al., 2020a].

Figure 4.3.: Demonstrates how a composition of invertible functions lead to more expres-
sive transformations. This allows us to use simple transformations that are
cheaper to compute. We show the transformation for a 1D case (the his-
tograms). Figure adapted from: lilianweng.github.io.

Because we can evaluate the likelihood exactly, this implies that we can use the negative
log-likelihood as a loss criteria:

L(θ) = arg min
θ

Ex [− log pθ(x)] = Ex [− log p(fθ(x))− log |∇xfθ(x)|] . (4.3)

The standard procedure is to estimate this using Monte Carlo sampling using stochastic
gradients. Given the need to constantly evaluate the Jacobian during training, this be-
comes a bottleneck of this procedure. We want a transformation f() that is universal i.e.
it can approximate any density function arbitrarily well. Hence, the community has put
a lot of effort into constructing Jacobian matrices that are easy and cheap to compute yet
still expressive enough to learn the complex distribution.

4.2.1. Jacobian Form

As alluded to in the previous section, the bottleneck during the training procedure is
evaluating the determinant of the Jacobian.

log p(x) = log p (fθ(x)) + log |∇xfθ(x)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bottleneck

. (4.4)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Diagonal Low-Rank Triangular Structured Free-Form

Figure 4.4.: A breakdown of the different normalizing flow methods based on the struc-
ture of the Jacobian. If we consider the structure of the Jacobian matrix as a
transformation’s ability to capture the feature-wise dependencies of a dataset,
then we see how can go from a least expressive, cheap Jacobian (a) to the most
expressive, expensive Jacobian (e). So in principle, one would need more re-
peated applications of the least expressive methods (a)-(d) compared to the
free-form Jacobian (e).

This is an area of intensive research and a really effective way to break down each of the
methods [Kobyzev et al., 2020, Papamakarios et al., 2019b]. There are many different (and
complicated) frameworks but almost all of them can be put into different categories for
how the Jacobian is constructed. A naive full Jacobian matrix is of order O(D3). This is
fine with simple datasets but this can be prohibitive with datasets with more dimensions.
A diagonal Jacobian is O(D) to evaluate but it lacks the expressivity due to its lack
of cross-dimensional considerations. There are also hybrid methods in between these
extremes. Figure 4.4 gives a visual reference for the differences. Below we list and briefly
highlight each of the Jacobians found in the literature. For a more in-depth breakdown,
please see the NF survey literature [Papamakarios et al., 2019b, Kobyzev et al., 2019].

Diagonal

This is known in the NF community as element-wise transformations. A function f (x) is
applied to each of the features of the dataset. This is analogous to the non-linear layer
for neural networks. These Jacobian matrices incorporate the least structure as every
transformation has no mixing of variables thus it cannot model correlations between di-
mensions (figure 4.4 (a)). While it is the least expressive transformation, it is the cheapest
and simplest to compute as well, mainly because the determinant of a diagonal matrix is
the sum of its diagonal entries. Originally, the NF community used the invertible Leaky
ReLU [He et al., 2015] in order to incorporate this non-linearity into Flow models. More
recently, there has been a lot of success in Mixture of Gaussian CDF transformations [Ho
et al., 2019] as well as spline transformations [Durkan et al., 2019, Dolatabadi et al., 2020].
Both of these methods have shown SOTA results. The Gaussianization Flow [Meng et al.,
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2020b] utilizes the Mixture of Logistics (similar to the Mixture of Gaussians) as one of
the layers and it has shown competitive results. Because these transformations cannot
model correlations between dimensions, they are often coupled with other transforma-
tions which do have cross-correlation considerations.

Low Rank

These are Jacobian matrices whose determinant can be easily computed due to some
transformation or property which often result in low-rank matrices (figure 4.4 (b)). Some
simple examples include orthogonal transformations, e.g. PLU flows [Oliva et al., 2018],
QR flows [Hoogeboom et al., 2019], Expontential & Cayley map, and Householder trans-
formations [Tomczak and Welling, 2016]. The Jacobian of these transformations typically
have a determinant of exactly ±1. However, these are the least expressive transformations
even when multiple transformations are composed. Thus they are not typically used
alone and instead are often coupled with other transformations [Hoogeboom et al., 2019,
van den Berg et al., 2018]. Some non-linear transformations, like planar flows [Rezende
and Mohamed, 2015] and radial flows [Tabak and Turner, 2013], utilize the matrix de-
terminant lemma [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015] which allows for more efficient com-
putation of the determinant of the Jacobian; often O(D) instead of O(D3). Sylvester
flows [van den Berg et al., 2018] extend planar flows to allow for more expressivity by do-
ing an additional matrix multiplications parameterized by an orthogonal transformation.
One disadvantage of these low-rank transformations is that they do not have analytical
inverse transformations. So many times, these non-linear affine flows are used for varia-
tional inference [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015] and not for standard generative models.

Lower Triangular

Another very popular class of models which feature more general neural network ar-
chitectures are autoregressive functions (AFs) which are constructed by factorizing over
the dimension. This results in a lower triangular structure (figure 4.4 (c)) which is
cheap determinant calculation O(D). Some noteable examples include the Invertible
AF (IAF) [Kingma et al., 2016], the Neural AF (NAF) [Huang et al., 2018], the Masked
AF (MAF) [Papamakarios et al., 2017], and the Block NAF (BNAF) [Cao et al., 2019].
These methods are very flexible and allow the user to use arbitrary neural network archi-
tectures within the algorithm which help with expressivity. Both the forward direction
fθ and the inverse direction fθ are theoretically equivalent given some conditions [Papa-
makarios et al., 2017], but one has to be conscious about the application because AFs are
dimension sensitive. For example, for density estimation, the standard AF methods are
applicable [Papamakarios et al., 2017, Huang et al., 2018, Cao et al., 2019] whereas for
sampling, one should use the inverse variant [Kingma et al., 2016].
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Structured

These are by far the most popular forms of normalizing flows because they are fairly
flexible yet inexpensive to compute. They work by partitioning the transformations such
that they are only applied on a subset of dimensions. This results in a structured trian-
gular Jacobian with a block sparse-like structure (figure 4.4 (d)). Because of the structure,
the determinant of the Jacobian is as cost efficient as the diagonal Jacobian, O(D). Some
notable examples include the NICE algorithm [Dinh et al., 2015] and its successor Real-
NVP [Dinh et al., 2016]. Like AFs, one can use any parameterized NN architecture for
the block-regions and these transformations do allow for more feature dependencies to
be capture across dimensions yet they do not increase the computational complexity. It
also includes one of the most popular methods for image GLOW [Kingma and Dhariwal,
2018], which features 1x1 Convolutional blocks.

Free-Form

The final class of methods features free-form transformations. There is no restriction and
thereby is the most expressive transformation in the literature (figure 4.4 (e)). Residual
Flows (RFs) [Behrmann et al., 2019, Chen et al., 2019] are based on residual neural network
architectures. These have a very expensive Jacobian to calculate but they use a biased
stochastic estimate [Behrmann et al., 2019] and an unbiased stochastic estimate via a
power series approximation [Chen et al., 2019]. There are also a class of continuous-time
flows [Grathwohl et al., 2019] which are based on the neural ODEs literature [Chen et al.,
2018]. All free-form methods tend to be more expensive (even with the estimation tricks)
and a lot more complicated to implement. But of course the trade-off is that you’ll have
more expressive Jacobians, and thus will need a lot less layers to effectively learn the
probability density function of a difficult dataset.

4.2.2. How do they compare?

As seen in the above section, there is an abundance of methods available for the NF
literature. It is, however, very difficult to compare each of them because of the many
combinations one could choose. In general, the best method it depends on the task
at hand. For tabular datasets (e.g. POWER, GAS, HEPMASS, etc) in the latest review
survey [Kobyzev et al., 2019], the Neural Autoregressive Flow (NAF) algorithm [Huang
et al., 2018] and the AF with a Spline coupling layer does the best. However, the recent
Gaussianization Flows paper [Meng et al., 2020b] (which was not included in the survey)
shows substantial improvement for their method over some of the tabular datasets. For
the standard image datasets, the Flow++ model [Ho et al., 2019] (which is a make up
of convolutions and CDF Mixture Layers) performs substantially better than the other
methods. Surprisingly, the free-form methods are not the best despite the fact that they
are the most expressive and flexible. Instead, it appears that a combination of simpler
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transformations and element-wise transformations like splines or cumulative distribution
function (CDF) mixtures seem to perform the best for the standard datasets.

4.3. Different Perspective

The following section is based partially on the work in [Meng et al., 2020b] where they
describe the loss function similarities between normalizing flows and Gaussianization,
the work in [Papamakarios et al., 2019b] which demonstrates the equivalency between
KL-Divergence terms and the work of [Johnson et al., 2020b, Laparra et al., 2020] which
highlights the connection between the loss function and Total correlation.

Typically in the normalizing Flows literature, the training loss function, L(θ), is shown
as maximizing the likelihood which we know is equivalent to minimizing the KL-Divergence

argmax
θ

Epdata(x) [log px(x; θ)] = argmin
θ

DKL [pdata(x)||px(x; θ)] + constant (4.5)

However, instead of minimizing the KL-Divergence between the data distribution and our
model, we can think of maximizing how well our function f` transforms our data x into
a base distribution. It has been shown in in [Papamakarios et al., 2019b, Laparra et al.,
2011a], this is equivalent to:

DKL [pdata(x)||px(x; θ)] = DKL [pz (fθ(x)) ||pz(z), ] (4.6)

where ptarget(fθ(x)) is the distribution induced by our function fθ and pz(z) is our base
distribution. For training this allows us to minimize the KL-Divergence without needing
to evaluate the generative direction f−1

θ = gθ which can be costly in some cases [Huang
et al., 2018]. So we can still evaluate densities but not necessary generate samples. This
is very common in the variational framework [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015] and hence
we see a lot of non-invertible flow-models improve the posterior representation [Rezende
and Mohamed, 2015, Kingma and Welling, 2019].

This loss term has connections to information theory which allows an entire suite of
information-theoretic measures to be used with these models easily. If one explicitly uses
a Gaussian distribution as the base distribution, z ∼ N (0, 1), then this KL-Divergence
term is

DKL [pz (fθ(x)) ||N (0, 1)] = J(x), (4.7)

which is known as non-Gaussianity; a measure of how far away your distribution is from
a Gaussian distribution [Chen and Gopinath, 2001] showed that this divergence term has
a different interpretation from an information theory perspective. Using the Pythagorean
theorem outlined in [Cardoso, 2003], this can be rewritten as

J(x) = DKL

[
p(x)||

D

∏
d=1

p(xd)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T(x)

+
D

∑
d=1

DKL

[
p(xd)||N (0, 1)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jm(x)

. (4.8)
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where D is the dimension of the data. We denote T(x) the total correlation (a.k.a. multi-
information, multivariate information) of a multi-dimensional dataset, which measures
the dependencies between the features of x. This is a generalization of mutual informa-
tion. Jm(x) is sum of all marginal non-Gaussianity measures for each components within
x. So to minimize this term, we need to minimize both T(x) and Jm(x). To minimize T(x),
we would been to make each component statistically independent. This is the objective
of Independent Components Analysis (ICA) which maximizes a transformation s.t. the
components of x are independent. This was the basis of the Gaussianization scheme
in [Chen and Gopinath, 2001] where they use ICA. In the following paper, we showcase
how under a special set of circumstances, we can utilize this connection between the
two KL-Divergence term to promote an iterative approach as a generative model with
additional benefits involving information theoretic measures.

4.4. The Paper

Title

Gaussianizing the Earth: Multidimensional Information Measures for Earth Data
Analysis [Johnson et al., 2020c]

Authors

J. Emmanuel Johnson, Valero Laparra, Maria Piles, Gustau Camps-Valls

4.4.1. Summary

In this paper, we address the solution proposed in section 1.4.3. We propose information
theory as a good way to explore high-dimensional datasets as an alternative to tradition
methods that only look for linear correlation. We give motivating examples as to why this
is with toy example demonstrating that entropy and mutual information are more infor-
mative measures with non-linear datasets. We propose Gaussianization as the algorithm
of choice to estimate probability density functions as it can deal with the curse of dimen-
sionality. We explain why it is superior to traditional measures for density estimation.
We also describe how Gaussianization is especially adept to estimate information theory
measures in particular due to the formulation. Gaussianization is simple in principle but
can be difficult to understand so care has been taken to really explain the inner mechanics
of the algorithm. We give examples of how it can be used in Earth observation applica-
tions. We motivate its effectiveness at Gaussianizing data and generate samples for radar
and hyperspectral images. We also show the usefulness of total correlation estimates for
high resolution aerial imagery to discern their spatial redundancy. We demonstrate how
it can be used to assess the relevance and share information between drought variables.
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We conclude with a demonstration of how we can assess the affect of spatial-temporal
relationships by using information on global datasets.

4.4.2. Contributions

This paper had two main contributions within the scientific community: 1) a viable den-
sity estimator for high dimensional problems, and 2) a viable information theoretic esti-
mator. They are not mutually exclusive but it is worth highlighting them separately.

Density Estimation

We presented Gaussianization is a viable density estimator to the Earth science commu-
nity which deal with high-dimensional, complex datasets. We demonstrated that the
Iterative Gaussianization (IG) formulation is simple and easily extendable. The flexibility
of IG is that it relies on 1D marginal Gaussianization estimators and orthogonal matrices
and we highlighted this with many references to other plug-in-play methods like kernel
density estimators (KDE) and principal components analysis (PCA). With toy examples
and selected applications within remote sensing to motivate the applied scientists that
we have a density estimator that is able to learn probability densities as well as generate
samples that are better represented the original data. This paper really does open up the
possibilities for Earth scientists because we show that multivariate density estimation is
now viable with high-dimensional data. Density estimation is a difficult problem but it
opens up many opportunities for future work.

Information Theory Estimator

Information theory measure estimators suffer from practical use in high-dimensional data
because they are at the mercy of PDF estimators. We provide a solution that actually
leverages these standard estimators in a way that is scalable. In [Laparra et al., 2020], we
clearly showed the effectiveness of Iterative Gaussianization over the other classical meth-
ods ITEs with toy datasets. Even when estimating information-theoretic measures for a
multivariate Gaussian distribution with an exponential family fails with high-dimensions
for metrics such as Mutual information and KL-Divergence. For entropy and total correla-
tion, this paper exposes a lot of pitfalls and limitations with standard density estimators.
With mutual information and the KL-Divergence, we show that standard methods fail for
real distributions at all, with errors over 200 percent even for lower dimensions. In both
papers [Laparra et al., 2020, Johnson et al., 2020b], we showcase real world examples rang-
ing from neuroscience to Earth sciences. We demonstrate some targeted applications such
as drought monitoring indices and how one can go about selecting the most informative
variables and spatial-temporal representations based on entropy and mutual informa-
tion. We also do a grand-scale application where we assess the spatial-temporal entropy
of variables from the Earth system data cube [Mahecha et al., 2020] across the globe over
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the span of years 2008-2010. This kind of analysis is not possible with standard meth-
ods yet we were able to find interesting patterns across spatial-temporal resolutions and
variables.

4.4.3. Reproducibility

Code Base

All of the available code for the paper is available at the following url1. This includes all
of the toy experiments and the real experiments that used the ESDC dataset [Mahecha
et al., 2020]. This is the main repo for the majority of the paper which was done in Python.
It also features a webpage2 with full-fledged demos. In addition, there is a preliminary
implementation for fully parameterized Gaussianization flows is available3. Effort was
made to integrate this method into mature normalizing flow packages like nflows [Durkan
et al., 2020]. It is a slightly different implementation than the one found in [Meng et al.,
2020b] but it is a much cleaner implementation that uses all of the components found
within the nflows package. We hope this will provide a starting point for improving upon
and incorporating more advanced components.

Datasets

For the datasets used in the applied experiments, we use the Earth System Data Cubes [Ma-
hecha et al., 2020] which are available from the Earth System Data Lab4. After signing up
for access, it is free to use.

Software

There was already a MATLAB version for the Gaussianization algorithm5. This was the
basis for the new python package6 that was developed during this thesis. It follows the
standard scikit-learn [Varoquaux et al., 2015] API which is easy to use and familiar to the
machine learning community. We also attempted to merge our methods to a more general
package for Density-Destructive-Learning [Inouye and Ravikumar, 2018] which features a
more broad class of iterative Normalizing flow methods. So a fork of the library was
created with demos and convenient wrappers for the RBIG method in particular7. To
try and fix some of the speed issues we encountered during the large scale usage, a

1https://github.com/IPL-UV/gauss4eo
2https://ipl-uv.github.io/gauss4eo/
3https://github.com/IPL-UV/gaussflow
4https://www.earthsystemdatalab.net/
5https://github.com/IPL-UV/rbig_matlab
6https://github.com/IPL-UV/rbig_jax
7https://github.com/jejjohnson/destructive-deep-learning
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preliminary implementation JAX [Bradbury et al., 2018] back-end is also available8 which
will allow one to use GPUs and TPUs.

Literature

Gaussianization is not often referenced within the Normalizing flows community sur-
veys [Papamakarios et al., 2019b, Kobyzev et al., 2019] as a primary algorithm within
the family of methods. To contribute into this line of research and development, and to
also promote the use of Gaussianization methods in broader communities, we become a
primary contributor to a continuously updated normalizing flow literature repository9.

4.5. Further Research Directions

During the publication process of the journal article listed in the previous section, fur-
ther research was done and as mentioned in the reproducibility section, most of these
ideas are documented on the literature review page10. In remainder of the chapter, we
will summarize some of the highlights of the literature and give suggestions for further
research.

4.5.1. Limitation of Iterative Approach

The original message in [Laparra et al., 2011a] was that density estimation and informa-
tion theory metrics suffer from the expensive evaluation of the Jacobian. Since then, the
normalizing flow community have demonstrated methods to mitigate this and have sub-
sequently had a lot of success for many different disciplines [Kobyzev et al., 2019, Papa-
makarios et al., 2019b]. However, the case could be made that iterative methods [Laparra
et al., 2011a, Inouye and Ravikumar, 2018] could be a more viable approach for estimat-
ing information theory metrics. Gaussianization was constructed on principle using the
KL-Divergence in the transform domain. Subsequently, they found that a composition
of element-wise and orthogonal transformations resulted in guarantees of convergence
which could be shown iteratively. So naturally, an iterative technique with a stopping
criteria makes sense in the case. However, having a fully parameterized solution Meng
et al. [2020a] is the most generalized method of Gaussianization to date which took in-
spiration from the normalizing flows literature by taking the parameterized mixture of
Gaussians and the Householder flows [Tomczak and Welling, 2016]. Subsequently, they
found that they were able to get much higher quality density estimators than the iterative
approach [Laparra et al., 2011a]. So if we have empirical evidence that shows that the
iterative approach is inferior for the quality in the transform domain, we can pose the

8https://github.com/IPL-UV/rbig_jax
9https://github.com/janosh/awesome-normalizing-flows

10https://jejjohnson.github.io/uncertain_gps/Notes/literature/
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question of how the iterative approach is still useful. Below we highlight some strengths
and weaknesses between both methods.

Strengths

Simplicity. This method is relatively simple to implement. We cannot underestimate
the simplicity making it very attractive to use for experts and non-experts alike. It is
iterative, so users will not have to deal with too many issues related to neural networks
and gradients such as initialization, learning rate, vanishing/exploding gradients. The
new worry is more about convergence and how does one effectively determine the best
stopping criteria.
Backwards Compatibility. You can use any plug-in-play estimator of your choice avail-
able from a wide range of methods in the literature. For the side of the marginal density
estimator, we have methods that are piece-wise such as histogram, smooth like kernel
density estimation and adaptive like k-Nearest Neighbours. At the end of the day, there
are many very good methods for estimating 1D densities. One thing to note is that all of
the problems are inherited while doing this such as boundaries and parameters. For the
side of the random orthogonal rotation, we have methods like ICA [Chen and Gopinath,
2001] and, thanks to [Laparra et al., 2011b], we can use any orthogonal estimator like PCA
or random rotations.
Guaranteed Convergence. There are some theoretical guarantees that given enough suc-
cessive transformations, the resulting distribution will be Gaussian; [Chen and Gopinath,
2001] for ICA and [Laparra et al., 2011b] for any random rotation. This means that you are
guaranteed to converge to a Gaussian distribution as long as you use a marginal Gaus-
sianization and orthogonal rotation. This was also extended to the fully parameterized
version [Meng et al., 2020a]. Not all methods in the normalizing flow literature can offer
such strong guarantees in theory and in practice.

Weaknesses

Inefficient. This is the biggest weakness of the iterative approaches: they are not efficient.
Inevitably one needs a lot of layers even for simple transformations because it is such a
basic method. It means that it will require a lot of memory when there are a lot of layers
especially with very high dimensional data. A key factor is there is no batch processing
since these methods do not have any sort of stochastic approximations or gradient-based
training. So with datasets as large as 1 million points with 1000 dimensions, iterative
techniques will suffer as we have personally seen during the course of this thesis. This
also prevents these methods from using modern hardware such as Graphical Processing
Units (GPUs) do to memory constraints.
Same Problems as 1D Density Estimators. Just like there are issues with 1D density esti-
mators, the same problems exist on a large scale in Gaussianization schemes. Boundaries
at 1D PDF functions which affect outliers are still relevant, except there are many many
more of them. Each 1D PDF estimator will have parameters and these are still present in
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the Gaussianization methods as well. And since they are not optimized for the dataset,
they can affect many parts of your algorithm, e.g. the quality of the density estimation,
the quality of your generated samples, and the values of the information theory metrics.
This algorithm can be sensitive to the decision you do make.
Error Accumulation. This is very related to the above issues but it becomes very apparent
with iterative techniques: any errors or problems accumulate with each iteration. As
there is no global optimization strategy to correct any weights or parameters, the errors
can accumulate quickly. In addition, if you use a stopping criteria that does not have
anything to do with the optimization, then that can lead to even more issues; again with
specific parts of the method e.g. the sampling, the density or the metrics.

4.6. Concluding Remarks

Having a viable estimator of multivariate densities, and hence of information theory mea-
sures like mutual information, opens up many opportunities for more exploration and
hypothesis testing. A very simple extension is to extend the literature for measuring the
similarity between distributions. There are many similarity metrics that do not directly
estimate the density function p(x). This include known linear methods such as the RV
coefficient [Robert and Escoufier, 1976], distance measures such as the distance correla-
tion [Székely et al., 2007], and kernel measures such as Hilbert-Schmidt Independence
Criterion [Gretton et al., 2005]. They all wish to evaluate some similarity between two
datasets. Mutual information is not normally included within the standard methods is
notoriously difficult to estimation. From a model comparison standpoint, we now have a
method which can serve as a benchmark when evaluating other parameterized metrics on
well-known distributions such as the multivariate Gaussian. For example, we can apply
this to compare CMIP model simulations [Correa and Lindstrom, 2013b, Eyring et al.,
2016, Bruinsma et al., 2020] which can be extended to other model comparison scenarios
where we go beyond standard correlations. We could also use it to analyze neural net-
work architectures to find similarities [Kornblith et al., 2019, Tang et al., 2020] and the
information bottleneck [Ma et al., 2020, Ardizzone et al., 2020].

In terms of algorithmic improvements, the dimensionality is still an issue as this can
occur within ultra-dimensional datasets like images and video. For the Gaussianiza-
tion scheme, this will require convolutions Hoogeboom et al. [2019] which has yet to be
explored in this work due to the orthogonality constraints from the Iterative Gaussian-
ization framework [Laparra et al., 2011a]. An alternative approach is to use surjective
flows [Nielsen et al., 2020] which allow one to reduce the dimensionality with a sim-
ple change to the Jacobian. This has been applied in other applications involving non-
Euclidean domains whereby the authors showcase density estimation on other surfaces
including a globe[Rezende et al., 2020]. We also look forward to seeing comparisons the
ITMs produced by Gaussianization to other NF architectures as well as completely differ-
ent approaches using neural networks [Belghazi et al., 2018, Chan et al., 2019]. In general,
we are certain that this contribution will help the community apply ITMs in practice now
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that we have better density estimators within the machine learning literature that can deal
with large-scale, high-dimensional data.
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Machine learning has made great strides in today’s science and engineering. However,
quantifying the uncertainty and information content within our system’s data and models
are still unresolved problems. These issues hamper the wide use and adoption of current
models, especially with the advent of more heterogeneous and multivariate data sources.
In addition, many of these datasets exhibit high levels and variety of noise and uncer-
tainties. In this thesis we introduce different methodologies to deal with the problems of
uncertainty and information quantification in arbitrary multivariate datasets.

The definition of information has a foundation in uncertainty. By quantifying the un-
certainty, we are actually quantifying our knowledge or ignorance about the data gener-
ating process, which in turn translates into information. Uncertainty can come in many
forms: 1) data, 2) model, and 3) out-of-sample. In terms of uncertainty quantification,
Bayesian methods tend to capture the inverse direction; related to the uncertainty in the
model parameters. However, many machine learning models do not adequately capture
the forward direction, i.e. error propagation, as they either omit the input uncertainty
altogether or there is simply an inadequate treatment. Once we have an adequate density
representation for our data, we can use information theory measures to summarize the
information content. One can quantify not only the uncertainty of the data and model,
but also summarize and compare different representations via characterizing the shared
information across different datasets.

This process is also increasingly complex when we consider spatial-temporal-spectral
datasets which are multivariate and high-dimensional. This type of data is very prevalent
in Earth science applications which poses many challenges for machine learning methods.
There are many decisions to be made when we consider which is the best model capture
relationships between variables. Consider an ML pipeline where we want to model some
relationships between two datasets. On the front end, we could use more spatial fea-
tures than temporal features. Or we could also perform dimensionality reduction to get
the best lower dimensional representation. But how do we assess whether the chosen
representation is the most informative? Further down the ML pipeline, we also want to
use eventually noisy, biased, multivariate datasets as inputs to models, and we need to
ensure that their uncertainty is correctly propagated through the models. But how do we
propagate these uncertainties? and furthermore how do we assess our predictive vari-
ance? And then finally, is there some post-analysis we can do to assess the models to
ensure they are properly validated and calibrated? Are there further changes one can
make in either the input space or model definition? These are all decisions that we make
when we apply machine learning methods in practice irregardless of how we modify the
framework using physics-informed decisions.
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5.1. Themes and Contributions

Generally ML problems fall under three learning paradigms: 1) supervised discriminate
machine learning finds a single best set of parameters to describe the approximate con-
ditional distribution, 2) probabilistic supervised machine learning finds a distribution
of parameters that best describe the conditional distribution, and 3) probabilistic unsu-
pervised machine learning seeks to find a joint distribution described by an underlying
latent variable. All three formulations are valid and we have seen incredible results for
many Earth science applications. There are many things to consider when choosing an
approach irrespective of the application; things like computational budget, data complex-
ity, and even expertise. Not everyone can be Bayesian and not every application calls
for estimating joint densities. In this thesis, we looked at all three different approaches
to machine learning and improved some of the underlying problems that we often find
within practical applications.

5.1.1. Part 1: Sensitivity Analysis in Kernel Methods

The most popular form of machine learning is to use discriminative models. This en-
tails finding an approximate conditional distribution p(y|x) parameterized by a function,
fθ . If we try to learn a single set of parameters for this function, we are not accurately
characterizing the model uncertainty nor the data uncertainty. While this method does
not take into account uncertainty, there are methods that attempt to augment the training
procedure, methods that train multiple models, and post-hoc methods that allow one to
analyze the variance and the relative relevance of the input features. We chose sensitivity
analysis as it closely rivals the literature for physical models. In particular, we chose to fo-
cus on derivative-based measures as they are fairly simple and closely follow the original
definition of sensitivity analysis. However, there is insufficient literature and exploration
about the parallels and differences between how one can apply sensitivity analysis for
physical models, and how one can apply sensitivity analysis for machine learning mod-
els in general. For example, every parameter within a physical model is well-motivated
and has a clear physical meaning. In non-parametric ML models, however, when trying
to find functions’ parameters, they are often inaccessible. So we sought to explore a fam-
ily of non-parametric methods called kernel methods where we would dig deeper into
the formulation and intuition to see how derivative-based analysis can help us explain
the inferred models.

Contribution

We chose kernel methods because they are very flexible models which provide non-linear
extensions to many of the classic machine learning models. Consequently, that allowed us
to explore not only kernel regression and kernel classification problems, but also kernel
density estimation and kernel independence measures. In addition, kernel methods have
many connections to other methods such as neural networks and probabilistic models
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such as Gaussian processes so our work can be inspiration for derivative-based sensitivity
analysis for other related ML algorithms. Kernel methods are often described as “black-
box” models because we do not have access to the feature map explicitly. However, we
showed that derivative-based analysis can help open that box and give insight into the
models’ decisions.

In the paper [Johnson et al., 2020b], we focused on intuition and we demonstrated all
claims with many toy examples for each of the disciplines. Because of the formulation,
we were able to draw parallels between all of the core kernel methods. For each of
the kernel methods (regression, classification, density estimation and independence), we
gave some motivating examples of how the derivatives can help with understanding. For
example, in regression and classification we showed how one can use sensitivity analysis
to get feature relevance and sample attribution. In kernel density estimation, we showed
that the derivatives can help visualize the density ridge. And in kernel independence
measures, we showed how derivatives help visualize the change of direction within the
dependencies between two variables. We also showed proof-of-concept examples using
spatial-temporal EO data with toy examples and real examples. For example, we showed
how a regression problem could be formulated to find the sample attribution for different
configurations of spatial-temporal Earth data inputs, and we showed how the solution to
a binary drought detection problem using Support Vector Machines can be analyzed to
reveal the sample attribution which reveals the boundary between classes.

Our experiments were not perfect. For example, in chapter 2, we highlighted the fact
that we made general assumptions about smoothness by only using the RBF kernel func-
tion and did not experiment with other more expressive kernels which is a big limitation
of kernel methods in common practice [Krauth et al., 2017]. We also did not look at
the sensitivity of the hyperparameters for the unsupervised kernel methods. Unsuper-
vised methods are notorious for using ad-hoc procedures to find the kernel parameters
which could have adverse affects on the results we obtained. In addition, real problems
involving spatial-temporal datasets are often at a much larger scale so the effectiveness
of our analysis may not translate to problems of that scale. However, despite all this, we
firmly believe that the work will be well received by the community for any applications
involving kernel derivatives. The advent of automatic differentiation eases the burden of
calculating derivatives so we foresee many applications using the derivative of scalable
kernel methods in the future.

5.1.2. Part 2: Error propagation in Gaussian Processes

Bayesian methods allow users to fully describe the model with probabilistic measures. In
supervised settings, users define a prior distribution over their parameters and a likeli-
hood describing the generating process for their inputs to their outputs. Then, by normal-
izing by the evidence (i.e. the data), they get a posterior which describes the best set of
parameters given the observed data. These methods feature predictive uncertainty which
is a combination of the aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty. This enables one to get not
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only mean predictions but also confidence intervals. In this thesis, we focused on Gaus-
sian processes, which are typically the golden standard for confidence intervals [Wilson
and Izmailov, 2020]. However, while these methods inherently handle the uncertainty in
the (hyper-)parameters, they do not typically account for the uncertainty within the input
data. For example, as mentioned in chapter 3, the predictive variance in the standard GP
formulation does not depend on the inputs which is not ideal for noisy inputs. There are
cases where we want to propagate the noisy inputs through our learned function. There
are many approaches to doing so but they are typically not used in practice, especially
within the Earth science community.

Contribution

In chapter 3, we went through the formulation of the GP and showed how to modify the
posterior predictive mean and variance of a standard Gaussian process to account of in-
put uncertainty. We took inspiration from dynamic GPs [Girard et al., 2002b, Deisenroth,
2010, McHutchon and Rasmussen, 2011], which iteratively update their predictions with
every time step. We showcased how a similar formulation can be used in non-dynamical
settings. We assumed a GP has already been trained and consider the case where we
have noisy inputs and we want to propagate this through the posterior, i.e. the predic-
tive mean and variance. We showcase two distinct Gaussian approximation methods to
achieve this: 1) a linearized version via a Taylor’s expansions and 2) a moment-matching
approximation method. The Taylor expansion is faster as it only depends on the deriva-
tive whereas the moment-matching approximation requires expectations of kernel func-
tions. Both methods produce better predictive variance estimates than the standard GP
for toy datasets.

In the paper [Johnson et al., 2020a], we showed how the linearized approximation
can be applied in practice. The example featured noisy ultra-spectral reflectance input
values from the Infrared atmospheric sounding interferometer (IASI) [Chalon et al., 2001]
satellite and we fit an Gaussian process to regress the global surface temperature values.
One reason we focused on the linearized approximation is because moment-matching is
expensive with higher dimensions [Deisenroth and Mohamed, 2012]. The other reason is
because the linearized approximation is a much simpler formulation as it involves only
the derivative of the predictive mean function. Despite the fact that it is a simpler method,
we showed that the method performed better than the standard GP both qualitatively
and quantitatively. We found that there was a stronger relationship between the global
temperature maps for the predictive variance and the absolute error for our predictions
and this was confirmed via a qualitative inspection.

The field is wide open for future studies regarding input uncertainty for Bayesian
models. Based on this work, there should be more studies showcasing more applica-
tions where these methods succeed or even fail. We also welcome more studies into the
computational aspects which would be useful for surrogate models to construct better
emulators [Rivera et al., 2015, Svendsen et al., 2020]. For example, the one computational
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burden for the moment-matching method is to approximate the kernel expectations via
deterministic sigma-point estimation [de Souza et al., 2020]. Furthermore, one can easily
apply the same formulation to sparse Gaussian processes [Bui et al., 2017b], which will
enable these methods to scale to much larger datasets. Another front is to consider noisy
inputs when training. The most promising method features the Bayesian Gaussian Pro-
cess Latent Variable Model [Damianou et al., 2014, Villacampa-Calvo et al., 2020] which
assumes the inputs as latent variables defined as a distribution. This allows one to train
a GP model with the noisy inputs which will have an effect on the learned model pa-
rameters. Another very promising method is the emergence of Deep GPs [Salimbeni and
Deisenroth, 2017, Cutajar et al., 2017]. These models are a composition of GPs where the
outputs from one GP is the input to the next which is inherently a stochastic process. This
is an interesting avenue which has ties to other methods like conditional density estima-
tion and covariate models [Dutordoir et al., 2018]. While our first paper on this work was
rather simplistic, we hope that its simplicity will attract more users to apply GPs on even
more complex tasks with noisy datasets.

5.1.3. Part 3: Gaussianization for Information Theory Metrics

Estimating an arbitrary multivariate density of your data is a harder problem than the pre-
vious approaches. It assumes no function to describe the relation between the marginals
and instead assumes that one can describe the entire joint distribution using some param-
eterized function of an underlying latent distribution. If one can successfully describe the
joint density, then it may also be possible to describe the conditionals as well as the
marginals which are essentially a generalization of the previous approaches. Another ad-
vantage of this approach is that once we have a probabilistic density function of our data,
we can use information theory measures to summarize and make comparisons across
models. Once we have a model for the density of our data, IT gives us access to dif-
ferent approaches to quantify the information content by summarizing the uncertainty
using different measures. Measures like entropy and total correlation can be used to cal-
culate the average uncertainty as well as the redundancy. Other measures like mutual
information and KL-divergence allows us to make (relative) comparisons across different
datasets. While information theory measures are popular as components within machine
learning algorithms, they are generally not widely adopted in many applications.

The main issue is the problem of density estimation for high-dimensional datasets.
Most classical methods like probabilistic PCA or ICA are not expressive enough to model
complex datasets and many non-parametric estimators like histograms and kernel den-
sity estimators fail due to the curse of dimensionality. Recently there has been a family
of methods called normalizing flows [Kobyzev et al., 2019, Papamakarios et al., 2019b]
methods which have had great success in many ML applications including images, audio
and video. They utilize the change of variables formulation which allows one to not only
evaluate the density of your data but also generate samples. While this potentially solves
the high-dimensional density estimation problem, this thesis dives deeper in a particular
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formulation of normalizing flows which has direct connections to information theory.

Contribution

In chapter 4, we motivated the use of normalizing flows as compared to the classical
methods (e.g. non-parametric density estimation) and other standard generative mod-
els such as Variational AutoEncoders and Generative Adversarial Networks. We went
through the formulation for NFs and highlighted the fact that most methods in the lit-
erature can be categorized based on the properties of the Jacobian. The determinant of
the Jacobian is the bottleneck of the NF method because it is naively of O(D3) with D
dimensions. So many of the methods feature a trade-off between a more expressive and
expensive Jacobian versus a less expressive and cheaper Jacobian. We also showcased
how the log-likelihood loss function can related to the KL-Divergence in the original do-
main X and the transform domain Z which adds some flexibility as to how these are
trained. We also showed how this simple relationship allows one to express the loss func-
tion in terms of Information theory metrics, i.e. the total correlation and the marginal
non-Gaussianity measure. We hope that this explicit connection will be the inspiration
for other practitioners to investigate other clever schemes or decompositions that might
reveal insights into the relationship between Normalizing flows and Information theory
measures.

In the paper [Johnson et al., 2020b], we motivated the use of Gaussianization as a sim-
ple iterative case of Normalizing flows. We decomposed the algorithm to really highlight
each of its components (an orthogonal rotation followed by an element-wise, marginal
Gaussianization) to motivate how this method can be easily extended to feature more
powerful transformations that are present in the NFs literature. Lastly, we showcased
how iterative Gaussianization is uniquely qualified to produce information theory met-
rics due to its formulation [Laparra et al., 2020]. For intuition, we motivated IT metrics
over classical correlation metrics with toy examples showcasing their superiority for com-
paring non-linear and complex datasets. In addition, we wanted to stress that having
access to the marginal entropy, joint entropy, and the mutual information paints a more
complete picture of the entire relationship with regard to the complexity and noise rather
than just one of those measures.

For applications, we demonstrated its viability as a density estimator by producing
samples that were marginally and jointly representative for a Hyperspectral image. We
also gave an example of how entropy and mutual information can be used to determine
the best temporal feature representation for different drought indicators. This experiment
is very representative of the power of information theory as a measure to help decide
on the most appropriate feature representation which can be used as inputs for other
ML models. Lastly, we performed a more ambitious experiment to show how we could
compare different spatial-temporal feature representations of different Earth system vari-
ables. We show different ways one could display the results for further insight like global
information maps which can be further summarized by entropy. We were successful in il-
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lustrating that different spatial-temporal feature representations exhibit different patterns
both in the global maps as well as the entropy curves.

While we were successful in our experiments, we also highlighted some of the pitfalls
and future work that needs to be done to make this a more competitive and well-adopted
method within the community. The iterative approach is very simple and keeps all as-
sumptions fixed with every iteration until convergence. On the practical side, this is
disadvantageous because it results in excess layers which produces numerical errors. On
the theoretical side, this may be an incorrect assumption because the 1D Gaussianiza-
tion models used at the top layer are probably not the same assumptions we would use
in later layers. Overall, this can lower the quality of the sampling and density estima-
tion. The fully parameterized Gaussianization scheme [Meng et al., 2020b] is a reflection
of this analysis because they produced significantly lower log-likelihood estimates with
fewer layers in their experiments. However, we showed that the iterative Gaussianization
scheme produced the best information theoretic measures for controlled datasets com-
pared to all of the canonical methods like k-NN. This makes the Gaussianization scheme
a unique and competitive contender for estimating information theoretic measures. While
its current formulation is relatively slow for high-dimensional datasets, we are confident
that we can make speedups to make it a more viable candidate in daily use.

In the normalizing flows literature, we have seen the parameterized Gaussianization
method [Meng et al., 2020b] compare favourably to the more popular NF methods like
Real-NVP and Autoregressive-Spline models. The next step would be to see how well
the IT metrics using the iterative methods compare to the fully parameterized solutions.
For really high-dimensional datasets (i.e. more than 500 dimensions), we also need to
include convolutional layers to really capture the dependencies between the marginal
distributions for datasets such as images.

5.2. Future Work

In each of the above sections, we highlighted the contributions in terms of their individual
approaches with respect to uncertainty quantification and information content. However,
one aspect we wish to promote within this thesis is the idea that the methods presented
are not mutually exclusive. There is a lot of overlap between the methods as one could
possibly incorporate one set of techniques into other frameworks to overcome some of
the inherent limitations of said framework. Below we highlight some promising examples
based on the findings of this thesis that would be appropriate for future work.

Sensitivity Analysis and Error Propagation. The SA methods presented were motivated
by the fact that it is a viable option in the discriminative framework due to the limita-
tions that discriminative models exhibit for uncertainty quantification. However, we also
highlighted within chapter 2 and in [Johnson et al., 2020b] that one can use the same
derivative-based analysis in other probabilistic kernel methods like Gaussian process re-
gression or even GP latent variable models [Titsias and Lawrence, 2010]. While sensitivity
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analysis has been used for GPs in previous works [Blix et al., 2017] for identifying fea-
ture relevance, there has not been any exploration for sensitivity analysis for GPs that
propagate input error. There also have not been many other papers utilizing SA for other
more advanced GP algorithms. In addition, one could also use SA in other previously
suggested GP methods which incorporate the input errors during the training phase like
stochastic variational GPs [Bui et al., 2017b], Bayesian GPLVMs [Titsias and Lawrence,
2010, Damianou et al., 2016, Villacampa-Calvo et al., 2020] and Deep GPs [Salimbeni and
Deisenroth, 2017, Cutajar et al., 2017, Havasi et al., 2018]. This is an interesting avenue be-
cause one is already characterizing the input distribution with prior knowledge and thus
SA can be applied in a more principled way. One could also use other SA approaches out-
side of derivative-based measures that are variance-based [Sobolá, 2001] or even model
agnostic methods [Da Veiga, 2015, Lundberg and Lee, 2017b]. This approach would have
a complete UQ quantification in the forward and inverse direction for estimating condi-
tional distributions using machine learning.

Gaussianization and Sensitivity Analysis. In sensitivity analysis, we need to find an ap-
propriate distribution for the inputs to propagate through the learned model to measure
how much it affects the output variance. In many approaches like the traditional Sobol
indices methods, we assume that the features are independent [Sobolá, 2001] and gener-
ate samples based on their marginal distributions. While this approach is much simpler,
it is often not correct as many high-dimensional, multivariate datasets have many depen-
dencies between the features that are not taken into account for the models. We have
shown that Gaussianization (and other NF methods) is an effective density estimator for
multivariate datasets which do produce samples that are marginally and jointly consis-
tent with the original dataset. These methods could produce multivariate representative
samples that could be used with any SA method. One could do experiments with differ-
ent input data representations (or jointly with the outputs) to see how the output variance
is affected. This would give practitioners better options than the standard Monte Carlo
schemes which have been shown to be limiting in high-dimensional settings [Razavi et al.,
2020].

Gaussianization and Latent Variable Models. As mentioned in chapter 3, we assumed
that the GP model is already trained and a method to overcome this limitation is to
use GP Latent Variable Models [Titsias and Lawrence, 2010]. One foreseeable limita-
tion is the expressivity of the variational distribution used to approximate the prior we
impose for our input data and our posterior. Normalizing flows have already shown
great promise in similar applications to help improve the expressivity of the posterior ap-
proximation VAEs [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015] and also in Monte Carlo sample-based
inference [Hoffman et al., 2019, Wu et al., 2020]. In this application, one could augment
the variational distribution to be more expressive [Maroñas et al., 2020] or we could trans-
form (or warp) our inputs/outputs using NFs as density estimators during the training
phase [Lalchand et al., 2021]. So while we are still using GPs, we are effectively using
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density estimators on either end of our datasets which is an interesting approach that
may allow an even better data representation and uncertainty characterization.

5.3. Parting Thoughts

In this thesis, we demonstrated several machine learning approaches (kernel methods,
Gaussian processes and multivariate Gaussianization) to handle uncertainty and infor-
mation quantification. Methods were extensively validated in a wide diversity of Earth
system science problems, involving many types of learning problems (classification, re-
gression, density estimation, synthesis, error propagation and information-theoretic mea-
sures estimation), sensory data (radar, multispectral, hyperspectral, infrared sounders),
data products (observations, reanalysis and model simulations) and resolutions (in space,
time and spectrum). From a more theoretical standpoint, we also showed how there are
many connections and none of the methods are mutually exclusive. We hope that this
motivates more researchers to use our methods and investigate even better alternatives
methods that can be used for even more difficult challenges than what we presented.
We also hope that there will be more publications on data uncertainty and information
content in newer additions within the scientific machine learning literature [Willard et al.,
2020, Jia et al., 2020].

ML research can be very daunting these days and it can take effort to really bridge the
gap across communities. Applied machine learning is very difficult and we need more
scrutiny when applying these methods to real data. We cannot just apply methods with-
out thinking about the implications. The skepticism from domain experts is warranted
which motivated us to really explain our steps in a way that is accessible to domain ex-
perts at all levels. These are exciting times to be in applied ML and these past few years,
we have seen many potential of ML in applied settings [Reichstein et al., 2019, Watt-Meyer
et al., 2021, Payrovnaziri et al., 2020, Arrieta et al., 2020, Brajard et al., 2020, Willard et al.,
2020, Jia et al., 2020] as well as the pathologies that we need to overcome [Yang and
Perdikaris, 2019, Dennis et al., 2019, Wilson and Izmailov, 2020]. We look forward to fu-
ture endeavours and the progress we will see in the applied settings stemming from the
methods discussed within this thesis.
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6. Summary in Valencian

6.1. Motivació

L’aprenentatge automàtic ha fet grans avenços en la ciència i l’enginyeria actuals. No
obstant això, quantificar la incertesa i el contingut de la informació dins de les dades i
models del nostre sistema encara són problemes sense resoldre. Aquests problemes di-
ficulten un ús més ampli i l’adopció de models actuals, especialment amb l’aparició de
fonts de dades més heterogènies, provinents de molts sensors i multivariants. A més,
molts d’aquests conjunts de dades presenten alts nivells i varietat de soroll i incerte-
ses. En aquesta tesi doctoral introduïm diferentes metodologies per tractar els problemes
d’incertesa i quantificació de la informació en conjunts de dades multivariants arbitraris.

La definició d’informació té un fonament formal en el concepte d’incertesa. Al quan-
tificar la incertesa, en realitat estem quantificant el nostre coneixement o desconeixement
sobre el procés de generació de dades, que al cap i a la fi es tradueix en informació.
La incertesa pot presentar-se de moltes formes: 1) incertesa a les dades, 2) incertesa al
model i 3) incertesa fora de la mostra. En termes de quantificació d’incertesa, els mètodes
bayesians tendeixen a captar la quantificació d’incertesa inversa, què està relacionat amb
la incertesa en els paràmetres del model. No obstant això, molts models d’aprenentatge
automàtic no capturen adequadament la incertesa directa, ja que ometen la incertesa
d’entrada o simplement hi ha un tractament estadístic inadequat. Una vegada tenim
una representació de densitat de probabilitat adequada per a les nostres dades, la teo-
ria de la informació ens proporciona una metodologia directa per resumir el contingut
d’informació d’un conjunt de dades arbitrari. Es pot quantificar no només la incertesa de
les dades i el model, sinó també resumir i comparar diferents representacions mitjançant
la caracterització de la informació compartida entre diferents conjunts de dades.

Aquest procés també és cada vegada més complex quan considerem conjunts de dades
espacial-temporals-espectrals que són multivariants i d’alta dimensió. Aquest tipus de
dades és molt freqüent en aplicacions de ciències de la Terra, la qual cosa suposa molts
desafiaments per als mètodes d’aprenentatge automàtic actuals. Hi ha moltes decisions a
prendre quan considerem el desenvolupament d’algorismes, i una d’elles -tal volta la més
crucial- és establir quines variables son les més rellevants i quines son les relacions entre
les observacions disponibles. Per exemple, a l’hora de desenvolupar una cadena de pro-
cessament basada en ML volem dissenyar-la de forma robusta, de forma que no hi haga
redundància entre variables, que s’hi identifiquen clarament les components espacials i
temporals, i que el contingut expressiu (informatiu) siga el màxim per a la tasca final que
afrontem. Tal volta al principi seleccionem característiques, però d’altres vegades estem
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interessats en fer una reducció de dimensionalitat per obtenir una millor (i més compacta)
representació de característiques de baixa dimensionalitat. Però, com avaluem si la rep-
resentació escollida és la més informativa? Encara més sovint l’objectiu implica utilitzar
conjunts de dades multivariants, eventualment sorolloses i esbiaixadess als models, i hem
d’assegurar-nos que la seva incertesa es propaga correctament als models. Però, com
propagem aquestes incerteses? I, a més a més, com avaluem la variància predictiva de
les nostre prediccions? I, finalment, hi ha cap postanàlisi que puguem fer per avaluar els
models i així garantir que estiguen correctament validats i calibrats? Hi ha més canvis
que es poden fer a l’espai d’entrada o a la definició del model per tal d’adreçar-ho? Totes
aquestes són les decisions que prenem quan apliquem mètodes d’aprenentatge automàtic
a la pràctica, i que tenen implicacions molt rellevants al disseny teòric dels algorismes.

6.1.1. Contribucions

Generalment els problemes de ML es troben sota tres paradigmes d’aprenentatge: 1)
l’aprenentatge automàtic supervisat discriminatiu on es tracta de trobar un millor con-
junt de paràmetres per descriure la distribució condicional aproximada; 2) l’aprenentatge
supervisat probabilístic on es tracta d’aprendre una distribució de paràmetres que mil-
lor descriuen la distribució condicional, i 3) l’aprenentatge automàtic probabilístic sense
supervisió que busca una distribució conjunta que siga descrita per variables latents sub-
jacents. Les tres formulacions són vàlides i hem vist resultats excel·lents a moltes apli-
cacions de les ciències de la Terra. Hi ha molts assumptes a tenir en compte a l’hora
d’escollir un enfocament o un altre independentment de l’aplicació; coses com ara el
cost computacional, la complexitat de les dades i fins i tot l’experiència de l’usuari. No
tothom pot ser bayesià i no totes les aplicacions requereixen estimar la densitat de les
densitats de probabilitat. En aquesta tesi, hem examinat els tres enfocaments diferents
de l’aprenentatge automàtic i hem millorat alguns dels problemes subjacents que sovint
trobem dins de les aplicacions pràctiques.

6.2. Part 1: Anàlisi de sensibilitat en mètodes nucli

La forma més popular d’aprenentatge automàtic és utilitzar models discriminatius. Això
implica trobar una distribució condicional aproximada p(y|x) parametritzada per una
funció, f theta. Si intentem aprendre un únic conjunt de paràmetres per a aquesta funció,
no estem caracteritzant amb precisió la incertesa del model ni la incertesa de les dades.
Tot i que aquest mètode no té en compte la incertesa, hi ha mètodes que intenten aug-
mentar el procediment d’entrenament, mètodes que entrenen múltiples models i mètodes
post-hoc que permeten analitzar la variància i la rellevància relativa de les característiques
(variables) d’entrada. En la tesi hem decidit centrar-nos a l’anàlisi de sensibilitat ja que
rivalitza amb la literatura dels models físics. En particular, vam optar per centrar-nos en
mesures basades en derivades, ja que són bastant simples i segueixen de prop la definició
original d’anàlisi de sensibilitat. No obstant això, no hi ha prou literatura i exploració so-
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bre els paral·lelismes i les diferències entre com es pot aplicar l’anàlisi de sensibilitat per a
models físics i com es pot aplicar l’anàlisi de sensibilitat per a models d’aprenentatge au-
tomàtic en general. Per exemple, tots els paràmetres d’un model físic estan ben motivats
i tenen un significat físic clar. En els models de ML no paramètrics, però, quan s’intenta
trobar els paràmetres de les funcions, sovint són inaccessibles i no tenen un significant
físic clar. Així doncs, hem explorat una família de mètodes no paramètrics anomenats
mètodes nucli (‘kernel methods’) on aprofundim en la formulació i la intuïció per veure
com l’anàlisi basada en derivades ens pot ajudar a explicar els models inferits.

6.2.1. Contribució

Hem escollit mètodes nucli perquè són models molt flexibles que ofereixen extensions
no lineals a molts dels models d’aprenentatge automàtic clàssics. En conseqüència, això
ens va permetre explorar no només problemes de regressió i classificació, sinó també
d’estimació de densitats i mesures d’independència. A més a més, els mètodes nucli
tenen moltes connexions amb altres, com ara les xarxes neuronals i models probabilístics
com els processos gaussians, de manera que el nostre treball pot ser una inspiració per
a l’anàlisi de sensibilitat basat en derivades per a altres algorismes de ML relacionats.
Els mètodes nucli sovint es descriuen com a models de "caixa negra" perquè no tenim
accés explícit a la funció de mapeig. Tanmateix, vam demostrar que l’anàlisi basada en
derivades de la funció de decisió pot ajudar a obrir aquesta caixa i donar informació sobre
les decisions dels models.

A l’article [Johnson et al., 2020b], ens vam centrar en la intuïció i vam demostrar totes
les afirmacions amb molts exemples joguina per a cadascuna de les disciplines. A causa
de la formulació, vam poder establir paral·lelismes entre tots els mètodes bàsics del nucli.
Per a cadascun dels mètodes nucli (regressió, classificació, estimació densitats i inde-
pendència), hem donat alguns exemples motivadors de com les derivades poden ajudar
a comprendre allò que han après els models. Per exemple, a la regressió i classificació
vam mostrar com es pot utilitzar l’anàlisi de sensibilitat per obtenir rellevància de fun-
cions i atribució de mostres. En l’estimació de la densitat del nucli, vam demostrar que
l’anàlisi de sensibilitat dels kernels pot ajudar a visualitzar les corbes principals de les
densitats. I a les mesures d’independència entre variables aleatòries, vam mostrar com
les derivades ajuden a visualitzar el canvi de direcció dins de les dependències entre
dues variables. També vam mostrar exemples reals utilitzant dades d’observació de la
terra amb característiques espacial-temporals. Per exemple, vam mostrar com es podia
formular un problema de regressió per trobar l’atribució de mostres per a diferents con-
figuracions d’entrades de dades terrestres espacial-temporals, i vam mostrar com es pot
analitzar la solució a un problema de detecció de sequera mitjançant màquines de suport
vectorial (SVM en anglès), atribuint una rellevància a les mostra, el qual ha revelat una
relació directa amb el marge de separació entre classes.

Els nostres experiments no van ser perfectes. Per exemple, al capítol 2, vam destacar
el fet que vam fer suposicions massa generals sobre la suavitat de les funcions de forma
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implícita al fer servir el nucli RBF, i no vam experimentar amb altres nuclis més expres-
sius [Krauth et al., 2017]. Tampoc no vam examinar la sensibilitat dels hiperparàmetres
per als mètodes nucli sense supervisió. Els mètodes sense supervisió són notoris per util-
itzar procediments ad-hoc per trobar els paràmetres del nucli que podrien tenir efectes
adversos en els resultats obtinguts. A més, els problemes reals que impliquen conjunts de
dades espacial-temporals solen ser a una escala molt més gran, de manera que l’eficàcia
de la nostra anàlisi potser no es traduesca necessàriament en problemes d’aquesta escala.
Malgrat tot, creiem fermament que el treball serà ben rebut per la comunitat per a apli-
cacions que impliquen interpretabilitat en mètodes kernel. L’arribada de la diferenciació
automàtica alleuja la càrrega del càlcul de derivades, de manera que preveiem moltes
aplicacions que utilitzen la derivada de mètodes nucli en el futur.

6.3. Part 2: Propagació d’errors en processos gaussians

Els mètodes bayesians permeten els usuaris descriure completament el model amb mesures
probabilístiques. En configuracions supervisades, els usuaris defineixen una distribució
prèvia sobre els seus paràmetres i una probabilitat que descriu el procés de generació
de les seues dades. Després, normalitzant-se mitjançant l’evidència (és a dir, les dades),
obtenen una probabilitat a posteriori que descriu el millor conjunt de paràmetres don-
ades les dades observades. Aquests mètodes presenten una incertesa predictiva, que és
una combinació de la incertesa aleatoria i la epistèmica. Això permet obtenir no només
prediccions mitjanes, sinó també intervals de confiança. En aquesta tesi, ens hem cen-
trat en els processos gaussians, que normalment són els mètodes estàndard per obtenir
intervals de confiança en problemes de regressió no paramètrica [Wilson and Izmailov,
2020]. Tanmateix, tot i que aquests mètodes gestionen intrínsecament la incertesa dels
(hiper)paràmetres, no solen tenir en compte la incertesa de les dades d’entrada. Per
exemple, tal com s’esmenta al capítol ??, la variància predictiva en la formulació GP es-
tàndard no depèn de les entrades, i això és una deficència greu perquè en la majoria dels
problemes les dades d’entrada son sorolloses i subjectes a incertesses. Hi ha casos en
què volem propagar les entrades sorolloses a través de la nostra funció de procés gaussià
apresa. Hi ha molts enfocaments per fer-ho, però normalment no s’utilitzen a la pràctica,
especialment dins de la comunitat de ciències de la Terra.

6.3.1. Contribució

Al capítol 3, vam examinar la formulació del GP i vam mostrar com modificar la mitjana
predictiva posterior i la variància d’un procés gaussià estàndard per tenir en compte la in-
certesa d’entrada. Ens vam inspirar en els GPs dinàmics [Girard et al., 2002b, Deisenroth,
2010, McHutchon and Rasmussen, 2011], que actualitzen iterativament les seves predic-
cions amb cada pas de temps. Vam mostrar com es pot utilitzar una formulació similar
en entorns no dinàmics. Suposem un GP prèviament entrenat i considerem el cas en què
tenim entrades sorolloses i volem propagar-les per obtenir la probabilitat a posteriori, és
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a dir, la mitjana predictiva i la variància. Al treball mostrem dos mètodes d’aproximació
gaussians diferents per aconseguir-ho: 1) una versió linealitzada mitjançant expansions
de Taylor i 2) un mètode d’aproximació de “moment matching”. L’expansió de Taylor
és més ràpida ja que només depèn de la derivada, mentre que l’aproximació de moment
requereix calcular esperances de funcions del nucli. Tots dos mètodes produeixen millors
estimacions de variància predictiva que el GP estàndard per als conjunts de dades de
joguines.

A l’article [Johnson et al., 2020a], vam mostrar com es pot aplicar l’aproximació lin-
ealitzada a la pràctica. L’exemple mostrava valors sorollosos d’entrada de la reflectàn-
cia ultra-espectral provinents del sensor IASI [Chalon et al., 2001], i ajustem un procés
gaussià per fer el modelat invers i poder estimar els valors de temperatura superficial
globalment. Una de les raons per les quals ens hem centrat en l’aproximació linealitzada
és que el mètode d’ajustament de moments és computacionalment costosa amb dimen-
sions més elevades [Deisenroth and Mohamed, 2012]. L’altra raó és perquè l’aproximació
linealitzada és una formulació molt més senzilla, ja que només implica la derivada de la
mitjana predictiva. Tot i que és un mètode més senzill, vam demostrar que el mètode
funciona millor que el GP estàndard tant qualitativa com quantitativa. Vam trobar que
hi havia una relació més forta entre els mapes globals de temperatura per a la variància
predictiva i l’error absolut de les nostres prediccions, cosa que es va confirmar mitjançant
una inspecció qualitativa.

El camp està molt obert per a futurs estudis sobre incertesa d’entrada per als models
bayesians. Basant-se en aquest treball, hi hauria d’haver més estudis que mostrin més
aplicacions en què aquests mètodes tenen èxit o fins i tot fracassen. També hi manquen
més esforços sobre els aspectes computacionals, els quals seran ben útils per a crear mil-
lors emuladors [Rivera et al., 2015, Svendsen et al., 2020]. Per exemple, l’única càrrega
computacional per al mètode de “moment matching” és aproximar les esperances del
nucli mitjançant una estimació determinista del punt sigma [de Souza et al., 2020]. A
més a més, es pot aplicar fàcilment la mateixa formulació a processos gaussians dispersos
(“sparse” [Bui et al., 2017b], que permetran escalar aquestos mètodes a conjunts de dades
molt més grans. Un altre front obert és el de considerar les entrades sorolloses a l’hora
d’entrenar els GPs. El mètode més prometedor sembla ser el de variable latent del procés
gaussià bayesià [Damianou et al., 2014, Villacampa-Calvo et al., 2020] que assumeix les
entrades com a variables latents definides com a distribució. Això permet entrenar un
model GP amb les entrades sorolloses, què tindran un efecte sobre els paràmetres del
model apresos. Un altre mètode molt prometedor és l’aparició de Deep GPs [Salimbeni
and Deisenroth, 2017, Cutajar et al., 2017]. Aquests models són una composició de GPs on
les sortides d’un GP són l’entrada al següent, que és inherentment un procés estocàstic,
però no necessàriament un procés gaussià. Aquesta és una via interessant que té vincles
amb altres mètodes com l’estimació de densitat condicional i els models covariables [Du-
tordoir et al., 2018]. Tot i que el nostre primer treball sobre aquest treball va ser un poc
simplista, esperem que la seva senzillesa atraurà més usuaris a aplicar GPs en tasques
encara més complexes amb conjunts de dades sorollosos.
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6.4. Part 3: Gaussianització per a l’estimació de mesures de la teoria
de la informació

Estimar una densitat multivariada arbitrària a partir de dades observacionals és el prob-
lema més important i difícil en estadística i ML, i té implicacions en totes les aproxi-
macions als enfocaments anteriors. En tots els casos, una aproximació no paramètrica
no assumeix cap funció per descriure la relació entre les distribucions marginals i, en
canvi, assumeix que es pot descriure tota la distribució conjunta utilitzant alguna funció
parametritzada d’una distribució latent subjacent. Si es pot descriure amb èxit la den-
sitat de probabilitat, també podria ser possible descriure les densitats condicionals i les
marginals, què són essencialment una generalització dels enfocaments anteriors. Un altre
avantatge d’aquest enfocament és que un cop tenim una bona estimació de la funció de
densitat probabilística de les nostres dades, podem utilitzar mesures de la teoria de la
informació per resumir-la i fer comparacions entre models. Un cop tenim un model per a
la densitat de les nostres dades, les mètriques de la teoria de la informació (TI) ens donen
accés a diferents aproximacions per quantificar el contingut de la informació i resumir la
incertesa a les dades. Es poden utilitzar mesures com ara l’entropia i la correlació total
per calcular la incertesa mitjana i la redundància. Altres mesures com la informació mú-
tua i la divergència de Kullback-Leibler (KLD) ens permeten fer comparacions (relatives)
entre diferents conjunts de dades. Tot i que les mesures de la teoria de la informació són
populars com a components dels algorismes d’aprenentatge automàtic, generalment no
s’adopten àmpliament en moltes aplicacions.

El problema principal és el problema de l’estimació de densitat per a conjunts de
dades d’alta dimensió. La majoria dels mètodes clàssics com el PCA probabilístic o
l’ICA no són prou expressius per modelar conjunts de dades complexos i molts esti-
madors no paramètrics basats en histogrames i els estimadors de densitat fracassen a
causa de l’anomenada “maledicció de la dimensionalitat” (“curse of dimensionality” en
anglès). Recentment hi ha aparegut una família de mètodes anomenats Normalizing
Flows (NFs) [Kobyzev et al., 2019, Papamakarios et al., 2019b] que han tingut un gran
èxit en moltes aplicacions de ML, incloses imatges, àudio i vídeo. Utilitzen el canvi de
formulació de variables que permet no només avaluar la densitat de les vostres dades,
sinó també generar mostres. Tot i que això potencialment resol el problema d’estimació
de densitat d’alta dimensió, aquesta tesi s’endinsa en una formulació específica de NFs
que té connexions directes amb la teoria de la informació.

6.4.1. Contribució

Al capítol 4, hem motivat l’ús dels NFs en comparació amb els mètodes clàssics (per
exemple, estimació de densitat no paramètrica) i altres models generatius estàndard com
ara els autoencoders variacionals i les xarxes generatives adversarials. Hem revisat la
formulació dels NF i hem destacat el fet que la majoria de mètodes de la literatura es
poden classificar en funció de les propietats del jacobià. El determinant del jacobià és
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el coll d’ampolla del mètode NF perquè és ingenuament de O(D3) amb dimensions de
D. Molts dels mètodes presenten una compensació entre un jacobià més expressiu i
costós front un jacobià menys expressiu i més eficient computacionalment. També hem
demostrat que la funció de pèrdua basada en la inversemblança es pot relacionar amb
la divergència de KL al domini original X i al domini transformat Z , que afegeix certa
flexibilitat quant a la forma en què s’entrenen els models. També hem mostrat com
aquesta simple relació permet expressar la funció de pèrdua en terme de mesures de la
teoria de la informació com ara la correlació total i la mesura marginal de no gaussianitat
anomenada negentropy. Esperem que aquesta connexió explícita siga la inspiració per a
altres professionals per investigar esquemes o descomposicions alternatives que puguen
revelar informació sobre la relació entre els NFs i les mesures de la teoria de la informació.

A l’article [Johnson et al., 2020b], vam motivar l’ús de la gaussianització com a un cas
particular iteratiu de NFs. Vam descomposar l’algoritme per ressaltar realment cadascun
dels seus components (una rotació - transformació ortogonal - seguida d’una gaussian-
ització marginal) es pot ampliar fàcilment per presentar transformacions més potents que
estan presents a la literatura dels NFs. Per últim, vam mostrar com la gaussianització
iterativa està qualificada de manera única per estimar mesures de teoria de la informació
a causa de la seua formulació tan genèrica i flexible [Laparra et al., 2020]. Per a obtindre
certa intuïció de la transformada proposta, vam motivar la estimació de mesures de TI
en exemples joguina que mostren la seva superioritat per comparar conjunts de dades no
lineals i amb relacions complexes. A més a més, volíem subratllar que el fet d’accedir
a l’entropia marginal, a l’entropia conjunta i a la informació mútua dóna una visió més
completa de tota les relacions pel que fa a la complexitat i el soroll.

Pel que fa les aplicacions, vam demostrar la seva viabilitat com a estimador de densitats
multidimensionals, produint mostres que eren representatives marginalment i conjunta-
ment d’una imatge hiperespectral. També vam donar un exemple de com es pot utilitzar
l’entropia i la informació mútua per determinar la millor representació temporal de les
característiques usades àmpliament com a indicadors de sequera. Aquest experiment és
molt representatiu del poder de la teoria de la informació com a mesura per ajudar a de-
cidir la representació de característiques més adequada que es pot utilitzar com a entrada
a models de ML. Finalment, vam realitzar un experiment més ambiciós per mostrar com
podríem comparar diferents representacions espacial-temporals de diferents variables del
sistema terrestre. De fet vam demostrar diferents maneres en què es podrien mostrar els
resultats per obtenir més informació, com ara mapes d’informació global que es poden
resumir amb la entropia. Els resultats demostren que diferents representacions de carac-
terístiques espacial-temporals presenten diferents patrons tant als mapes globals com a
les corbes d’entropia, i fan per tant que la caracterització dels senyals siga completa.

Tot i que vam tenir èxit en els nostres experiments, també vam destacar algunes de les
limitacions i el treball futur que cal fer perquè aquest sigui un mètode més competitiu i
útil per a la comunitat. L’enfocament a la gaussianització iterativa és molt senzill i manté
fixats tots els supòsits amb cada iteració fins a la convergència. Pel que fa a la pràctica,
això és desavantatjós, ja que resulta en capes excessives que produeixen una acumulació
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d’errors numèrics. Pel que fa a la part teòrica, això pot ser un supòsit incorrecte perquè
els models de gaussianització unidimensionals utilitzats a la capa superior probablement
no són els mateixos supòsits que utilitzaríem en capes posteriors. En general, això pot
reduir la qualitat del mostreig i l’estimació de la densitat. L’esquema de gaussianització
completament parametritzat [Meng et al., 2020b] és un reflex d’aquesta anàlisi perquè en
general produeixen estimacions de probabilitat significativament més baixes amb menys
capes. Tanmateix, hem demostrat que l’esquema iteratiu de gaussianització produeix les
millors mesures teòriques de la informació per a conjunts de dades sintètiques al ser
comparat amb tot un seguit de mètodes canònics d’estima com el k-NN. Això fa que
l’esquema de gaussianització proposat en esta tesi puga ser considerat un candidat únic
i competitiu per estimar mesures teòriques de informació. Tot i que la seva formulació
actual és relativament costosa computacionalment per conjunts de dades d’alta dimensió,
estem ben segurs que podem fer acceleracions perquè siga un candidat més viable en l’ús
diari.

A la literatura de NFs, hem vist que el mètode de gaussianització parametritzat [Meng
et al., 2020b] es compara favorablement amb els mètodes NF més populars com els mod-
els Real-NVP i Autoregressive-Spline. El següent pas seria veure la comparació de les
mètriques de TI que utilitzen els mètodes iteratius amb les solucions completament
parametritzades. Per als conjunts de dades realment d’alta dimensió (és a dir, més de
500 dimensions), també hem d’incloure capes de convolució per captar les dependències
entre les distribucions marginals en dominis estructurats com ara imatges o vídeos

6.5. Treball futur

En cadascuna de les seccions anteriors, hem destacat les contribucions dels distints mè-
todes proposats pel que fa a la quantificació de la incertesa i el contingut de la informació
en dades i models. No obstant això, un aspecte que volem promoure en aquesta tesi és
la idea que els mètodes presentats no s’exclouen mútuament. Hi ha molta superposició
entre ells, ja que es podria incorporar un conjunt de tècniques a altres marcs per superar
algunes de les limitacions inherents en qualsevol d’ells. A continuació, destaquem alguns
exemples prometedors basats en els resultats d’aquesta tesi que serien adequats per a
futurs treballs.

Anàlisi de sensibilitat i propagació d’errors. Els mètodes d’anàlisi de sensibilitat (SA,
en anglès) presentats van estar motivats pel fet que és una opció viable en el marc discrim-
inatiu a causa de les limitacions que presenten estos models per quantificar la incertesa.
Tanmateix, també hem destacat al capítol ?? i a [Johnson et al., 2020b] que es pot utilitzar
la mateixa anàlisi basada en derivades en altres mètodes probabilístics com la regressió
de processos gaussians o fins i tot models de variables latents [Titsias and Lawrence,
2010]. Tot i que l’anàlisi de sensibilitat s’ha utilitzat per a GPs prèviament [Blix et al.,
2017] per tal d’identificar la rellevància de les variables, no hi ha hagut cap exploració
per a l’anàlisi de sensibilitat de GPs que propaguen l’error d’entrada. Tampoc no hi ha
hagut massa articles que utilitzen SA per a altres algorismes de GP més avançats. A
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més, també es podria utilitzar SA en altres mètodes de GP suggerits prèviament que
incorporen els errors d’entrada durant la fase d’entrenament com els GPs variacionals
estocàstics [Bui et al., 2017b], GPLVM Bayesian [Titsias and Lawrence, 2010, Damianou
et al., 2016, Villacampa-Calvo et al., 2020] i els Deep GPs [Salimbeni and Deisenroth, 2017,
Cutajar et al., 2017, Havasi et al., 2018]. Aquesta és una via interessant perquè com que
ja s’està caracteritzant la distribució d’entrada amb coneixement previ, el SA es podria
aplicar d’una manera més fonamentada. També es podrien utilitzar altres aproximacions
de SA en mesures basades en derivades basades sobre la variància predictiva [Sobolá,
2001] o fins i tot modelar mètodes agnòstics [Da Veiga, 2015, Lundberg and Lee, 2017b].
Aquest enfocament tindria una quantificació de la incertesa completa en la direcció di-
recta i la inversa per tal d’estimar distribucions condicionals amb aprenentatge automàtic.

Gaussianització i anàlisi de sensibilitat. En l’anàlisi de sensibilitat hem de trobar
una distribució adequada perquè la incertesa de les entrades es propague a través del
model per estimar la incertesa en la variància de sortida. En molts enfocaments com els
mètodes tradicionals d’índexs de Sobol, suposem que les característiques són indepen-
dents [Sobolá, 2001] i generem mostres basades en les seves distribucions marginals. Tot
i que aquest enfocament és molt més senzill, sovint no és correcte, ja que molts conjunts
de dades multivariades d’alta dimensió tenen moltes interdependències. Hem demostrat
que la gaussianització (i altres mètodes de NFs) és un estimador de densitat eficaç per
a conjunts de dades multivariades que produeixen mostres que són coherents marginal-
ment i conjuntament amb el conjunt de dades original. Aquests mètodes podrien produir
mostres representatives multivariades que es podrien utilitzar amb qualsevol mètode SA.
Es podrien fer experiments amb diferents representacions de dades d’entrada (o conjun-
tament amb les sortides) per veure com afecta això a la variància de sortida. Això donaria
als professionals més bones opcions que els esquemes estàndard de Monte Carlo, que han
demostrat estar limitats en problemes d’alta dimensió [Razavi et al., 2020].

Gaussianització i models de variables latents. Com es va esmentar al capítol ??, hem as-
sumit en tot moment que el model GP ja està entrenat i que un mètode per superar aque-
sta limitació és utilitzar models de variables latents de GP [Titsias and Lawrence, 2010].
Una limitació previsible és l’expressivitat de la distribució variacional que s’utilitza per
aproximar el prior que imposem per a les nostres dades d’entrada i la nostra distribució
a posteriori. Els NFs ja han demostrat ser prometedors en aplicacions similars per ajudar
a millorar l’expressivitat de les aproximacions posteriors basades en VAEs [Rezende and
Mohamed, 2015] i també a la inferència basada en mostres de Monte Carlo [Hoffman
et al., 2019, Wu et al., 2020]. En aquesta aplicació, es podria augmentar la distribució
variacional per ser més expressiva [Maroñas et al., 2020] o podríem transformar (o defor-
mar) les nostres entrades / sortides utilitzant NFs com a estimadors de densitat durant la
fase d’entrenament [Lalchand et al., 2021]. Per tant, encara que utilitzem GPs, en realitat
estariem utilitzant efectivament estimadors de densitat a l’entrada o sortida, la qual cosa
és una aproximació que podria permetre una representació de dades i una caracterització
d’incertesa encara millors.
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6.6. Conclusions

En aquesta tesi hem proposat diversos enfocaments d’aprenentatge automàtic (mètodes
nucli, processos gaussians i gaussianització multivariada) per tractar la incertesa i la
quantificació de la informació. Els mètodes es van validar en una àmplia diversitat de
problemes científics en ciències de la Terra, que impliquen molts tipus de problemes
d’aprenentatge (classificació, regressió, estimació de densitats i dependències, síntesi,
propagació d’errors i estimació de mesures de la teoria de la informació), gran diver-
sitat de sensors (radar, multiespectral, hiperespectral, sondes d’infrarojos), productes de
dades (observacionals, reanàlisi i simulacions de models) amb distintes característiques i
resolucions (en espai, temps i espectre).

Des d’un punt de vista més teòric, també hem demostrar com hi ha moltes connex-
ions i que cap dels mètodes s’exclouen mútuament. Esperem que això motivi a més
investigadors a utilitzar els nostres mètodes i investigar alternatives encara millors que
es puguen utilitzar per a reptes encara més difícils dels que hem presentat ací. També
esperem que hi haga més publicacions sobre la incertesa a les dades i el contingut infor-
matiu amb possiblement nous desenvolupaments a la literatura científica d’aprenentatge
automàtic [Willard et al., 2020, Jia et al., 2020]. L’aprenentatge automàtic aplicat son
molt difícils, i necessitem més deteniment a l’hora d’aplicar aquestos mètodes a dades
reals. No podem aplicar mètodes sense pensar en les asuncions i en les implicacions.
L’escepticisme dels experts en dominis està garantit, cosa que ens ha motivat a explicar
realment els nostres passos d’una manera accessible als experts en dominis a tots els niv-
ells. Són moments emocionants per treballar en el desenvolupament de ML aplicat i, en
els darrers anys, hem vist moltes possibilitats en l’ús d’estes eines a les ciències de la
Terra i el Clima [Reichstein et al., 2019, Watt-Meyer et al., 2021, Payrovnaziri et al., 2020,
Arrieta et al., 2020, Brajard et al., 2020, Willard et al., 2020, Jia et al., 2020], però també
obstacles de tota mena que cal superar com la interpretabilitat dels models i l’estima de
la informació i incertesa que hem tractat en esta tesi [Yang and Perdikaris, 2019, Dennis
et al., 2019, Wilson and Izmailov, 2020]. Esperem esta tesi servisca de punt de partida per
a futurs esforços en la monitorització del planeta.
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A. Uncertainty Quantification

No one trusts a model except the man
who wrote it; everyone trusts an
observation except the man who made
it.

Harlow Shapely

A.1. Definition of Uncertainty Quantification

Uncertainty is an unavoidable feature that we will face in science and modeling. The
reality is as follows: our observations (the input data and the output data) can only be
measured within a limited amount of accuracy and our models will always be an approx-
imation to reality. In other words, there will always be error in our datasets and models.
While the scientific community agrees that uncertainty quantification (UQ) is very im-
portant, there are competing definitions in the literature [Razavi and Gupta, 2015a]. One
very complete definition is as follows:

"UQ (Uncertainty Quantification) studies all sources of error and uncertainty, includ-
ing the following: systematic and stochastic measurement error; ignorance; limitations
of theoretical models; limitations of numerical representations of those models; limita-
tions of the accuracy and reliability of computations, approximations, and algorithms;
and human error. A more precise definition is UQ is the end-to-end study of the reli-
ability of scientific inferences."
–Scientific Grand Challenges for National Security: The Role of Computing at
the Extreme Scale [Sullivan, 2015]

There is a lot to unpack within this definition, but it does capture the notion: to describe
and characterize the error we see in our modeling pipeline so that we make better, more
informed decisions and adjustments. UQ will not tell us if our model is correct or not,
but it can give us a better indication of trustworthiness and validity. From there, the users
can make subsequent decisions about what to do with the models’ results. This is very
apparent in many applications where we have models in critical domains like the medical
field, autonomous driving and also Earth science.

Before we highlight the different types of uncertainty quantification, one first needs to
state the sources of uncertainty in order to make decisions about which approach to take.
Below, we describe the sources of uncertainty within a modeling perspective.
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A.2. Sources of Uncertainty

Figure A.1.: A schematic for the dichotomy between a model and a real process and how
they are connected through observations. Our model, f , and the associated
parameters, θ, is an approximate description of the true process which relates
our observations. In physical models, these are often parameters of a system
whereas in machine learning, these are weights for the function. Ultimately,
our data, x, y, are based on observations in the form of measurements which
are often noisy and incomplete representations. Overall, we need to charac-
terize all sources of uncertainty which consists of the inputs, x, the function,
f , the function parameters, θ, and the outputs, y.

It is important to clarify terminology when discussing definitions across disciplines so
that the concepts are clear for both sides. Just like the definition of uncertainty character-
ization, there is some overlap in the definitions in the alleged sources of uncertainty and
therefore there is some debate within the community about the precise meanings. Below
we outline the sources of uncertainty in general terms used in the physical science com-
munity and within each of the definitions we will give the appropriate typical machine
learning term that is found in the literature.

Measurement Uncertainty

This is the uncertainty associated with the data. This comes in the form of measurements
from the phenomena of interest for example from the field or through remote sensing
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platforms. In all cases, we will obtain the data via measurements which are inevitably
noisy due to instrument error or mispecification which occurs even despite the improve-
ment of our measuring capabilities over the last decade. In machine learning, we often
refer to this as aleatoric uncertainty and we generally refer to this source of error as irre-
ducible. It is assumed that the data is inherently stochastic and thus collecting more data
for our models will not reduce errors we obtain from our models.

When modeling, we often distinguish the input data and the output data. In experi-
ments, the input data is typically the free or fixed variable which is carefully controlled
with a defined space of parameters. The output data are typically the observations where
we try to predict a variable of interest. In machine learning we often do the same. We
often expect some amount of irreducible error that will always occur when we compare
our model predictions and the real data. To further improve our models, one can also
distinguish a level of noise that is independent on the inputs (homoskedastic) or that is
dependent of the inputs (heteroskedastic). In deterministic models, the homoskedastic
assumption is the typical approach whereas in probabilistic models, both methods are
seen in the literature.

However, one must be careful to distinguish this as actually inherent variation or just a
relationship that we don’t or cannot take into account. For example, it could be the case
that we have samples that are not representative of the phenomena, in which case this is
more of an experimental error and not a data uncertainty. Another example is the case
where we choose to represent our observations in the form of a probability distribution
to explain the data. But now this is a modeling decision via a probability distribution
which adds another layer of uncertainty in the form of the model and not the actual data.
There is even a debate stating that the concept of aleatoric uncertainty doesn’t actual
exist [Nearing et al., 2016, Heße et al., 2019] and that it’s simply a necessary condition
imposed via the Bayesian framework. In ML, this is imposed to acknowledge the inherent
stochasticity even though there is no formal way to account for it. But what is clear is
when we obtain input data from secondary sources (not truly raw data), this implies it is
necessary to propagate that uncertainty through our subsequent model.

Model Uncertainty

Structure Uncertainty are the errors associated with our decisions for the function type f .
All models are approximations of reality so this function will never completely represent
the real system and therefore we can always expect residual error. However, we make
conscious decisions about the form of f and its complexity. In very complex models
describing our climate system, we have many complete systems to describe the atmo-
sphere, land and ocean with different initial conditions, models of internal and external
forcings, and a description of the dynamics [Reichstein et al., 2019]. One has to choose
which processes and subprocesses describe the system and at what cost. A complex f
is more precise but it is more computationally costly whereas a simpler f is more crude
and approximate but more computationally efficient. Parameter Uncertainty occurs with
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all of the parameters associated with the function f . These come in the form of assump-
tions and/or constraints, e.g. initial conditions and boundary conditions, which lead to
different simulated outcomes. If the parameters are not fixed then one could possibly
have a set of possible parameters that can effectively model the system and give adequate
predictions especially in a stochastic scenario.

In machine learning, we categorize both function and parameter uncertainty as epis-
temic uncertainty. We formulate a hypothesis, H which consists of possible forms of f
with parameters θ that can explain the relationship between datasets. From assumptions
or prior experience, one has to choose from the many class of models that exist in the lit-
erature where each model type is a hypothesis, e.g. a simple model like linear regression,
a set of basis functions, or a more flexible model like random forest regression. Very flexi-
ble models such as neural networks are currently the most popular methods for modeling
and have a large set of parameters. They suffer from the same issue of different parame-
ter initial conditions or different neural network structures can give good solutions. This
uncertainty characterization is made explicit in Bayesian methods and the treatment of
each parameter set also separates probabilistic models from discriminative models.

Scenario Uncertainty

This is perhaps the hardest uncertainty to deal with compared to the previous ones men-
tioned. Scenario uncertainty occurs when we attempt to model scenarios outside of our
observations. Concretely, the datasets used to validate and calibrate our models are from
a distribution x ∼ P yet any new dataset is from a different distribution x′ ∼ Q which is
distinct enough s.t. P 6= Q. The best example is in the context of forecasting, e.g. when
we try to predict future global average temperature taking into account of unmodeled
and unknown influence of anthropogenic contributions [Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change. Working Group 1 et al., 2007]. This is a difficult problem because we are
trying to predict something within a dynamic, evolving system for which we have no
observations. Physical models are typically designed to span a range of possibilities but
not necessarily predict them [Vuuren et al., 2011].

In machine learning terms, we refer to this as out-of-sample uncertainty via a distribution-
shift. This is when the observations we use to train our ML models change and the models
have difficulty adjusting to the changes. Just like Earth sciences, this is the hardest form of
uncertainty to deal with as it is an inevitable portion of our datasets. This is related to the
notion of generalization as we typically criticize many ML models for not learning/gen-
eralizing outside of the training datasets [Barbiero et al., 2020, Zhang et al., 2017] or are
subject to adversarial attacks [Kurakin et al., 2017]. If no underlying function or pattern
is assumed [Wilson and Adams, 2013] then ML models have issues with extrapolation.
Even out best, most flexible machine learning methods, including fully probabilistic, all
have issues with extrapolation [Maddox et al., 2019b].

So as shown by all of the sources of uncertainty, it is very clear there is a lot of take into
account when considering all of the sources of uncertainty. Broadly speaking, there are
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two main types of uncertainty quantification: forward and inverse. Forward UQ involves
propagating the input uncertainties through our model such that they are reflected in the
output uncertainty. We often assume we can summarize our inputs x by some probability
distribution P and ideally we should see some indication that the confidence of the model
predictions is dependent upon the uncertainty of the inputs. This will give the user some
indication of reliability and performance of a system wrt to the data and this can lead to
better subsequent decisions. Inverse UQ is when we consider some observations D and
we want to see what the uncertainty is within the model parameters. This is often related
to the parameters when we wish to discover or uncover models based on the data.

So this leads us to our fundamental question: if we know that there some latent error in
our input data, how can we account for this without our machine learning models? In the next
sections 1.2.1- 1.2.3 we outline the three modeling scenarios found in machine learning
with special attention to how they deal with aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty.
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B.1. Gaussian Processes

Consider the regression setting where we assume the following model:

y = f(x) + ε (B.1)

where x is a discriminate vector of inputs, f(·) = [ f1, . . . , fN ] is a latent GP function, and
ε ∼ N (0, σ2

y ) is a independently, identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian noise parameter.
We place a GP prior for p(f) s.t.

p(f|X, θ) ∼ GP (mθ , Kθ) , (B.2)

where mθ and Kθ are the mean and covariance function for the GP, θ are the parameters
of the model and X is the data. Combining this prior with the regression problem model
from eq: B.1, we assume a likelihood function:

p(y|f, X) ∼ N (y|f(x), σ2
y I) (B.3)

We can invoke Bayes rule giving us the joint posterior distribution:

p(f, f∗|y) =
p(f, f∗)p(y|f)

p(y)
(B.4)

where p(y) is the marginal likelihood which we can obtain by integrating out the latent
variables f:

p(y) =
∫

f
p(y, f)df (B.5)

= N (y|mθ , Kθ + σ2I) (B.6)
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In a regression setting, we are more interested in predictions; given some parameters and
some data, what is the predictive function f? This is known as the posterior distribution:

p(f|y) ∼ N (µGP , ν2
GP) (B.7)

Note that the full probability distribution should be p(f|y, X, θ) but we have omitted it for
brevity.

Inference

First, given the joint distribution of f, f∗ conditioned on X, X∗

p(f, f∗|X, X∗) = N
([

f
f∗

]
;
[

mθ(X)
mθ(X∗)

]
,
[

K K∗
K∗ K∗∗

])
(B.8)

If we condition on our training inputs D = (X, y), we can come up with a predictive
distribution for test points x∗ via

p(f∗|f) = N (µGP∗, ν2
GP∗∗) (B.9)

and we can give the GP predictive mean and variance functions as

µGP = m(x∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior Mean

+ k∗K−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Kalman Gain

(y−m(X))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Error

(B.10)

ν2
GP = k∗∗ − k∗K−1k>∗ . (B.11)

If we integrate out the f (or just take the conditional distribution of the joint PDF), then
we get:

p(f∗|X∗, X, y) =
∫

f
p(f|X, y)p(f∗|X∗, y)df (B.12)

= N (f∗|µ∗, Σ∗) (B.13)

and the joint distribution of f∗ and unobserved y:

p(y, f∗|X, X∗) = N
([

f
f∗

]
;
[

mθ(X)
mθ(X∗)

]
,
[

Kθ(X, X) + σ2I Kθ(X, X∗)
Kθ(X, X∗) Kθ(X∗, X∗)

])
(B.14)

which gives us the mean predictions and the variance in our predictions:

µGP = m(x∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior Mean

+ k∗K−1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Kalman Gain

(y− (X))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Error

= m(x∗) + K∗α (B.15)

ν2
GP = k∗∗︸︷︷︸

Prior Variance

−k∗K−1
GPk>∗ (B.16)

where α = K−1(y−m(X)) and KGP = Kθ(X, X) + σ2I. This is the typical formulation 1.3
which assumes that the output of x (and x∗) is deterministic. In section 3, we will look at
the case where x∗ is stochastic.
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GP Training

In GP model inference, one maximizes the likelihood of the data D given the hyper-
parameters θ, σ2

y . The marginal likelihood is given by:

p(y|X, θ) = N
(

y|mθ , Kθ + σ2
y I
)

(B.17)

We can find the hyper-parameters θ by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood. So fully
expanding of the eq: B.17, we get:

log p(y|X, θ) = − 1
2
(y−mθ)

>K−1
GP (y−mθ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Data-Fit

− 1
2

log |KGP|
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Complexity

−N
2

log 2π (B.18)

This maximization automatically embodies Occam’s razor which does a trade-off between
model complexity and overfitting. This is closed form for all GPs but these days, we typi-
cally use automatic differentiation toolboxes to alleviate some of the burden. Irregardless,
the two most expensive calculations are within this procedure as the inversion of K−1

GP and
the |KGP |; since K ∈ RN×N , then these calculations are O(N3) in operations and O(N2)
in memory costs. The kernel function is one of the most important aspects within the
GP training regime. Once the kernel has been chosen to best reflect the problem at hand
it has been found in Chen and Wang [2018] that any prior over the hyper-parameters
does not provide significant improvements in GP predictions. However, note that the
community is notorious for using the isotropic RBF kernel by default when conducting
research. This kernel is the most flexible among the kernel family but not necessarily the
most expressive Krauth et al. [2017].

B.1.1. Drawbacks

"It is important to keep in mind that Gaussian processes are not appropriate priors for
all problems."
– Neal, 1998

It is important to note that although the GP algorithm is one of the most trusted and
reliable algorithms, it is not always the best algorithm to use for all problems. Below we
mention a few drawbacks that the standard GP algorithm has along with some of the
standard approaches to overcoming these drawbacks.

Gaussian Marginals. GPs have problems modeling heavy-tailed, asymmetric or multi-
modal marginal distributions. There are some methods that change the likelihood so that
it is heavy tailed [Jylänki et al., 2011, Shah et al., 2014] but this would remove the conju-
gacy of the likelihood term which would incur difficulties during fitting. Deep GPs and
latent covariate models are an improvement to this limitation. A very popular approach
is to construct a fully Bayesian model. This entails hyperpriors over the kernel parame-
ters and Monte carlo sampling methods such as Gibbs sampling [Titsias et al., 2008], slice
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sampling [Murray and Adams, 2010], Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [de G. Matthews et al.,
2018a], and Sequential Monte Carlo [Svensson et al., 2015]. These techniques will capture
more complex distributions. With the advent of better software [Salvatier et al., 2016,
Phan et al., 2019] and more advanced sampling techniques like a differentiable iterative
NUTS implementation [Phan et al., 2019], the usefulness of MC schemes is resurfacing.

Limited Number of Moments. This is related to the previous limitation: the idea that an
entire function can be captured in terms of two moments: a mean and a covariance. There
are some relationships which are difficult to capture without an adequate description, e.g.
discontinuities [Neal, 1996] and non-stationary processes, and thus is a limitation of the
GP priors we choose. The advent of warping the inputs or outputs of a GP has becoming
a very popular technique to deal with the limited expressivity of kernels. Input warping
is popular in methods such as deep kernel learning whereby a Neural network is used
to capture the features and are used as inputs to the kernel function output warping is
common in chained [Saul et al., 2016] and heteroscedastic methods where the function
output is warped by another GP to capture the noise model of the data. Deep Gaussian
processes [Damianou, 2015] can be thought of input and output warping methods due
the multi-layer composition of function inputs and outputs.

Linearity of Predictive Mean. The predictive mean of a GP is linear to the observations,
i.e. µGP = Kα. This essentially is a smoother which can be very powerful but also will
miss key features. If there is some complex structured embedded within the dataset, then
a GP model can never really capture this irregardless of the covariance function found.

Predictive Covariance. The GP predictive variance is a function of the training inputs
and it is independent of the observed inputs. This is important if the input data has
some information which could be used to help determine the regions of uncertainty, e.g.
the gradient. An example would be data on a spatial grid whereby some regions points
would have more certainty than others which could be obtained by knowing the input
location and not necessarily the expected output.
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B.2. Sparse Gaussian Processes

One big issue with the standard GP formulation (Section B) is that the inverse of the
K−1
GP is O(N3) which can be very expensive. One can use inducing points which act as a

subset of points M where M is much less than N, M << N. This can be used to reduce
the computation to a cost of O(NM2). There are a number of different methods using
this idea including methods like subset of regressors, Fully Independent Training Con-
ditional, and sparse variational Gaussian processes [Candela and Rasmussen, 2005, Bui
et al., 2017b, Hensman et al., 2015]. In this thesis, we focus on a particular implementa-
tion called sparse variational free energy (VFE) method [Titsias and Lawrence, 2010]. This
performs an approximate inference scheme by introducing a variational parameter q( f )
over the latent function. Then, we can optimize a lower bound on the likelihood (ELBO)
to approximate the posterior.

log p(y) ≥ log p(y)−KL [q(f)||p(f|y)] (B.19)

≥ logN (y; 0, Qff + σ2I)− 1
2σ2 Tr (Kff −Qff) (B.20)

where Qff = KfuK−1
uu Kuf is the Nystrom approximation of Kff and u is a small subset

of M << N inducing points at locations {zj}M
j=1 which makes [Kfu]ij = k(xi, zj) and

[Kuu]ij = k(zi, zj). The first term of the ELBO corresponds to a deterministic training
conditional (DTC) [Candela and Rasmussen, 2005] and the added regularization trace
term prevents overfitting which has is a problem with the DTC. Since this variational
approximation is a Gaussian distribution, q(y∗) = N (y∗; µ∗, σ2

∗), there is a closed-form
predictive mean and variance given by:

µSGP (x∗) = k>u∗
(
KufKfu + σ2Kuu

)−1
Kuf y (B.21)

σ2
SGP (x∗) = σ2 + k∗∗ − k>u∗K

>
uuku∗ + k>u∗

(
σ−2KufKfu + Kuu

)
ku∗ (B.22)
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B.3. Analytic Moments

The posterior of this distribution is non-Gaussian because we have to propagate a prob-
ability distribution through a non-linear kernel function. So this integral becomes in-
tractable. We can compute the analytical Gaussian approximation by only computing the
mean and the variance of the

Mean Function

m(µx, Σx) = Ef∗ [ f∗Ex∗ [p( f∗|x∗)]] (B.23)
= Ex∗

[
E f∗ [ f∗ p( f∗|x∗)]

]
(B.24)

= Ex∗ [µGP(x∗)] (B.25)

Variance Function

The variance term is a bit more complex.

v(µx, Σx) = Ef∗
[

f 2
∗ Ex∗ [p( f∗|x∗)]

]
− (Ef∗ [ f∗Ex∗ [p( f∗|x∗)]])2 (B.26)

= Ex∗
[
Ex∗

[
f 2
∗ p( f∗|x∗)

]]
− (Ex∗ [Ex∗ [ f∗ p( f∗|x∗)]])2 (B.27)

= Ex∗
[
σ2

GP(x∗) + µ2
GP(x∗)

]
−Ex∗ [µGP(x∗)]

2 (B.28)

= Ex∗
[
σ2

GP(x∗)
]
+ Ex∗

[
µ2

GP(x∗)
]
−Ex∗ [µGP(x∗)]

2 (B.29)

= Ex∗
[
σ2

GP(x∗)
]
+ Vx∗ [µGP(x∗)] (B.30)
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B.4. Taylor Approximation Derivation

We will approximate our mean and variance function via a Taylor Expansion. First let’s
take a step back and look at the taylor expansion of a single function f w.r.t. to x∗ which
is characterized by its mean µx∗ and variance function Σx∗ . Taking the first two orders, we
get

zµ = f (x∗) ≈ f (µx∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zeroth Order

+∇x∗ f
∣∣∣∣
x∗=µx

(x∗ − µx∗)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1st Order

(B.31)

+∇2
x∗ f
∣∣∣∣
x∗=µx

(x∗ − µx∗)
>(x∗ − µx∗)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd Order

+ O(x∗3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higher Order

(B.32)

Mean Function

Now we need to take the expectation of our approximation, E[zµ]. We tackle each of the
terms individually below.

Zeroth Term

For the first term, we take the expectation.

Ex∗ [ f (µx∗)] = f (µx∗)

This is the same because the expectation of the mean of a function f is simply the function
f evaluated at the mean.

1st Order

The 1st order term is given by:

Ex∗

[
∇x∗ f

∣∣∣∣
x∗=µx

(x∗ − µx∗)

]
= ∇x∗ f (µx∗)Ex∗ [(x∗ − µx∗)] = 0 (B.33)

E[(x∗ − µx∗)] = 0 because the terms cancel each other out.

2nd Order

The 2nd order term is given by:

Ex∗

[
∇2

x∗ f
∣∣∣∣
x∗=µx

(x∗ − µx∗)
>(x∗ − µx∗)

]
= ∇2

x∗ f (µx∗)Ex∗

[
(x∗ − µx∗)

>(x∗ − µx∗)
]

(B.34)
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We have the covariance term so we can simplify this:

Ex∗

[
∇2

x∗ f
∣∣∣∣
x∗=µx

(x∗ − µx∗)
>(x∗ − µx∗)

]
= ∇2

x∗ f (µx∗)Σx∗

So we’re left with:

Ex∗ [ f (x∗)] ≈ f (µx∗) +∇2
x∗ f (µx)

> Σx∗ +O(x∗3)

which we can simplify to:

f (x∗) ≈ f (µx∗) +
1
2

Tr
{
∇2

x∗ f (µx∗)
> Σx∗

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd Order

Linearized GP Mean

So now instead of a simple function f , we have our GP predictive mean equation µGP
which we can simply plug into the approximation.

µ̃LinGP(x∗) = µGP(µx∗) +
1
2

Tr
{
∇2

x∗µGP(µx∗)
> Σx∗

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd Order

Variance Function

So the variance term is a bit more difficult to calculate due to the V[·] operator.

σ̃2
LinGP(x∗) = Ex∗

[
σ2

GP(x∗)
]
+ Vx∗ [µGP(x∗)]

Term I. The formulation for the expectation of the Taylor expanded predictive variance
function is similar to the equation above. So we can replace µGP with σ2

GP.

Ex∗
[
σ2

GP(x∗)
]
= σ2

GP(µx∗) +
1
2

Tr
{
∇2

x∗σ
2
GP(µx∗)

> Σx∗

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd Order

Term II. This term is more difficult to calculate. Again, we’ll take a step back and see how
this is for a function f . If we want a first order approximation, we will have the following:

Vx∗ [ f (x∗)] = ∇x∗ f (µx∗)
>Σx∗∇x∗ f (µx∗)

This is a sufficient approximation when f (x) is approximately linear and/or when Σx∗ is
relatively small compared to f (µx∗). Alternatively, we can add a second order approxi-
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mation which would add the following terms:

Vx∗ [ f (x∗)] ≈ (∇x∗ f (µx∗))
2 Σx∗︸ ︷︷ ︸

1st Order

(B.35)

− 1
4
(
∇2

x∗ f (µx∗)
)2

Σx∗ + Ex∗ [x∗ − µx∗ ]∇3
x∗ f (µx∗) +

1
4

Ex∗ [x∗ − µx∗ ] (∇2
x∗ f (µx∗))

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd Order

(B.36)

This expression has 3rd and 4th central moments with respect to the mean. These terms
are often negligible according to the conditions mentioned above. In addition, it is a very
expensive calculation for some functions. So a practical compromise is to use the 2nd
order approximation for the mean and the first order approximation for the variance.
This is the approach given here as 3rd and 4th central moments of kernel functions is
very expensive. So combining the terms together, we get:

Vx∗ [ f (x∗)] ≈ f (µx∗) +
1
2

Tr
{
∇2

x∗ f (µx∗)
> Σx∗

}
+ (∇x∗ f (µx∗))

2 Σx∗ (B.37)

So then subsituting all of the portions for the appropriate GP function, we get the follow-
ing:

σ̃2
LinGP(x∗) = σ2

GP(µx∗) + (∇x∗µGP(µx∗))
2 Σx∗ +

1
2

Tr
{
∇2

x∗σ
2
GP(µx∗)

> Σx∗

}
(B.38)

Linearized Predictive Mean and Variance

µ̃LinGP(x∗) = µGP(µx∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
1st Order

+
1
2

Tr
{
∇2

x∗µGP(µx∗)
> Σx∗

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd Order

(B.39)

σ̃2
LinGP(x∗) = σ2

GP(µx∗) +∇x∗µGP(µx∗)
>Σx∗∇x∗µGP(µx∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸

1st Order

(B.40)

+
1
2

Tr
{
∇2

x∗σ
2
GP(µx∗)

> Σx∗

}

︸ ︷︷ ︸
2nd Order

(B.41)

where ∇x∗ is the gradient of the function w.r.t. x and ∇2
x∗ is the second derivative (the

Hessian) of the function w.r.t. x∗. This is a second-order approximation which has that
expensive Hessian term. There have have been studies that have shown that that term
tends to be neglible in practice and a first-order approximation is typically enough.

Practically speaking, this leaves us with the following predictive mean and variance
functions:

µGP(x∗) = k(x∗)K−1
GPy = k(x∗) α (B.42)

ν2
GP(x∗) = σ2

y +∇µGP Σx∗ ∇>µGP
+ k∗∗ − k∗(K + σ2

y IN)
−1k>∗ (B.43)
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As seen above, the only extra term we need to include is the derivative of the mean
function that is present in the predictive variance term.

Sparse GPs

We can extend this method to other GP algorithms including sparse GP models. The only
thing that changes are the original µGP and ν2

GP equations. In a sparse GP we have the
following predictive functions

µSGP = K∗zK−1
zz m (B.44)

ν2
SGP = K∗∗ − K∗z

[
K−1

zz − K−1
zz SK−1

zz

]
K>∗z (B.45)

So the new predictive functions will be:

µSGP = k∗zK−1
zz m (B.46)

ν2
SGP = K∗∗ − K∗z

[
K−1

zz − K−1
zz SK−1

zz

]
K>∗z + Σ̃x (B.47)

As shown above, this is a fairly extensible method that offers a cheap improved predic-
tive variance estimates on an already trained GP model. Some future work could be
evaluating how other GP models, e.g. Sparse Spectrum GP, Multi-Output GPs, e.t.c.
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B.5. Moment Matching Derivation

Recall - The Law of Iterated Expectations and Conditional Variance

E[y] = Ex[E[y|x]] (B.48)
V[y] = Vx [E[y|x]] + Ex[V[y|x]] (B.49)

Predictive Mean and Variance

So for the GP predictive mean and variance, we can apply the same formula. This is
equivalent to computing the first and second order central moments of the corresponding
equations. This is useful for us because we know the output distribution is non-Gaussian
but we can approximate it to be Gaussian by computing the mean and variance of the GP
predictive mean and GP predictive variance wrt to the noisy inputs x.

µ̃GP(x∗) = Ex∗
[
E f∗ [ f∗|x∗]

]
(B.50)

= Ex∗ [µGP(x∗)] (B.51)

σ̃2
GP(x∗) = Vx∗ [Ex∗ [|x∗]] + Ex∗ [Vx∗ [|x∗]] (B.52)

= Vx∗ [µGP(x∗)] + Ex∗ [σ
2
GP(x∗)] (B.53)

= Ex∗
[
µ2

GP(x∗)
]
−E2

x∗ [µGP(x∗)] + Ex∗ [σ
2
GP(x∗)] (B.54)

Mean Function

For this function, we

µ̃GP(µx, Σx) = Ex∗ [µGP(x∗)]

=
∫

X

[
mGP(x∗) + k(X, x∗)>K−1

GP(y−mGP(x∗))
]

p(x∗)dx∗

=
∫

X
mGP(x∗) p(x∗) dx∗ +

∫

X
k(X, x∗)K−1

GP (y−mGP (x∗)) p(x∗)dx∗

=
∫

X
k(X, x∗)K−1

GPy
︸ ︷︷ ︸

α

p(x∗)dx∗

=
∫

X
k(X, x∗)>α p(x∗) dx∗

= α>
∫

X
k(X, x∗) · p(x∗)dx∗

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ψ1

µ̃GP(µx, Σx) = Ψ>1 α
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Predictive Variance

σ̃2
GP(x∗) = Ex∗ [σ

2
GP(x∗)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Term I

+Ex∗ [µ
2
GP(x∗)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Term II

−Ex∗ [µGP(x∗)]2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term III

Term I

Ex∗ [σ
2
GP(x∗)] =

∫

X

[
k(x∗, x∗)− k(X, x∗)K−1

GPk(X, x∗)>
]

p(x∗)dx∗

=
∫

X
k(x∗, x∗) p(x∗)dx∗ −

∫

X
k(X, x∗)K−1

GPk(X, x∗)> p(x∗)dx∗

=
∫

X
k(x∗, x∗) p(x∗)dx∗ −∑

i,j
K−1

GP(i,j)k(xi, x∗)k(xj, x∗) p(x∗)

=
∫

X
k(x∗, x∗) p(x∗)dx∗ − Tr

(
K−1

GP

∫

X
k(X, x∗)k(X, x∗) p(x∗)dx∗

)

= ψ0 − Tr
(

K−1
GPΨ2

)

Term II
Ex∗ [µ

2
GP(x∗)] =

∫

X
k(X, x∗)>αα>k(X, x∗) p(x∗)dx∗

= ∑
i,j

αiαjk(xi, x∗)k(xj, x∗) p(x∗)

= Tr
(

αα>
∫

X
k(X, x∗) k(X, x∗) p(x∗) dx∗

)

= Tr
(

αα>Ψ2

)

Term III
This is the squared expected value of the GP mean w.r.t. the noisy inputs x∗. We’ve
already calculated this above so we can just substitute this expression and square it:

Ex∗ [µGP(x∗)]2 = [µ̃GP(µx, Σx)]
2

= [Ψ>1 α]2

= Tr
(

Ψ1Ψ>1 αα>
)

Final Solution

σ̃2
GP(x∗) = ψ0 − Tr

(
K−1

GPΨ2

)
+ Tr

(
αα>Ψ2

)
− Tr

(
Ψ1Ψ>1 αα>

)

= ψ0 − Tr
((

K−1
GP − αα>

)
Ψ2

)
− Tr

(
Ψ1Ψ>1 αα>

)

= ψ0 − Tr
((

K−1
GP − αα>

)
Ψ2 −Ψ1Ψ>1 αα>

)

= ψ0 − Tr
((

K−1
GP − αα>

)
Ψ2 − (Ψ>1 α)2

)
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C.1. Equivalence: KL-Divergence and Log-Likelihood

Here we want to show that the KL-Divergence between the true distribution pdata(x) and
the estimated distribution pθ(x) is the same as maximizing the likelihood of our estimated
distribution pθ(x).

DKL [pdata(x)||pθ(x)] = Epdata(x) [log pθ(x)] + constant (C.1)

Proof

First we decompose the KL-Divergence into its log terms.

DKL [pdata(x)||pθ(x)] = Epdata(x)

[
log

pdata(x)
pθ(x)

]
(C.2)

= Epdata(x) [log pdata(x)− log pθ(x)] (C.3)

= Epdata(x) [log pdata(x)]−Epdata(x) [log pθ(x)] (C.4)

The first term is the entropy of our data, H (pdata(x)). This term doesn’t depend on our
parameters θ which means it will be constant irregardless of how well we estimate pθ(x).
So we can simplify this function.

DKL [pdata(x)||pθ(x)] = −Epdata(x) [log pθ(x)] + constant (C.5)

= −
∫

pdata(x) log pθ(x)dx + C (C.6)

The remaining term is the cross-entropy; the expected amount of bits need to compress.
This is optimal when pdata(x) = pθ(x) (cite: Shannon Source Coding Theorem). Let
pdata(x) be an empirical distribution described by a delta.

pdata(x) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

δ(x− xn) (C.7)
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We assume that it puts a probability on the observed data and zero everywhere else.
Plugging this into our KL-Divergence function, we get:

DKL [pdata(x)||pθ(x)] = −
∫ [ 1

N

N

∑
n=1

δ(x− xn)

]
log pθ(x)dx + C (C.8)

Then using the law of large numbers where given enough samples we can empirically
estimate this integral, we can simplify this even further:

DKL [pdata(x)||pθ(x)] = −
1
N

N

∑
n=1

log pθ(x) + C (C.9)

We are left with the log-likelihood term. So maximizing the likelihood of our estimated
distribution pθ(x) is equivalent to minimizing the difference between the estimated dis-
tribution pθ(x) and the real distribution pdata(x). This is a proxy method allowing us to
find the parameters θ without explicitly knowing the real distribution.

C.2. Equivalence: Constructive-Destructive KL-Divergence

Let fθ be the invertible, bijective normalizing function which maps x to z, i.e. fθ : x ∈
RD → z ∈ RD. Let gθ be the inverse of fθ which is the generating function mapping z to
x, i.e. gθ := f−1

θ : z ∈ RD → x ∈ RD. We can view fθ as a destructive density whereby
we "destroy" the density of the original dataset pdata(x) into a common base density pz.
Conversely, we can view gθ as a constructive density whereby we "construct" the density
of the original dataset pdata(x) from a base density pz.

z = fθ(x), x = gθ(z) (C.10)

We’re assuming z ∼ pz(z). Using the change of variables formula, we can express the
probability of pθ(x) in terms of z and the transform fθ .

pθ(x) = pz(fθ(x)) |∇xfθ(x)| (C.11)

This function fθ "normalizes" the complex density x into a simpler base distribution z.
We can also express this equation in terms of gθ which is the standard found in the
normalizing flow literature.

pθ(x) = pz(z) |∇zgθ(z)|−1 (C.12)

The function gθ pushes forward the base density z to a more complex density x. In this
demonstration, we want to show that the following is equivalent.

DKL [pdata(x)||px(x; θ)] = DKL
[
ptarget(z; θ)||pz(z)

]
(C.13)

This says that the KL-Divergence between the data distribution pdata(x) and the model
px(x; θ) is equivalent to the KL-Divergence between induced distribution ptarget(z; θ) from
the transformation fθ(x) and the chosen base distribution pz(z).
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Proof

First we deconstruct the KL-Divergence term into its log components.

DKL [pdata(x)||px(x; θ)] = Epdata(x) [log pdata(x)− log px(x; θ)] (C.14)

If we expand px(x; θ) with the change of variables formula.

DKL [pdata(x)||pθ(x)] = Epdata(x) [log pdata(x)− log pz(fθ(x))− log |∇xfθ(x)|] (C.15)

Now we do a change of variables from the data distribution x to the base distribution z.

DKL [pdata(z)||px(x; θ)] = Eptarget(z) [log pdata(gθ(z))− log pz(z) + log |∇zgθ(z)|] (C.16)

Recognize that we have changed the expectations from the data to the induced distribu-
tion and all terms are wrt to z. So we can reduce this to:

DKL [pdata(x)||px(x; θ)] = Eptarget(z)
[
log ptarget(z)− log pz(z)

]
(C.17)

where ptarget(x) is the distribution of z = fθ(x) when x is sampled from pdata(x). So this is
simply the KL-Divergence between the transformed data in the latent space and the base
distribution we choose:

DKL [pdata(x)||pθ(x)] = DKL [pfθ
(z)||pz(z)] (C.18)

which completes the proof.
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Abstract

Kernel methods are powerful machine learning techniques which use generic non-linear

functions to solve complex tasks. They have a solid mathematical foundation and exhibit

excellent performance in practice. However, kernel machines are still considered black-

box models as the kernel feature mapping cannot be accessed directly thus making the ker-

nels difficult to interpret. The aim of this work is to show that it is indeed possible to interpret

the functions learned by various kernel methods as they can be intuitive despite their com-

plexity. Specifically, we show that derivatives of these functions have a simple mathematical

formulation, are easy to compute, and can be applied to various problems. The model func-

tion derivatives in kernel machines is proportional to the kernel function derivative and we

provide the explicit analytic form of the first and second derivatives of the most common ker-

nel functions with regard to the inputs as well as generic formulas to compute higher order

derivatives. We use them to analyze the most used supervised and unsupervised kernel

learning methods: Gaussian Processes for regression, Support Vector Machines for classifi-

cation, Kernel Entropy Component Analysis for density estimation, and the Hilbert-Schmidt

Independence Criterion for estimating the dependency between random variables. For all

cases we expressed the derivative of the learned function as a linear combination of the ker-

nel function derivative. Moreover we provide intuitive explanations through illustrative toy

examples and show how these same kernel methods can be applied to applications in the

context of spatio-temporal Earth system data cubes. This work reflects on the observation

that function derivatives may play a crucial role in kernel methods analysis and

understanding.

1 Introduction

Kernel methods (KMs) constitute a standard set of tools in machine learning and pattern anal-

ysis [1, 2]. They are based on a mathematical framework to cope with nonlinear problems

while still relying on well-established concepts of linear algebra. KMs are one of the preferred
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tools in applied sciences, from signal and image processing [3], to computer vision [4] and

geosciences [5]. Since its introduction in the 1990s through the popular support vector

machines (SVMs), kernel methods have evolved into a large family of techniques that cope

with many problems in addition to classification. Kernel machines have also excelled in regres-

sion, interpolation and function approximation problems [3], where Gaussian Processes (GPs)

[6] and support vector regression [7] have provided good results in many applications. Fur-

thermore, many kernel methods have been engineered to deal with other relevant learning

problems; for example, density estimation via kernel decompositions using entropy compo-

nents [8]. For dimensionality reduction and feature extraction, there are a wide family of mul-

tivariate data analysis kernel methods such as kernel principal component analysis [9], kernel

canonical analysis [10] or kernel partial least squares [11]. Kernels have also been exploited to

estimate dependence (nonlinear associations) between random variables such as kernel mutual

information [12], or the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion [13]. Finally in the litera-

ture, we find kernel machines for data sorting [14], manifold learning and alignment [15], sys-

tem identification [16], signal deconvolution and blind source separation [3].

However, understanding a model is more difficult than just applying a model, and kernel

methods are still considered black-box models. Little can be said about the characteristics of

the feature mapping which is only implicit in the formulation. Several approaches have been

presented in the literature to explore the kernel feature mapping and to understand what the

kernel machine is actually learning. One way to analyze kernel machines is by visualizing the

empirical feature maps but this is very challenging and only feasible in low-dimensional prob-

lems [1, 17]. Another approach is to study the relative relevance of the input features (covari-

ates) on the output. This is commonly referred to as feature ranking and it typically reduces to

evaluating how the function varies when an input is removed or perturbed. Automatic rele-

vance determination (ARD) kernels [6] or multiple kernel learning [18] allow one to study the

relevance of the feature components indirectly. While this approach has been extensively used

to improve the accuracy and understanding of supervised kernel classifiers and regression

methods, they only provide feature ranking and nothing is said about the geometrical proper-

ties of the feature map. In order to resolve this, two main approaches are available in the kernel

methods literature. For some particular kernels one can derive the metric induced by the ker-

nel to give insight into the surfaces and structures [19]. Alternatively, one can study the feature

map (in physically meaningful units) by learning the inverse feature mapping; a group of tech-

niques known as kernel pre-imaging [20, 21]. However, the current methods are computation-

ally expensive, involve critical parameters, and very often provide unstable results.

Function derivatives is a classical way to describe and visualize some characteristics of mod-

els. Derivatives of kernel functions have been introduced before, yet mostly used in supervised

learning as a form of regularization that controls fast variations of the decision function [22].

However, derivatives of the model’s function with regards to the input features for feature

understanding and visualization has received less attention. A recent strategy is to derive sensi-

tivity maps from a kernel feature map [23]. The sensitivity map is related to the squared deriva-

tive of the function with respect to the input features. The idea was originally derived for

SVMs in neuroimaging applications [24], and later extended to GPs in geoscience problems

[25–28]. In both cases, the goal was to retrieve a feature ranking from a learned supervised

model.

In this paper, we analyze the kernel function derivatives for supervised and unsupervised

kernel methods with several kernel functions in different machine learning paradigms. We

show the usefulness of the derivatives to study and visualize kernel models in regression, classi-

fication, density estimation, and dependence estimation with kernels. Since differentiation is a

linear operator, most kernel methods have a derivative that is proportional to the derivative of
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the kernel function. We provide the analytic form of the first and second derivatives of the

most common kernel functions with regards to the inputs, along with iterative formulas to

compute the m-th order derivative of differentiable kernels, and for the radial basis function

kernel in particular; where m is the number of successive derivatives. In classification prob-

lems, the derivatives can be related to the margin, and allow us to gain some insight on sam-

pling [29]. In regression problems, a models’ function derivatives may give insight about the

signal and noise characteristics that allow one to design regularization functionals. In density

estimation, the second derivative (the Hessian) allows us to follow the density ridge for mani-

fold learning [30], whereas in dependence estimation squared derivatives (the sensitivity

maps) allows one to study the most relevant points and features governing the association

measure [31]. All in all, kernel derivatives allow us to identify both examples and features that

affect the predictive function the most, and allow us to interpret the kernel model behavior in

different learning applications. We show that the solutions can be expressed in closed-form for

the most common kernel functions and kernel methods, they are easy to compute, and we give

examples of how they can be used in practice.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the fundamen-

tals of kernel functions and feature maps, and concentrates on the kernel derivatives for feature

map analysis where we provide the first and second order derivatives for most of the common

kernel functions. We also review the main ideas to summarize the information contained in

the derivatives. Section 3 and Section 4 study popular discriminative kernel methods, such as

Gaussian Processes for regression and support vector machines for classification. Section 5

analyzes the interesting case of density estimation with kernels, in particular through the use

of kernel entropy component analysis for density estimation. Section 6 pays attention to the

case of dependence estimation between random variables using the Hilbert-Schmidt indepen-

dence criterion in cases of dependence visualization maps and data unfolding. Section 7 illus-

trates the applicability of kernel derivatives in the previous kernel methods on spatio-temporal

Earth system science data. We conclude in section 8 with some final remarks.

2 Kernel functions and the derivatives

2.1 Kernel functions and feature maps

In this section, we briefly highlight the most important properties of kernel methods, needed

to understand their role of the kernel methods mentioned in the subsequent sections. Recall

that kernel methods rely on the notion of similarity between points in a higher (possibly infi-

nite) dimensional Hilbert space. Let us consider a set of empirical data X ¼ fx1; . . . ; xng,
whose elements are defined in a d-dimensional input space, xi ¼ ½x1

i ; . . . ; xdi �
>
2 Rd, 1� i� n.

In supervised settings, each input feature vector x is associated with a target value, which can

be either discrete in the classification case, yi 2 Z
þ

or real in the regression case, yi 2 R, i = 1,

. . ., n. Kernel methods assume the existence of a Hilbert space H with an inner product h�; �iH
where samples in X are mapped into with a feature map � : X ! H; xi 7!�ðxiÞ, 1� i� n. The

mapping function can be defined explicitly (if some prior knowledge about the problem is

available) or implicitly, which is often the case in kernel methods. The similarity between the

elements in H can be estimated using its associated dot product h�; �iH via reproducing kernels

in Hilbert spaces (RKHS), k : X � X ! R, such that pairs of points (x, x0) 7! k(x, x0). So we

can estimate similarities in H without the explicit definition of the feature map φ, and hence

without having access to the points in H. This kernel function k is required to satisfy Mercer’s

Theorem [32].
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Definition 1 Reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) [33]. A Hilbert space H is said to be
a RKHS if: (1) The elements of H are complex or real valued functions f(�) defined on any set of
elements x; And (2) for every element x, f(�) is bounded.

The name of these spaces comes from the so-called reproducing property. In a RKHS H,

there exists a function k(�, �) such that

f ðxÞ ¼ hf ; kð�; xÞiH; f 2 H; ð1Þ

by virtue of the Riesz Representation Theorem [34]. In particular, for any x; x0 2 X

kðx; x0Þ ¼ hkð�; xÞ; kð�; x0ÞiH ð2Þ

A large class of algorithms have originated from regularization schemes in RKHS. The rep-
resenter theorem gives us the general form of the solution to the common loss function formed

by the loss term and a regularization term.

Theorem 1 (Representer Theorem) [34, 35] LetO : ½0;1Þ ! R be a strictly monotonic
increasing function; let V : ðX � R2

Þ
n
! R [ f1g be an arbitrary loss function; and let H be a

RKHS with reproducing kernel k. Then:

f � ¼ min
f2H
fVððx1; y1; f ðx1ÞÞ; . . . ; ðxn; yn; f ðxnÞÞÞ þ Oðk f k

2

HÞg ð3Þ

admits a space of functions f defined as

f ðxÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

aikðx; xiÞ; ai 2 R; a 2 Rn
; ð4Þ

which is expressed as a linear combination of kernel functions. Also note that the previous the-

orem states that solutions imply having access to an empirical risk term V and a regularizer O.

In the case of not having labels yi, alternative representer theorems can be equally defined. A

generalized representer theorem was introduced in [36], which generalizes Wahba’s theorem

to a larger class of regularizers and empirical losses. Also, in [37], a representer theorem for

kernel principal components analysis (KPCA) was used: the theorem gives the solution as a

linear combination of kernel functions centered at the input data points, and is called the rep-

resenter theorem of learning theory [38], whereby the coefficients are determined by the eigen-

decomposition of the kernel matrix [9, 36]. Should the reader want more literature related to

kernel methods, we highly recommend this paper [39] for a more theoretical introduction to

Hilbert-Spaces in the context of kernel methods and [3] for a more applied and practical

approaches.

2.2 Derivatives of linear expansions of kernel functions

Computing the derivatives of function f can give important insights about the learned model.

Interestingly, in the majority of kernel methods, the function f is linear in the parameters α, cf.

Eq (4) derived from the representer theorem [35] [Th. 1]. For the sake of simplicity, we will

denote the partial derivative of f w.r.t. the feature xj as @ jf ðxÞ ¼
@f ðxÞ
@xj , where j denotes the

dimension. This allows us to write the partial derivative of f as:

@ jf ðxÞ :¼
@f ðxÞ
@xj

¼
@
Pn

i¼1
aikðx; xiÞ
@xj

¼
Xn

i¼1

ai
@kðx; xiÞ
@xj

¼ ð@ jkðxÞÞ
>α; ð5Þ

where @ jkðxÞ :¼
@kðx;x1Þ

@xj ; . . . ;
@kðx;xnÞ
@xj

� �>
2 Rn

and α ¼ ½a1; . . . ; an�
>
2 Rn

. It is possible to take
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the second order derivative with respect to feature xj twice which remains linear as well with α:

@
2

j f ðxÞ :¼
@

2f ðxÞ
@xj@xj

¼
@

2
P

iaikðx; xiÞ
@xj2

¼
X

i

ai
@

2kðx; xiÞ
@xj2

¼ ð@
2

j kðxÞÞ
>α; ð6Þ

where @
2

j kðxÞ :¼
@2kðx;x1Þ

@xj2
; . . . ;

@2kðx;xnÞ
@xj2

h i>
2 Rn

. Inductively, the m-th partial derivative w.r.t the

j-th feature is also linear with α and it follows the following equation:

@
m
j f ðxÞ ¼ ð@

m
j kðxÞÞ

>α: ð7Þ

The gradient of f gives information about the slope (increase rate) of the function and

reduces to

rf ¼
@f ðxÞ
@x1

; . . . ;
@f ðxÞ
@xd

� �>

¼ ðrKÞ>α 2 Rd; ð8Þ

wherer denotes the vector differential operator, andrK ¼ ½@1kðxÞj � � � j@dkðxÞ�. The Lapla-

cian accounts for the curvature, roughness, or concavity of the function itself, and can be easily

computed as the sum of all the unmixed second partial derivatives, which for kernels reduces

to

r2f :¼
Xd

j¼1

@
2f ðxÞ
@xj2

¼ 1>d ðr
2KÞ>α 2 R; ð9Þ

wherer2K ¼ ½@2

1
kðxÞj � � � j@2

dkðxÞ� and 1d is a column vector of ones of size d. Another useful

descriptor is the Hessian matrix of f, which characterizes its local curvature. The Hessian is a d
× d matrix of second-order partial derivatives with respect to the features xj, xk:

½H�jk ¼
@

2f ðxÞ
@xj@xk

¼ ð@ j@kkðxÞÞ
>α 2 R: ð10Þ

The equations listed above have shown that the derivative of a kernel function is linear with

α. Once the α is computed, the problem reduces to (1) computing the derivatives for a particu-

lar kernel function, and (2) to summarize the information contained within the derivatives.

• Derivatives of common kernel functions. Kernel methods typically use a set of positive def-

inite kernel functions, such as the linear, polynomial (Poly), hyperbolic tangent (Tanh),

Gaussian (RBF) kernel, and the automatic relevance determination (ARD) kernel. We give

the partial derivative for all of these kernels in Table 1, and the (mixed) second derivatives in

Table 2. For the most widely used kernels (RBF and ARD), one can recognize a linear rela-

tion between the kernel derivative and the kernel function itself. It can be shown that the m-

Table 1. Partial derivatives for some common kernel functions: Linear, Polynomial (Poly), Radial Basis Functions

(RBF), Hyperbolic tangent (Tanh), and Automatic Relevance Determination (ARD).

Kernel Kernel function, k(x, y) Partial derivative,
@kðx;yÞ
@xj

Linear x> y yj

Poly (γx> y + c0)p γpyj (γx> y + c0)p−1

RBF exp(−γkx − yk2) -2γ(xj − yj)k(x,y)

Tanh tanh(γ x> y + c0) γyj sech2 (γ x> y + c0)

ARD
n2exp � 1

2

PD

d¼1

xd � yd

ld

� �2
� �

xj � yj

l2
j

� �

kðx; yÞ

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.t001
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th derivative of some kernel functions can be computed recursively using Faà di Bruno’s

identity [40].

• Summarizing function derivatives. Summarizing the information contained in the deriva-

tives is not an easy task, especially in high dimensional problems. The most obvious strategy

is to use the norm of the partial derivative, that is k@j fk, which summarizes the relevance of

variable xj. A small norm implies a small change in the discriminative function f with respect

to the j-th dimension, indicating the low importance of that feature. This approach was

introduced as sensitivity maps (SMs) in [24] for the visualization of SVM maps in neuroim-

aging and later exploited in GPs for ranking spectral channels in geosciences applications

[26]. The SM for the j-th feature, is the expected value of the squared derivative of the func-

tion with respect the input argument xj:

sj ¼
Z

X j

@f ðxÞ
@xj

� �2

pðxjÞdxj; ð11Þ

where p(x) is the probability density function (pdf) over dimension j of the input space X . In

order to avoid the possibility of cancellation of the terms due to its signs, the derivatives are

squared. Other transformations like the absolute value could be equally applied. The empiri-
cal sensitivity map approximation to Eq (11) is obtained by replacing the expected value with

a summation over the available n samples

sj �
1

n

Xn

i¼1

@f ðxiÞ
@xji

� �2

; ð12Þ

which can be grouped together to define the sensitivity vector as s = [s1, . . ., sd]>.

This can be thought of as studying the relevance of the sample points. Similarly,one can aver-

age over the features to obtain a point sensitivity:

qi ¼
1

d

Xd

j¼1

@f ðxiÞ
@xji

� �2

; ð13Þ

which can be grouped to define the point sensitivity vector as q = [q1, . . ., qn]>. The informa-

tion contained in q is related to the robustness to changes of the decision in each point of the

space.

Now we are equipped to use the derivatives and the corresponding sensitivity maps in arbi-

trary kernel machines that use standard kernel functions. In the following sections, we study

Table 2. Second derivatives for some common kernel functions.

Kernel 2nd partial derivative,
@2kðx;yÞ
@xj2

Mixed partial derivative,
@2kðx;yÞ
@xj@xk

Linear 0 0

Poly (p − 1)p (γyj)2 (γ x> y + c0)p−2 (p − 1)pγ2 yj yk (γ x> y + c0)p−2

RBF 2γ [2γ (xj − yj)2 − 1] k(x, y) 4γ2 (xk − yk) (xj − yj) k(x, y)

Tanh −2(γyj)2 sech2(γ x> y + c0)k(x, y) −2γ2 yj yk sech2(γ x> y + c0)k(x, y)

ARD
1

l2
j
þ

xj � yj

l2
j

� �2
 !

kðx; yÞ
xj � yj

l2
j

� �
xk � yk

l2
k

� �
kðx; yÞ

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.t002
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its use in kernel methods for both supervised (regression and classification) and unsupervised

(density estimation and dependence estimation) learning.

3 Kernel regression

3.1 Gaussian Process Regression

Multiple proposals to use kernel methods in a regression framework have been done during

the last few decades. Gaussian Processes (GPs) is perhaps the most successful kernel method

for discriminative learning in general and regression in particular [6]. Standard GP regression

approximates observations as the sum of some unknown latent function f(x) of the inputs plus

some additive Gaussian noise, yi = f(xi) + εi, where εi � N ð0; s2Þ. A zero mean GP prior is

placed on the latent function f(x) and a Gaussian prior is used for each latent noise term εi, in

other words f ðxÞ � GPðmðxÞ;KÞ, where m(x) = 0, and K is a covariance function, [K]ij = k
(xi, xj), parameterized by a set of hyperparameters θ (e.g. θ = [λ1, . . ., λd] for the ARD kernel

function).

If we consider a test location x� with the corresponding output y�, a GP prior induces a

prior distribution between the observations y and y�. Collecting all available data in

D � fðxi; yiÞji ¼ 1; . . . ng, it is possible to analytically compute the posterior distribution over

the unknown output y� given the test input x� and the available training set D,

pðy�jx�;DÞ ¼ N ðy�jmGP�; s
2
GP�Þ, which is a Gaussian with the following mean and variance:

mGP� ¼ k>
�
ðKþ s2

nIÞ
� 1y ¼ k>

�
α; ð14Þ

s2
GP� ¼ s

2
n þ k�� � k>

�
ðKþ s2

nIÞ
� 1k�; ð15Þ

where k� ¼ kðx�Þ ¼ ½kðx�; x1Þ; . . . ; kðx�; xnÞ�
>
2 Rn

contains the kernel similarities of the test

point x� to all training points in D, K is a n × n kernel (covariance) matrix whose entries con-

tain the similarities between all training points, y ¼ ½y1; . . . ; yn�
>
2 Rn

, k�� = k(x�, x�) is a scalar

with the self-similarity of x�, and I is the identity matrix. The solution of the predictive mean

for the GP model in (14) is expressed in the same way as equation (4), where

mGP� ¼ f ðx�Þ ¼ k>
�
α. This expression is exactly the same as in other kernel regression methods

like the Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) [2] or the Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) [2]. The

derivative of the mean function can be computed through Eq (5) and the derivatives in

Table 1.

3.2 Derivatives and sensitivity maps

Let us start by visualizing derivatives in simple 1D examples. We used GP modeling with a

standard RBF kernel function to fit five regression data sets. We show in Fig 1 the first and sec-

ond derivatives of the fitted GP model, as well as the point-wise sensitivities. In all cases, first

derivatives are related to positive or negative slopes, while the second derivatives are related to

the curvature of the function. Since the derivative is a linear operator, a composition of func-

tions is also the composition of derivatives as can be seen in the last two functions. This could

be useful for analyzing more complex composite kernels. See Table 3 for a comparison with

other kernel methods derivatives.

3.3 Derivatives and regularization

We show an example of applying the derivative of the kernel function as a regularization

parameter for the noise. We modeled the function f(x) = sin(3πx) with an additive white

PLOS ONE Kernel methods and their derivatives
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Gaussian noise (AWGN) n � N ð0; s2
nÞ using a Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) model with

RBF kernel. Different amounts of noise power s2
n was used resulting in different values of the

signal to noise ratio (SNR), SNR = 10 log ðs2
y=s

2
nÞ, SNR2[0, 50] dB. Two different settings were

explored to analyze the impact of the standard regularizer, k f k2
H, and the derivatives in KRR

modeling: (1) either using the optimal amount of regularization in (14), s2
n ¼ s

2
r , or (2) assum-

ing no regularization was needed, s2
n ¼ 0.

Four scenarios were explored in this experiment: k f k2
H¼ α>Kα, k f k2

2
¼ α>K>Kα,

k rf k2
2
¼ α>ðrKÞ>ðrKÞα, and k r2f k2

2
¼ α>ðr2KÞ>ðr2KÞα, where K is a matrix with

entries [K]ij = k(xi, xj) (for definitions of gradients see Eqs (8) and (9)). The resulting SNR

curves were then normalized in such a way that they are comparable. We explore two scenar-

ios; the regularized and unregularized. Since the maximum SNR was subtracted from all norm

values, in Fig 2a any norm greater than zero signifies the need to regularize more and in Fig 2b

any norm less than zero signifies the need to regularize less.

Fig 1. Different examples of functions, derivatives and sensitivity maps. Original data (red), the GP predictive

function (black), high derivative values are in yellow, close-to-zero derivative values are in gray and negative derivative

values are in blue.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g001

Table 3. Summary of the formulation for each of the main kernel methods GPR (Gaussian Process Regression, section 3), SVM (Support Vector Machines, section

4), KDE (Kernel Density Estimation, section 5), HSIC (Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion, section 6). The derivative formulation as well as some related analysis

procedures in the literature as well as demonstrated in this paper.

Method Function Derivative Analysis

GPR k>
�
a @k>

�
a Sensitivity, Ranking, Regularization

SVM g(yα k� + b) ð1 � g2ðx�ÞÞ @k
>

�
y a Sensitivity, Feature Ranking, Margin

KDE n� 1k�1n rp̂ðx�Þ
>Erðx�Þ Principal Curves

HSIC n−2Tr(KHLH) 2n−2 Ai @q k(xi) Leverage, Feature/Point Relevance

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.t003
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Fig 2 shows the effect of the noise on the norm for different regularization terms. All four

regularization functions give the user information about how noisy the signal is for the

unregularized case and the regularized case. The graph for the regularized case has the

norms of the functions below zero, except for the k f k2
H, when the SNR is extremely low.

Since the norm of the functions are increasing as one increases the SNR, this says that there

needs to be less regularization. The k f k2
H has a straight line because the ‘optimal’ parameter

for using the norm of the weights for regularization has already been chosen. However, the

norm of the first and second derivative still give us information that the problem needs to

be regularized less. So both cases showcase the functionality of the first and second deriva-

tive as viable regularizers.

4 Kernel classification

4.1 Support vector machine classification

The first effective and influential kernel method introduced was the Support Vector Machine

(SVM) [1, 41–43] classifier. Researchers and practitioners have used it to solve problems in

speech recognition [44], computer vision and image processing [45–47], or channel equaliza-

tion [48]. The binary SVM classification algorithm minimizes a weighted sum of a loss and a

regularizer

Xn

i¼1

Vðyi; f ðxiÞÞ þ l k f k
2

Hk
;

where the cost function is called the ‘hinge loss’ and is defined as

Vðyi; f ðxiÞÞ ¼ max ð0; 1 � yif̂ ðxiÞÞ, yi 2 {−1, + 1}, f 2 Hk and Hk is the RKHS of functions

generated by the kernel k, and λ is a parameter that trades off accuracy for smoothness. The

norm k f kHK
is generally interpreted as a roughness penalty, and can be expressed as a

Fig 2. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) versus the expected normalized value of different norms (Ejj � jj) to act as

regularizers. A unregularized (left) and an regularized (right) Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) model was fitted. The top

row shows a few examples of these fitted KRR models with a different quantity of noise added. The red data points are the

data with different noise levels, the true function is black and the fitted KRR model is in blue. The second row shows the

norm for the different regularizers. All lines were normalized in such a way that they are comparable. The norm of the

true signal (SNR = 50 dB) is subtracted from all points so any curve with values below zero require less regularization and

any points above zero require more regularization.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g002
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function of kernels, k f kHK
¼ f >Kf . The decision function for any test point x� is given by

ŷ� ¼ gðf ðxÞÞ ¼ sgn
Xn

i¼1

yiaikðx�; xiÞ þ b

 !

; ð16Þ

where αi are Lagrange multipliers obtained from solving a quadratic programming (QP) prob-

lem, being the support vectors (SVs) of those training samples xi with non-zero Lagrange multi-

pliers αi 6¼ 0 [1]. See [49] for more details on the formulation and more practical examples.

4.2 Function derivatives and margin

The SVM decision function in (16) uses a mask function g(x) = sgn(�) to decide between the

two classes, which is inherited from the hinge loss used. Since the sgn(�) function is not differ-

entiable at 0 and for the sake of analytic tractability we replaced it with the hyperbolic tangent,

g(�) = tanh(�). Now one can simply compute the derivative of the model by applying the chain

rule:

@gðx�Þ
@xj�

¼
@gðx�Þ
@f ðx�Þ

@f ðx�Þ
@xj�

¼ ð1 � g2ðxÞÞ
@f ðx�Þ
@xj�

ð17Þ

where the leftmost term in the product can be seen as a mask function on top of the derivative

of the regression function and allows us to study the model in terms of decision and estimation

separately. See Table 3 for a comparison to other kernel methods derivatives.

Three datasets were used to illustrate the effect of the derivative in the SVM classifier. We

used a SVM with RBF kernel in all cases, and hyperparameters were tuned by 3-fold cross-vali-

dation and the results are displayed in Fig 3. The mask function only focuses on regions along

the decision boundary. However the derivative of the kernel function displays a few regions

along the decision boundary along with other regions outside of the decision boundary. The

composite of the derivative of the masking function and kernel function showcases a combina-

tion of the two components: the high derivative regions along the decision boundary. The two

half moons and two circles examples have a clear decision boundary and the derivative of the

composite function is able to capture this. However, the two ellipsoid example is less clear as

the decision boundary passes through two overlapping classes. This is related to the density

within the margin as the regions with less samples have a smaller slope and the regions with

more samples have a higher slope, which results in wider and thinner margin, respectively.

This fact could be used to define more efficient sampling procedures.

5 Kernel density estimation

The problem of density estimation is difficult in machine learning and statistics and it has

been widely studied via kernels [50–52]. Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a classical non-

parametric method for estimating a probability density function (pdf) [53]. In KDE, the choice

of the kernel function is key to properly approximating the underlying pdf from a finite num-

ber of samples. The KDE kernel must be a non-negative function that integrates to one (i.e. a

proper pdf), yet does not need to be positive semi-definite (PSD). KDE is versatile in that

sense. However, if the kernel is PSD, there are close relations between density estimation and

RKHS learning via the kernel eigendecomposition. Many KDE kernels are PSD, and some

well-known examples include the Gaussian kernel, the Student kernel and the Laplacian kernel

[54] functions.
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5.1 Density estimation with kernels

For the Parzen window expression, KDE defines the pdf as a sum of kernel functions defined

on the training samples,

p̂ðx�Þ ¼
1

n

Xn

i¼1

kðx�; xiÞ ¼
1

n
k�1n; ð18Þ

Fig 3. Visualizing three examples of sensitivity maps in SVM classification. The top row shows a figure has red and

green points to showcase the classes, black points showing the support vectors chosen by the SVM classifier, and a

contour map showcasing the same color scheme for the decision function. In the subsequent plots, we plot the

sensitivity measures where the high derivative values are in yellow and negative derivative values are in gray. The

leftmost column showcases which derivative is plotted.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g003
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where k� is the vector of kernel evaluations between the point of interest x�, and all training

samples (see section 3.1). KDE kernel functions have to be non-negative and integrate to one

to ensure that p̂ is a valid pdf. When a point-dependent weighting, βi, is employed, then the

above expression can be modified as p̂ðx�Þ ¼
Pn

i¼1
bikðx�; xiÞ, where the βi have to be positive

and sum to one, i.e. βi� 0 and
Pn

i¼1
bi ¼ 1. In [51] a solution to find a suitable β vector based

on kernel principal components analysis was proposed. If the decomposition of the un-cen-

tered kernel matrix follows the form K = EDE>, where E is orthonormal and D is a diagonal

matrix, then the kernel-based density estimation can be expressed as

p̂ðx�Þ ¼ k�ErE
>

r 1n; ð19Þ

where Er is the reduced version of E by keeping r< n top eigenvectors. If we keep all the

dimensions, i.e. r = n the solution reduces to (18). By reducing the number of components we

restrict the capacity of the density estimator and hence obtain a smoother approximation of

the pdf as r reduces.

The retained kernel components should be selected by keeping the dimensions that maxi-

mize a sensible pdf characteristic, e.g. the variance. However, other criteria can be used to

select the retained components. For instance, the kernel entropy component analysis (KECA)

method uses the information potential as criterion to select the components from the eigenvec-

tor decomposition [8]. In this case, the decomposition method is already optimized to maxi-

mize the variance, therefore the solution will be sub-optimal. A more accurate way of finding a

decomposition was presented in [55] where the features are directly optimized to maximize

the amount of retained information. This method was named optimized KECA (OKECA),

and showed excellent performance using very few extracted components.

The relevant aspect for this paper is that, by doing α ¼ ErE
>

r 1n, Eqs (18) and (19) can be

cast in the general framework of kernel methods we proposed in Eq (4). Through this equality

the derivatives and the second derivatives (and therefore the Hessian) can be obtained in a

straightforward manner using Eqs (5) and (6). This information can be used for different

problems, such as computing the Fisher’s information matrix, optimizing vector quantization

systems, or the example in the following section where we use them to find the points that

belong to the principal curve of the distribution.

5.2 Derivatives and principal curves

This example illustrates the use of kernel derivatives in the KDE framework. In particular, we

use the gradient and the Hessian of the pdf, to find points that belong to the principal curve
along the data manifold [56]. A principal curve is defined as the curve that passes through the

middle of the data. How to find this curve in practice is an important problem since multiple

data description methods are based on drawing principal curves [30, 57–60]. In [30], they

characterize the principal curve as the set of points that belong to the ridge of the density func-

tion. These points can be determined by using the gradient and the Hessian of the pdf: a point

x� is an element of the d-dimensional principal curve iff the inner product of the gradient,

rp̂ðx�Þ, and at least r eigenvectors of the Hessian, H(x�), is zero:

rp̂ðx�Þ
>Erðx�Þ ¼ 0; ð20Þ

where Er(x�) are the top r eigenvectors of the matrix H(x�). Note that applying this definition

using our framework is straightforward as we can use the KDE to describe the probability den-

sity function, and Eqs (5) and (6), as well as formulas in Table 1, to find the gradient and the

Hessian of the defined pdf with respect to the points. See Table 3 for a comparison to other

kernel methods derivatives.
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In Fig 4, we show an illustrative example of this application in three different toy datasets.

The pdf can be obtained from the data points by using the OKECA method and the derivative

lines describe the direction to which the density changes the most. The last row shows the

points of the dataset with smaller dot products between the gradient and the last eigenvector of

the Hessian, see Eq (20). Note that these points belong to the ridge of the distribution, and

thus to the principal curve.

6 Kernel dependence estimation

6.1 Dependence estimation with kernel methods

Measuring dependencies and nonlinear associations between random variables is an active

field of research. The kernel-based dependence estimation defines a covariance and cross-

covariance operators in RKHS, and the subsequent statistics from these operators allows one

to measure dependence between functions therein.

Let us consider two spacess X � Rdx and Y � Rdy , which we jointly sample observation

pairs (x, y) from distribution Pxy. The covariance matrix is Cxy ¼ Exyðxy>Þ � ExðxÞEyðy>Þ,
where Exy is the expectation with respect to Pxy, and Ex. A statistic that summarizes the content

of the covariance matrix is its Hilbert-Schmidt norm. This quantity is zero if and only if there

exists no second order dependence between x and y.

The nonlinear extension of the notion of covariance was proposed in [13] to account for

higher order statistics. Essentially, let us define a (possibly non-linear) mapping � : X ! F
such that the inner product between features is given by a PSD kernel function k(x, x0). The

feature space F has the structure of a RKHS. Similarly, we define c : Y ! G with associated

kernel function l(y, y0). Then, it is possible to define a cross-covariance operator between these

feature maps, and to compute the squared norm of the cross-covariance operator, k Cxy k
2
HS,

which is called the Hilbert-Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) and can be expressed in

terms of kernels [61, 62]. Given a sample dataset D ¼ fðx1; y1
Þ; . . . ; ðxn; ynÞg of size n drawn

from Pxy, an empirical estimator of HSIC is [13]:

HSICðF ;G;PxyÞ ¼
1

n2
TrðKHLHÞ ¼

1

n2
TrðHKHLÞ; ð21Þ

where Tr(�) is the trace operation, K, L are the kernel matrices for the input random variables

x and y (i.e. [K]ij = k(xi, xj)), respectively, and H ¼ I � 1

n 11> centers the data in the feature

spaces F and G, respectively. HSIC has demonstrated its capability to detect dependence

between random variables but, as for any kernel method, the learned relations are hidden

behind the kernel feature mapping. To address this issue, we consider the derivatives of HSIC.

6.2 Derivatives of HSIC

HSIC empirical estimate is parameterized as a function of two random variables, so the func-

tion derivatives given in section 2 are not directly applicable. Since HSIC is a symmetric mea-

sure, the solution for the derivative of HSIC wrt xji will have the same form as the derivative

wrt yji. For convenience, we can group all terms that do not explicitly depend of X as A = HLH,

which allows us expressing (21) simply as:

HSIC :¼
1

n2
TrðKAÞ ¼

1

n2

Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

½A�ijkðxi; xjÞ: ð22Þ
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Fig 4. First row: Original data points. Second, third and fourth row: probability density in gray scale (brighter means

denser). Second row: derivative direction of the pdf for some data points is represented using red lines. Third row:

Hessian eigenvectors for some points represented with blue lines (first eigenvector) and green lines (second

eigenvector). Fourth row: points on the ridge computed using the formula proposed in [30], different brightness of

green has been computed using the Dijkstra distance over the curve dots (see text for details).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g004
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Note that the core of the solution is the same as in the previous sections; a weighted combi-

nation of kernel similarities. However, now we need to derive both arguments of the kernel

function k with respect to entry xji that appears twice. By taking derivatives with regards to a

particular dimension q of sample xi, i.e. xqi , and noting that the derivative of a kernel function

is a symmetric operation, i.e.
@kðxi;xjÞ
@xqi
¼

@kðxj;xiÞ
@xqi

, one obtains

@HSIC
@xqi

¼
2

n2

Xn

j¼1

½A�ij
@kðxi; xjÞ
@xqi

¼
2

n2
Ai@qkðxiÞ; ð23Þ

where Ai is the i-th row of the matrix A. For the the RBF kernel we obtain [31]:

@HSIC
@xqi

¼ �
2

s2n2
Tr HLH K �Mqð Þð Þ; ð24Þ

where entries of matrix Mq are ½Mq�ij ¼ xqi � xqj (1� j� n), and zeros otherwise, and where

the symbol � is the Hadamard product between matrices.

Recently [63] extended the notion of leverage scores for the ridge regression problem.

Leverage is a measure of how points with low density neighbours are enforcing the model for

passing through them. By definition, the leverage (of a regressor) is the sensitivity of the pre-

dictive function w.r.t. the outputs. There is no definition of leverage in the case of HSIC as it is

not a regression model but a dependence measure. However, HSIC could be interpreted in a

similar way by fixing one of the variables and taking the derivative w.r.t. the other. By this

interpretation, one can think of the HSIC sensitivity as a measure of how individual points are

affecting the dependence measurement, i.e. how sensitive HSIC is to the perturbations for

each particular point. This interpretation allows us to link the concepts of leverage and sensi-

tivity in kernel dependence measures.

In this case, the derivatives of HSIC report information about the directions that impact the

dependence estimate the most. This allows one to evaluate the measure as a vector field repre-

sentation of two components. As in the previous kernel methods analyzed, the derivatives here

are also analytic, just involving simple matrix multiplications and a trace operation. See

Table 3 for a comparison to other kernel methods derivatives.

6.3 Visualizing kernel dependence measures

HSIC derivatives give information about the contribution of each point and feature to the

dependence estimate. Fig 5 shows the directional derivative maps for three different bi-dimen-

sional problems of variable association. We show the different components of the (sign-val-

ued) vector field as well as its magnitude. In all problems, arrows indicate the strength of

distortion to be applied to points (either in directions x, y, or jointly) such that the dependence

is maximized. For the first example (top row), the map pushes the points into the 1-1 line and

tries to collapse data into 2 different clusters along this line. In the second example (middle

row), the distribution is a noisy ring: here the sensitivity map tries to collapse the data into

clusters in order to maximize the dependence between the variables. In the last third experi-

ment (bottom row), both variables are almost independent and the sensitivity map points

towards some regions in the space where the dependence is maximized. In all cases, the Sx and

Sy are orthogonal in direction and form a vector field whose intensity can be summarized in its

norm |S| (columns in the figure).
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6.4 Unfolding and independization

We have seen that the derivatives of the HSIC function can be useful to learn about the data

distribution and the variable associations. The derivatives of HSIC give information about the

directions most affecting the dependence or independence measure.

Fig 6 shows an example of how the derivatives of the HSIC can be used to modify the data

and achieve either maximum dependence or maximum independence. We embedded the

derivatives in a simple gradient descent scheme, in which we move samples iteratively to maxi-

mize or minimize data dependence. Departing from a sinusoid, one can attain dependent or

independent domains.

Note that HSIC can be understood as a maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) [64] between

the joint probability measure of the involved variables and the product of their marginals, and

MMD derivatives are very similar to those of HSIC provided here. The explicit use of the ker-

nel derivatives would allow us to use gradient-descent approaches in methods that take advan-

tage of HSIC or MMD, such as in algorithms for domain adaptation and generative modeling.

7 Analysis of spatio-temporal earth data

Kernel methods are widely applied in the Earth system sciences [5], where they have proven to

be effective when dealing with low numbers of (potentially high dimensional) training sam-

ples. Data of this kind are characteristic for hyperspectral data, multidimensional sensor infor-

mation, and different noise sources in the data. The most common applications in Earth

system sciences are anomaly and target detection [65], the estimation of biogeochemical or

biophysical parameters [66–68], dimensionality reduction [15, 69, 70], and the estimation of

data interdependence [31]. However, so far multivariate spatio-temporal data problems have

Fig 5. Visualizing the derivatives and the modulus of the directional derivative for HSIC in three toy examples.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g005
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received comparable little attention [71, 72], and in particular regarding the use of the deriva-

tives of kernel methods [25, 26]. This is surprising, given the high-dimensional nature of most

spatio-temporal dynamics in most sub-domains of the Earth system, e.g. land-surface dynam-

ics, land-atmosphere interactions, ocean dynamics, etc. [73]. Hence, this section explores the

added value of kernel derivatives for analyzing multivariate spatio-temporal Earth system data.

We showcase applications considering the four studied problems of classification, regression,

density estimation and dependence estimation. Please see github.com/IPL-UV/sakame for a

working implementation of the algorithms as well as the subsequent ESDC experiments.

7.1 Spatio-temporal earth data

Today, data-driven research into Earth system dynamics has gained momentum and comple-

ments global modelling efforts. Much of Earth data is generated by a wide range of satellite

sensors, upscaled products from in-situ observations, and model simulations with constantly

improving spatial and temporal resolutions. The question is whether using kernel derivatives

may help in (1) choosing the appropriate space and time scales to analyze phenomena, (2)

visualize the most informative areas of interest, and (3) detect anomalies in spatio-temporal

Earth data. We will work with products contained in the Earth System Data Lab (ESDL) [73].

The analysis-ready data-cube contains and harmonizes more than 40 variables relevant to

monitor key processes of the terrestrial land-surface and atmosphere. The data streams con-

tained in the ESDL are grouped in three data streams: land surface, atmospheric forcings and

socio-economic data. Here we focus on three land-surface variables which exhibit nonlinear

Fig 6. Modification of the input samples to maximize of minimize HSIC dependence between their dimensions

(see text for details).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g006
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relations in space and time. The following three variables; the gross primary productivity

(GPP), root-zone soil moisture (SM), and land surface temperature (LST); are outlined below:

• GPP is the rate of fixation of carbon dioxide through the photosynthesis and one of the larg-

est single flux in the global carbon cycle. However, the process is sensitive to climate variabil-

ity. For instance, it has been shown that regional extreme events like droughts, heatwaves,

and other types of disturbances may even influence the inter-annual variability of the glob-

ally integrated GPP [74]. Hence, it is key to understand the spatial and temporal dynamics of

GPP at regional and global scales. Here, we consider the GPP FLUXCOM (http://www.

fluxcom.org/) product, computed as described in [75, 76].

• SM plays a fundamental role for the environment and climate system, as it influences hydro-

logical and agricultural processes, runoff generation and drought development processes,

and land-atmospheric feedbacks [77] There are two products of soil moisture in our experi-

ments. Standard SM products carry information limited to a few centimeters below the sur-

face (±5 cm), and do not allow access to the whole zone from where water can be absorbed

by roots. This is why we used root-zone soil moisture (RSM) [78–80] in the dependence esti-

mation problem instead, a product from GLEAM that is a more sensitive variable to monitor

water stress and droughts in vegetation.

• LST is an essential variable within the Earth climate system as it influences processes such as

the exchange of energy and water between the land surface and atmosphere, and influences

the rate and timing of plant growth. The LST product contained in the ESDL is the result of

an ESA project called GlobTemperature, that developed a merged LST data set from thermal

infrared (geostationary and polar orbiters) and passive microwave satellite data to provide

best possible coverage.

The data is organized in 4-dimensional data cube x(u, v, t, k) involving (latitude, longitude)

spatial coordinates (u, v), time sampling t, and the variable k. The data in ESDL contains a spa-

tial resolution (high 0.083˚ resolution and coarser grid aggregation at 0.25˚) and a temporal

resolution of 8 days spanning the years 2001-2011. In our experiments, we focus on the lower

resolution products, during 2008-2010, and over Europe only. In the year 2010, a severe com-

bination of spring and summer drought combined with a summer heat stress event affected

large parts of Russia which can be observed in the three variables under study here [81], and

we expect that also their interrelations must be affected. We use this well known event to pro-

vide a proof of concept for our suggestion approaches to interpret regressions, principal

curves, and dependence estimation.

7.2 Sensitivity analysis in GP modelling

Studying time-varying processes with GPs is customary. Designing a GP becomes more com-

plicated when dealing with spatio-temporal datasets. This can be cumbersome when the final

goal is to understand and visualize spatial dependencies as well as to study the relevance of the

features and the samples. Sensitivity analysis can be useful for either scenario. In this experi-

ment, we study the impact of features in the GP modeling of the GPP and LST variables during

2010. To do so, we developed GP regression models trained to predict a pixel from their neigh-

bourhood pixels. This is similar to geographically weighted regression [82] which can be used

to model the local spatial relationships between these features and the outputs. From this

framework, we can get sensitivity values for each of the contributing dimensions. We further

split the data into subsets of spatial ‘minicubes’ which ranged in size from 2 × 2 until size 7 × 7.

We use a GP model on a training subset of minicubes whereby the neighbours were used as
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input dimensions to predict the center pixel for both GPP and LST. For metrics, we used the

R2-value to measure the goodness of fit between our model and the real data.

Fig 7 show how the sensitivity changes according to the mean prediction of the GPP and

LST for two neighbourhood spatial window sizes (3 × 3 and 5 × 5). It also shows the spatial

sensitivity maps for both settings and the R2-value and the average sensitivity for each GP

model. What’s reassuring is that we see consistently low sensitivity values in areas (e.g. near

the Black and Caspian Sea) for the GPP and LST regardless of the spatial window size as these

are typically areas of low GPP and SM. For GPP, we see that sensitivities tend to become

smoother as the neighbourhood size increases. These particular maps for GPP reach an R2

value of 0.93 and 0.95 for each respective window size. Unlike the small differences in good-

ness of fit (+2% in R2), the sensitivity curves show a wider variation and suggest that bigger

windows are more appropriate to capture smoother areas; this is expected. Although we get a

better model with a higher spatial window size, the sensitivity of neighbouring points become

more dispersed over larger areas over Europe instead of just staying within small clusters. A

similar pattern of dispersion of the sensitive points is observed for the LST maps w.r.t. the spa-

tial window size. For LST, we notice that there is not a large difference in the R2 as we increase

the spatial window size. The most sensitive regions mostly stay the same but there is a small

shift from the northern regions of Europe from more sensitive to less sensitive. So it’s clear

that the number of spatial-pixels used as input features would be different depending upon the

input variable, e.g. one can use a higher neighbourhood size for LST because we get the same

R2 and similar sensitivity maps whereas the GPP could have a lower window size to ensure

that we capture the local variability.

7.3 Classification of drought regions

Support vector machines (SVMs) is a very common classification method widely used in

numerous applications in the field of machine learning in general and remote sensing in par-

ticular [5]. The derivatives of the SVM function, however, have not been used before to under-

stand the model, nor linked to the concept of margin. The derivatives of SVMs can be broken

Fig 7. Visualizing the spatial maps for the senstivity of the Gaussian process (GP) regression model under

different spatial sampling sizes for the Gross Primary Productivity (GPP) [top] and land surface temperature

(LST) [bottom] for the summer of 2010 (Jun-Jul-Aug). The rightmost column shows the summary R2 and Sensitivity

for each spatial window size for the GP model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g007
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into two components via the product rule (section 4): 1) the derivative of the mask function

and 2) the derivative of the kernel function. Typically one would use a sgn function as the

mask but we used the tanh function to allow us to observe how the boundary or margin

behaves w.r.t. the inputs.

In this experiment, we chose to study the relationship between gross primary productivity

and root soil moisture during the year 2010 affected by a severe heatwave. There was a severe

drought that occurred over this region for the entire summer of 2010 (June, July and August)

[81]. Drought classification is an unsupervised problem and so there is a lot of debate about

how to detect droughts within different scientific communities. We use a pre-defined drought

mask of the countries affected by the 2010 heatwave found from the EM-DAT database [83]

which reports all drought events which follow at least one of the criteria: 10 or more people

dead, 100 or more people affected, declared state of emergency, or a call for international assis-

tance. The region where the droughts are reported is just over the region of Eastern Europe, as

shown in the binary classification maps in Fig 8. We chose this pre-defined drought area to

simplify the problem which would allow us to see if we can indeed classify a drought region

spatially and then look at the derivatives. We did a simple binary classification problem over

the spatial coordinates using the two input variables (GPP and RM). We sampled only from

the month of July at different time intervals within the month to make the samples more varied

as the GPP and RM can still fluctuate within a monthly span. This is an unbalanced dataset as

there are more non-drought regions than drought regions in the spatial subsample. While

there are numerous advanced methods to deal with imbalanced datasets, we only used the

standard SVM as that complexity is out of the scope for this experiment. The ESDC is very

dense so we used 500 randomly selected points for the drought region and 1,000 randomly

Fig 8. Visualizing the (a) labels, (b) predictions (b), and (c) the 2D representation space for the predictions. This is

the classification problem of drought (red) versus no-drought (green) with the support vectors (black) for the SVM

formulation (section 4).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g008
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selected points for the non-drought regions. The remaining points (*3800) were considered

for calculating test statistics, while the visualizations include all of the points for the dataset.

We applied a standard cross-validated SVM classification algorithm with an RBF kernel func-

tion. For metrics, we used the standard precision, recall, F1-score and Support for the predic-

tions of drought over non-drought. Table 4 shows the classification results compared to the

labels of the trained SVM algorithm and Fig 8 shows the classification maps.

Fig 9 shows the sensitivity spatial maps as well as the 2D latent space for the outputs of

the SVM classification model. We show the full derivative and the mask and kernel product

components. The mask derivative has high sensitivity values for almost all regions where the

decision function is unsure about the classification region. We see that the highest yellow

regions are near the Caspian Sea which is also the area where there is a lot of overlap

Table 4. This table summarizes classification results for the drought and non-drought regions over Eastern Europe using the SVM (Support Vector Machines, sec-

tion 4) formulation.

Class Label Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Non-Drought Regions 0.90 0.91 0.91 28590

Drought Regions 0.69 0.67 0.68 8268

Accuracy 0.86 36858

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.t004

Fig 9. Visualizing the scatter plot of the drought (red) versus no-drought (green) and the support vectors (black) using

the SVM section 4 classification algorithm. We also display the sensitivity of the full derivative and its components: the

mask function (tanh) and the kernel function (@k� αy) based on the predictive mean of the SVM classification results.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g009
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between the classes. Recall that the mask used is based on the reported regions and not the

actual GPP or SM values. So naturally the SVM algorithm is probably picking up the incon-

sistencies with the data given. Nevertheless, the kernel derivative indicates where there are

regions of little data and in regions where there is significant overlap. Ultimately, the combi-

nation of the products represents a good balance between lack of data and the width of the

margin between the two classes.

7.4 Principal curves of the ESDC

In this experiment we analyze GPP spatial-temporal patterns for different seasons for the

year 2010 using the principal curve (PC) framework in Section 4. Each sample consists of a

vector with the variable value for a particular location and all the time dimensions in the

season: (05-Jan to 05-May), (21-May to 08-Aug), and (17-Aug to 31-Dec) For each season we

have around 28, 000 samples of size 1 × T. Fig 10 shows the results. For each data set we plot

the mean GPP value of the season in each point. The location of the points that belong to

the PC are plotted in green using the Dijkstra distance inside the curve (as in the toy exam-

ples in Fig 4). The points belonging to the PC can be interpreted as the landmarks of the

whole dataset, similar to a centroid of a cluster. But in this example, they refer to the points

on the probability ridge of the data manifold (i.e. similar to the points closer to the first

eigenvector in PCA). These points could be used for multiple purposes, e.g. as a summary to

analyze the behaviour of the whole manifold or used for a temporal analysis of their evolu-

tion. One one hand, the location of the points is quite independent of the mean values, so

they give different, alternative information. On the other hand, the location depends on the

time of the year represented.

Most of the GPP ‘representative’ points are scattered around the manifold which depends

on the season. For instance during the colder season (Jan-May), the dots are concentrated in

the middle and low latitudes. During this period, the dots in northern Germany have a similar

temperature and GPP than in the North-West part of Europe. Therefore, there is no need to

add extra landmarks in these regions. Points in Morocco represent the warmer part of the

manifold and Balcans area and Turkey represent the central part of the manifold. During the

warmest period (May-Aug) the distribution of the dots follow an opposite direction, Southern

regions are weighted less while Northern regions have more representation. In the case of mild

temperatures (Aug-Dec), more landmarks in different regions are needed.

Fig 10. Principal curves on the ESDC. Each figure represents the results for GPP at different time periods during the 2010.

In each image the mean value of the variable for each location is shown in colormap (minimum blue, maximum red), and the

points that belong to the principal curves are represented in green. Different brightness of green has been computed using the

Dijkstra distance over the curve dots.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g010
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7.5 Sensitivity analysis of kernel dependence measures

HSIC is a dependence measure which can show differences in the higher-order relations

between random variables. The derivatives of HSIC w.r.t. the input features are related to the

change of the dependence measure which summarizes the relevance of the input features in

the dependence. Therefore, these derivative maps can be related to the sensitivity of the inputs.

In this experiment, we chose to study the relation between GPP and RM for Europe and

Russia during the years 2008, 2009 and 2010. We apply the HSIC with a linear kernel and com-

pute the sensitivity maps, which is an estimation of how much the dependency criterion

changes. We take spatial segments of GPP and RM at each time stamp, T and compute the

HSIC value for each T independently for Russia and Europe. We also computed the derivative

of HSIC for the same T time stamps independently for Russian and Europe. We computed the

modulus to summarize the impact of each dimension to act as a proxy for the total average

sensitivity. The final step involved computing the expectation between the modulus of the

derivative of HSIC between Russian and Europe. Europe acts as a proxy stable environment

and Russia is the one we would like to compare to. We estimated the expected value for three

time periods (before: 05-Jan, 20-May; during: 28-May, 01-Sep; after: 09-Sep, 30-Dec) for each

year individually. Then we compared each of the values to see how the expectation changes

between Europe and Russia for each period across the years. The expected value of the HSIC

derivatives summarize the change of association between variables differently than the HSIC

measure itself.

The experiment focuses on studying the coupling/association between RM and GPP during

the Russian drought in 2010. The HSIC algorithm captures an increased difference in depen-

dencies of GPP and RM for Russia relative to Europe in 2010 if we compare this relationship

to the years 2008 and 2009, see Fig 11a. However, HSIC only captures instantaneous instances

of dependencies and not how fast these changes occur. The derivatives of HSIC (Fig 11b) allow

us to quantify and capture when these changes actually occur. The gradients of HSIC do not

show obvious differences in magnitude or shape across years between Russia and Europe. By

taking the expected value of specific time periods of interest (before-during-after drought), we

can highlight the contrast in the dependency trends between different periods with respect to

their previous years, both in terms of HSIC and HSIC derivatives. We observe in Fig 11c, a

change the mean value of the difference in the derivative of HSIC in Fig 11d which reveals a

noticeable change in the trend for the springtime and summertime of 2010 compared to 2008

and 2009.

8 Conclusions

The use of Kernel methods is very popular in pattern analysis and machine learning and have

been widely adopted because of their performance in many applications. However, they are

still considered black-box models as the feature map is not directly accessible and predictions

are difficult to interpret. In this note, we took a modest step back to understand different ker-

nel methods by exploiting partial derivatives of the learned function with respect to the inputs.

To recap, we have provided intuitive explanations for derivatives of each kernel method

through illustrative toy examples, and also highlighted the links between each of the formu-

lations with concise expressions to showcase the similarities. We show that 1) the derivatives

of kernel regression models (such as GPs) allows one to do sensitivity analysis to find rele-

vant input features, 2) the derivatives of kernel classification models (such as SVMs) also

allows one to do sensitivity analysis and visualize the margin, 3) the derivatives of kernel

density estimators (KDE) allows one to describe the ridge of the estimated multivariate den-

sities, 4) the derivatives of kernel dependence measures (such as HSIC) allows one to
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visualize the magnitude and change of direction in the dependencies between two multivari-

ate variables. We have also given proof-of-concept examples of how they can be used in

challenging applications with spatial-temporal Earth datasets. In particular, 1) we show that

we can express the spatial-temporal relationships as inputs to regression algorithms and

evaluate their relevance for prediction of essential climate variables, 2) we show that we can

assess the margin for classification models in drought detection, as a way to identify the

most sensitive points/regions for detection, 3) we show that the ridges can be used as indica-

tors of potential regions of interest due to their location in the PDF, which could be related

to anomalies, and 4) we show that we can detect changes in dependence between two events

during an extreme heatwave event.

A Higher order derivatives of kernel functions

It can be shown that the m-th derivative of some kernel functions can be computed recursively

using Faà di Bruno’s identity [40] for the multivariate case:

@
ðmÞ

@xjðmÞ
f ðgðxÞÞ ¼

X m!

t1! 1!t1 t2! 2!t2 � � � tm!m!tm
�
@
ðt1þ���þtmÞf
@gðxÞ

�
Yn

i¼1

@gðiÞ

@xjðiÞ

� �mj

;

where the sum is over all m-tuples ðt1; . . . ; tmÞ 2 N
m

and
Pm

j¼1
j tj ¼ m. It is also useful the

Fig 11. Each figure represents different summaries of how HSIC can be used to capture the differences in

dependencies between Europe and Russia for GPP and RSM. (a) shows the HSIC value for Europe and Russia at

each time stamp, (b) shows the derivative of HSIC for Europe and Russia at each time stamp, and the mean value for

the difference in the (c) HSIC between Europe and Russia for different periods (Jan-May, Jun-Aug, and Sept-Dec), and

(d) in the derivative of HSIC for the same periods.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g011
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expression for mixed derivatives:

@
ðmÞ

@x1 � � � @xm
f ðgðxÞÞ ¼

X

p2P

@
jpjf

@gðxÞ
�
Y

B2p

@g jBj
Q

j2B@xjBj
;

whereP is the ensemble all the partitions sets in 1. . .m, π is a particular partition set, B 2 π
runs over the blocks of the partition set π, and |π| is the cardinality of π.

For the RBF kernel we can identify f = exp(�) and g = −γkx − yk2. The derivatives for the f(g
(x)) are always the same @m f/@g(x)m = f(g(x)) = exp (g(x)), and the derivatives for the g(x) are:

@g/@xj = −2γ(xj − yj), @2 g/@xj2 = −2γ, @m g/@xjm = 0, for m� 3, and
@mg

@x1...@xm ¼ 0.

Applying the previous formula for m = 1 the first derivative is:

@

@xj
f ðgðxÞÞ ¼

@f
@gðxÞ

@g
@xj

¼ f ðgðxÞÞð� 2gðxj � yjÞÞ

¼ � 2gðxj � yjÞkðx; yÞ:

The second derivative is:

@
2

@xj2
f ðgðxÞÞ ¼

@f
@gðxÞ

@
2g

@xj2
þ

@
2f

@gðxÞ2
@g
@xj

� �2

¼ f ðgðxÞÞð� 2gÞ þ f ðgðxÞÞð4g2ðxj � yjÞ2Þ

¼ 2gð2gðxj � yjÞ2 � 1Þkðx; yÞ:

The mixed derivative is:

@

@xj@xi
f ðgðxÞÞ ¼

@f
@gðxÞ

@
2g

@xj@xi
þ

@
2f

@gðxÞ2
@g
@xj

� �
@g
@xi

� �

¼ f ðgðxÞÞð0Þ þ f ðgðxÞÞð� 2g2ðxj � yjÞÞð� 2g2ðxi � yiÞÞ

¼ 4g2ðxj � yjÞðxi � yiÞkðx; yÞ:

B Custom regression function

In this example we show the behaviour of the first and second derivatives for a multivariate

input. A GP model is fitted over the dataset using the RBF kernel function. The experiment

uses a custom linear multivariate function with two inputs, x1 and x2, as inputs:

y ¼ ax1 þ bx2; ð25Þ

where the coefficients a and b have varying values. Both x1,2 were generated along the same

range uniform distribution Uð½� 20; 20�Þ but there was a linear transformation a = 5, b = 1

from ([0, 20]) and constant everywhere else, i.e. a = b = 1 from ([−20, 0]).

The GP model smooths the piece-wise continuous function which results in some addi-

tional slopes than the original formulation. This is visible (see Fig 12) from the derivatives of

the kernel model as the first derivative for the x1 and x2 components have positive values for

the sensitivities of the slopes in the regions where a and b are equal to some constant, respec-

tively. The second derivative for both x1 and x2 show the same effect except for curvature. This

experiment successfully highlights the derivatives of the individual components as well as their

combined sensitivity.
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Fig 12. First row: The original toy data is displayed as well as the predicted GP model which presents a smoother

curve. Second row: the first derivative in the x1,x2 direction and combined direction (the sensitivity) respectively.

Third row: the second derivative in the x1, x2 direction and combined direction (the sensitivity) respectively. The

yellow colored points represent the regions with positive values, the blue colored points represent the regions with

negative values and the gray colored points represent the regions where the values are zero.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0235885.g012
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Accounting for Input Noise in Gaussian Process
Parameter Retrieval

Juan Emmanuel Johnson , Valero Laparra, and Gustau Camps-Valls , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract— Gaussian processes (GPs) are a class of Kernel
methods that have shown to be very useful in geoscience
and remote sensing applications for parameter retrieval, model
inversion, and emulation. They are widely used because they
are simple, flexible, and provide accurate estimates. GPs are
based on a Bayesian statistical framework which provides a
posterior probability function for each estimation. Therefore,
besides the usual prediction (given in this case by the mean
function), GPs come equipped with the possibility to obtain a
predictive variance (i.e., error bars, confidence intervals) for each
prediction. Unfortunately, the GP formulation usually assumes
that there is no noise in the inputs, only in the observations.
However, this is often not the case in earth observation problems
where an accurate assessment of the measuring instrument
error is typically available, and where there is huge interest
in characterizing the error propagation through the processing
pipeline. In this letter, we demonstrate how one can account
for input noise estimates using a GP model formulation which
propagates the error terms using the derivative of the predictive
mean function. We analyze the resulting predictive variance term
and show how they more accurately represent the model error in
a temperature prediction problem from infrared sounding data.

Index Terms— Derivative, error, Gaussian process (GP)
regression, noisy, surface temperature, variance.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE land and sea surface temperature of the earth is one of
the most important components to understanding the gov-

erning physical processes on the earth’s system [1]. Derived
processes such as heat-fluxes and energy balances on a large
temporal and spatial scale are useful for applications within
climate change, vegetation monitoring, and other environmen-
tal studies. In order to acquire a complete model for many of
these applications, one needs a good characterization of tem-
perature on a global scale [2]. Acquiring ground measurements
is not always practical at such a high spatial and temporal
resolution scale. Remote sensing has proven to be useful to
collect input data for models that capture temperature and
other important environmental factors. Instruments such as the
infrared atmospheric sounding interferometer (IASI) [3] have
an objective to support numerical weather prediction (NWP)
models to provide high-quality predictions for temperature,
humidity, and some trace gases and generating global maps
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from satellite acquisitions which require fast and accurate
algorithms.

A convenient complement to physical or numerical model
inversion consists of using machine learning (ML) algorithms
to substitute or emulate one or more parts in the processing
pipeline. Gaussian processes (GPs) are examples of nonpara-
metric regression models that have grown in popularity over
the past decade [4]. Their strength comes from the use of
Bayesian statistics in order to produce mean predictions with
confidence intervals. In recent years, GPs have been successful
for modeling inputs and outputs on a wide variety of tasks in
remote sensing and geosciences [5].

However, one crucial limitation of many ML algorithms
in general (including GPs) is their ability to handle noisy
inputs. Although this is rarely studied in the ML community,
this relationship is very important in the earth science and
remote sensing in particular. It is customary to estimate a
function f (x) given some noisy observations at y for some
input sample/location x. Many ML models assume that the
inputs x are noise-free and tailor their training procedure
around this assumption. For some applications this is a valid
assumption; however, as the number of data points increases
and originate from different sources including other models,
both assumptions become invalid and this can lead to poor
modeling performance and misleading conclusions in error and
uncertainty propagation studies. Quantifying uncertainty in
ML models is becoming more and more prevalent despite this
already being an essential part of the physical model pipeline
process. On top of this, as more and more ML algorithms
are being used to replace physical models, the proper analysis
of the error propagation through the whole model becomes
imperative.

In this letter, we apply a GP regression formulation which
allows one to account for input noise estimates by exploiting
the derivative of the predictive mean function. By using this
method which propagates the input error, we demonstrate that
the uncertainty estimates are more credible and more accu-
rately estimate the residual error. Section II reviews the current
literature on uncertain inputs in relation to GPs and introduces
the proposed predictive variance estimate. Section III gives
the experimental results using IASI data to predict surface
temperature. Finally, Section V concludes this letter and offers
some possible extensions.

II. GAUSSIAN PROCESSES WITH NOISY INPUTS

This section introduces the problem of dealing with noisy
inputs, reviews the theory of GP regression, and introduces
the model we use to account for the error in the inputs.

1545-598X © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual map illustrating the relation between the noisy inputs and
noisy outputs for an arbitrary model. Traditional ML methods use the path
from x to ŷ. In this letter, we investigate the use of the path from x̃ to ŷ.

A. Regression With Uncertain Inputs

In all facets of modeling, we are essentially looking for
relations between some input x and some output y. Using the
standard ML formulation, we construct our model f (x) plus
some noise. In GPs, this noise is actually modeled as a normal
distribution with some variance σ 2

y . We are interested in using
a GP model under the assumption that x has some noise in
the inputs �x as shown in Fig. 1.

B. Literature Review

In the literature, an early look at dealing with uncertain
inputs is known as errors-in-variables regression [6]. In the
more recent literature specifically related to GPs, we can
divide the field into two families. The first family of methods
adds complexity to the output noise model. This transforms
the noise variance from a single scalar parameter, σ 2

y to a
more complex parameter that varies with respect to the output
residuals. Using heteroscedastic noise models [7], they model
the noise directly in the training and testing phase. However,
it is an approximation and does not explicitly exploit the
structure of the input noise and yet adds more degrees of
freedom to the learning algorithm.

The second family of methods try to improve the GP
model by directly considering the input uncertainty. Many of
the following methods described below have applications in
dynamical problems involving time series. They used local
approximations of the test points from the posterior of GP
function by using the Taylor approximation of the predictive
mean and variance functions. Observations from [8] note that
derivatives of GPs are also GPs, so the derivatives have
a closed-form mean and variance function. However, their
approach resulted in a minimum of second-order derivatives
of the covariance function and third order to calculate the
gradients for minimizing the maximum likelihood. This adds
a significant layer of model and computational complexity
which is problematic with large-scale problems. Another prob-
lem with this approach is that integrating over all possible
trial points may not result in a Gaussian distribution. One
can assume the resulting distribution of the GP model to be
Gaussian and compute its mean and variance by using the
approximate moments approach. This was started by [9], [10]
and further developed in [11] and [12]. These approximations
assume some noise in the x inputs but only take them into
account during the predictions. Dallaire et al. [13] apply
an uncertainty incorporating covariance function used in the
training phase and similarly in [14]. However, this case is only

applicable if the error in the inputs is explicitly known and
does not make adjustments to the model from the posterior
information. The noise-input GP (NIGP) method [15] con-
structs a GP framework that takes into account the posterior
data by using a combination of the gradient of the predictive
variance function and the input error covariance matrix. This
method processes the input noise through the Taylor expansion
and adds a corrective term which includes the derivative.

In remote sensing applications, typically we have well-
characterized measurement errors by way of sensor error
estimates during the design phase. This eliminates the need
to model the input error which alleviates the computational
cost of finding the value of these parameters. Although all
of the above methods incorporate input noise into the GP
model, the ideal situation is to account for input noise in the
training procedure as done in the NIGP. However, training
these models is computationally infeasible when dealing with
a large amount of multidimensional data, such as in remote
sensing. In the following section, we introduce and analyze
a simple way to better estimate the error propagation of the
test points. The approach is inspired on the NIGP formulation
but adapted from the GPs used in the dynamical systems
framework to suit remote sensing applications.

C. Classical GP
Let us fix the notation and the classical GP formulation

first. We are given N pairs of input–output points, {xi , yi |i =
1, . . . , N}, where x = [x1, . . . , x D]ᵀ ∈ RD×1 and y ∈ R.
Let us define X = [x1| · · · |xn]ᵀ ∈ RN×D be a set of known
N data points, and y = [y1, y2, . . . , yn]ᵀ ∈ RN×1 be the
known N labels in RN×1. We are interested in finding a latent
function f (x) of input x that approximates y. We assume the
function f (·) is corrupted by some noise

y = f (x) + �y (1)

where �y represents the modeling error or residuals. By assum-
ing a Gaussian prior for the noise term �y ∼ N (0, σ 2

y ), and a
zero mean GP prior for the latent function, f (x) ∼ GP (0, K),
where K is the covariance matrix parameterized using a Kernel
function, Ki j = k(xi , x j ), we can analytically compute the
posterior distribution over the unknown output y∗, with the
following predictive mean and variance for a new incoming
test input point x∗

μGP = kᵀ∗ (K + λIN )−1y = kᵀ∗α (2)

ν2
GP = k∗∗ − kᵀ∗

(
K + σ 2

y IN
)−1k∗ (3)

where k∗ = [k(x∗, x1), k(x∗, x2), . . . , k(x∗, xN )]ᵀ ∈ RN×1

calculates the similarities between the test point x∗ and all
of the training samples, k∗∗ = k(x∗, x∗) is the self-similarity
matrix for the test samples, and IN is an identity matrix of
size N × N .

D. GP Regression With Noisy Inputs
To account for noisy inputs, we can restart the GP formula-

tion under the assumption that x̃ is the real vector that contains
the real observed input x corrupted by some �x as in Fig. 1.
By introducing x̃ in (1), we can obtain the following model
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Fig. 2. Effects of considering (a) only noise for the outputs y, (b) only noise
for the inputs x , and (c) noise for both the inputs x and the outputs y.

which includes the input noise in the latent function f (x̃)
which is corrupted by two sources of noise �y and �x

y = f (x + �x ) + �y

The (first-order) Taylor expansion centered at x provides us
with a similar formulation

y ≈ f (x) + �ᵀx ∂ f̄ + �y .

This result gives us insight into the error propagation of the
input noise by using the derivatives of the mean function.
One may imagine that in regions where there is a high
gradient (where the output value is rapidly changing), the input
measurements corrupted by noise will be more important as
opposed to regions where the output is almost constant with
regard the input. Fig. 2 illustrates this effect.

The same Gaussian prior for the noise term �y and the zero
mean GP prior for the latent function f (x) is used, like in the
standard GP formulation. We can assume an additive white
Gaussian noise for the inputs, �x ∼ N (0,�x ). Now we have
a typical problem since we cannot analytically compute the
posterior distribution of the unknown output because now our
x comes from a distribution itself, x ∼ N (0,�x ) [16] resulting
in a non-Gaussian distribution. However, we can simply take
the expectation and variance of our new function [15], [17] to
be approximated as a Gaussian. The expectation gives us the
same sample GP prior mean, but the resulting equation for the
variance of the unknown outputs y∗ for a new incoming test
input point x∗ changes as

ν2
eG P = T∗∗ + k∗∗ − kᵀ∗

(
K + σ 2

y IN + T
)−1k∗ (4)

where the effect of the noise in the inputs is represented by
Ti j = T (xi , x j ) = ∂

ᵀ
i �x∂ j , and T∗∗ = T (x∗, x∗). We denoted

the vector of partial derivatives of f with respect to the sample
xi as:

∂i :=
[
∂ f (xi )

∂x1
i

· · · ∂ f (xi )

∂x D
i

]ᵀ
.

The derivative of the predictive function f (2) in GPs only
depends on the derivative of the Kernel function since it is
linear with respect to the α parameters

∂ f (xi )

∂x j
i

= ∂kiα

∂x j
i

= (∂ki j )
ᵀα

where ∂ki j = [(∂k(xi , x1)/∂x j
i ), . . . , (∂k(xi , xN )/∂x j

i )]ᵀ.
Please see1 for a working implementation of the error GP
(eGP) model.

1https://isp.uv.es/egp.html

Fig. 3. (Top): illustrative unidimensional example showing the predictive
mean and predictive variance using different GP methods: standard GP.
(Middle): GP with heteroscedastic noise levels. (Bottom): GP with variance
moment matching error propagation. The left column shows the predictive
mean and the predictive variance for each method. The right column shows
the empirical variance (red line) in relation to the empirical predictive variance
(black line). An input noise coefficient of σx = 0.3 and an output noise
coefficient σ 2

y = 0.05 was used for this demonstration.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Illustrative Example

Fig. 3 showcases a simple “nearly-square” sine wave and
how three different GP formulations approximate the variance
of the function. A standard GP (top row) clearly does not have
any correspondence to the errors in the inputs as the line is
nearly constant for all regions. A GP using a heteroscedastic
noise model (middle row) does capture and adjust for the input
noise but the output still remains constant with no confidence
in regions where the outputs do not vary. On the bottom
row, the GP with our adjusted variance correctly adjusts the
predictive variance based on regions where the gradient is
higher and the outputs drastically change. This same response
to the input noise is what we are hoping to accomplish with
a real and more complex data set in Section III-B.

B. Temperature Estimation From Infrared Sounding Data
We illustrate how the proposed predicted variance account-

ing for the input errors (eGP) compares to the standard
predictive variance for typical GP models when trained to
estimate surface temperature from noisy input radiance values.

1) Data: We use data acquired by the IASI instrument
onboard the MetOp-A satellite, which consists of 8461 spectral
channels between 3.62 and 15.5 μm with a spectral sampling
of 0.25 cm−1 and a spatial resolution of 25 km. We chose
the October 1, 2013, for our sample space, which contained
13 complete orbits within a 24-h period. Since temperature is
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Fig. 4. Mean temperature prediction for October 1, 2013. (a) Ground truth
from the ECMWF model. (b) Predictions using the predictive mean of the GP.

an exemplary atmospheric parameter for weather forecasting,
we used the atmospheric surface temperature predictions
of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-
casts (ECMWF) model and the radiance IASI measurements.
The IASI instrument is well characterized and the noise can be
described as an additive Gaussian noise with a covariance error
for the radiance values provided by European Organization for
the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT).

2) Methodology: We have 13 orbits in total. Ntrain =
5000 points were selected as training samples randomly from
all orbits. The extremely noisy channels were discarded to
reduce the dimensionality of the data from 8461 to 4699.
This was followed by principal component analysis (PCA) to
further reduce the number of dimensions from over 4699 to 50
accounting for 99% of the variance within the data. Using this
reduced sample space, we train a standard GP model using
a negative maximum-log-likelihood scheme with ten random
optimizer restarts for a standard radial basis function (RBF)
Kernel. The remaining points, total of Ntest = 1 182 600
points, were used for testing. We use the same standard
GP to calculate the predictive mean of for the test points.
We calculate the standard deviation (3) and our augmented
standard deviation with input variances (4) to compare to the
mean absolute error.

3) Temperature Estimation: Statistically, the estimation
using the predictive mean of the trained GP model achieved
an average mean absolute error eGP = |y − μGP| of around

Fig. 5. Errors and standard deviations of our GP model for the mean
temperature with orbit October 1, 2013. (a) Absolute error, eGP, between
our predictions and the ECMWF model. (b) Standard deviation, ν2

eG P , from
a regular GP (3). (c) Standard deviation, ν2

eG P , which takes into account the
noise in the inputs, eGP (4).

2 ◦C and a model R2 value of 0.97. The first set of temperature
maps in Fig. 4 show the mean surface temperature ground truth
provided by ECMWF model versus the GP model predictions.
Visibly, the results are similar but there are some discrepancies
in regions where there is a large change in temperature.
For example regions along the boundaries between the red
and blue in the southern and northern regions of the equation
exhibit errors in predictions. Furthermore, the boundary along
the west coast of south America, regions near the equator and
tropic of Capricorn, and the region in central Asia have dif-
ferent temperature predictions than the ground truth. Fig. 5(a)
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TABLE I

METRICS BETWEEN THE MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (eGP) OF THE GP
MODEL AND THE PREDICTIVE STANDARD DEVIATION FOR BOTH THE

GP ν2
GP (3) AND eGP ν2

eG P (4)

supports these visible observations as the reddest regions are
the same, and also has red-regions along the northern and
southern hemispheres.

4) Error Propagation: The maps for the two GP variance
predictors are noticeably different [Fig. 5(b) and (c)]. The
standard GP variance focuses on the region in northern Africa
and the middle east. This is an absent region in the error
map. This is also a known hot region which is expected
to have a high temperature gradient locally but relatively
similar temperature gradient spatially. The standard deviation
for the eGP also has a large confidence interval for this
area, but, in addition, chooses regions where there is a high
temperature gradient spatially, like the aforementioned regions
in the northern and southern hemispheres. Many of the slightly
less red regions correspond to the regions on the error map.
Overall, it appears that the spread between the regions with
lower and higher standard deviations is more pronounced in
the eGP than the standard GP which has a high concentration
on regions where the temperature is spatially similar.

Table I shows the numerical results. It presents the error
estimates between the standard deviation for the GP and eGP
versus the mean absolute error between the predictions and
the labels. In all cases, the eGP and the absolute error have
lower error statistics.

IV. CONCLUSION

The consideration of noisy inputs is extremely important in
earth science for error characterization and uncertainty quan-
tification and propagation. However, their formal treatment in
ML has not been widely approached. If we hope to combine
the use of statistical models with physical models, then we
will need accurate error and uncertainty estimates for our
predictions.

In this letter, we gave a simple formulation and rationale
for how the derivative of GP models in particular can be
used to help the predictive variance obtain more accurate (and
credible) error estimates in earth science applications. Using a
GP model to predict temperature from radiances, we showed
quantitatively and visually that the predictive variance with
the propagated error provided a stronger correspondence to
the absolute error and that it can be useful to understand a GP
models performance and noise/errors impact.

For further work, one could incorporate the input noise
information both during the training procedure of the GP
algorithm and in the computation of the predictive variance
in the testing procedure, as well as incorporate this same
framework of utilizing the derivatives of Kernel functions to
propagate the error in other Kernel methods.
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ABSTRACT

Information theory is an excellent framework for analyzing Earth system data because it allows us
to characterize uncertainty and redundancy, and is universally interpretable. However, accurately
estimating information content is challenging because spatio-temporal data is high-dimensional,
heterogeneous and has non-linear characteristics. In this paper, we apply multivariate Gaussianization
for probability density estimation which is robust to dimensionality, comes with statistical guarantees,
and is easy to apply. In addition, this methodology allows us to estimate information-theoretic
measures to characterize multivariate densities: information, entropy, total correlation, and mutual
information. We demonstrate how information theory measures can be applied in various Earth
system data analysis problems. First we show how the method can be used to jointly Gaussianize
radar backscattering intensities, synthesize hyperspectral data, and quantify of information content
in aerial optical images. We also quantify the information content of several variables describing
the soil-vegetation status in agro-ecosystems, and investigate the temporal scales that maximize
their shared information under extreme events such as droughts. Finally, we measure the relative
information content of space and time dimensions in remote sensing products and model simulations
involving long records of key variables such as precipitation, sensible heat and evaporation. Results
confirm the validity of the method, for which we anticipate a wide use and adoption. Code and demos
of the implemented algorithms and information-theory measures are provided.

Keywords Density estimation, Information theory, entropy, mutual information, Gaussianization, multivariate
data, droughts, climate extreme, anomaly, spatio-temporal Earth data.
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1 Introduction

Earth system models and observational data are fundamental to monitor our planet and to understand climate change [1,
2, 3, 4]. We now face a data deluge which comes from remote sensing platforms that continuously increase the spatial,
temporal and spectral resolution of data sources. In recent years, Earth system data comes in high volume, heterogeneity,
and uncertainty [5] which poses important challenges in analysis, modeling and understanding. The statistical analysis
of remote sensing data and model simulations requires dealing with large amounts of heterogeneous, multivariate, and
spatio-temporal data. The volume of data from high-resolution models and observations have substantially increased
to petabyte scales. Yet, we are well aware that copious amounts of data does not necessarily mean large amounts
of information. For example, it is now widely acknowledged that models are often correlated and share common
traits, features and information content. Which is the most appropriate and representative model? How can we best
quantify their information content in meaningful units? Essential Earth variables and data products exhibit high levels
of redundancy in space and time. What is the appropriate space, time or spatio-temporal scales one should look at? The
same questions arise when trying to assess and choose the most adequate observational variable or bio-geo-physical
parameter for Earth monitoring.

Density estimation is at
the core of all problems
in statistics and machine
learning, but is still a chal-
lenging and unresolved
problem.

From a pure statistical standpoint, the problem of information quantification for Earth
and climate data is challenging. Information theory (IT) is the appropriate framework
to study information content, uncertainty and redundancy [6]. The estimation of
entropy and mutual information for discrete and continuous random variables has
been addressed under different approaches in the statistics literature [7, 8, 9, 10]. An
important problem is that IT measure estimation of multivariate data is difficult, and
very often only unidimensional/marginal measures of information are computed in
practice. Many are largely based on histogram estimates, which is a very limiting
factor [6, 11]. Many multivariate estimates based on nearest neighbors [8, 9, 10] either do not scale well, do not
converge to the true measure, or show high estimation bias [12]. Measures such as entropy or mutual information have
been used in remote sensing and the geosciences to study feature redundancy in image classifiers [13], to assess the
maximum number of parameters that can be estimated given a set of observations [14], for remote sensing feature
extraction and weighting [15, 16], data fusion [17], image registration [18, 19, 20], and to quantify uncertainty in
models and observations [21].

Information quantification requires estimating multivariate densities which is a challenging and unresolved problem.
This is especially problematic in Earth observation data with moderate-to-high dimensional problems with nonlinear
feature relations. These issues affect the classic parametric density estimators based on the exponential family of
solutions or mixture distributions as well as non-parametric methods based on histograms, kernel density estimation, and
k-nearest neighbors. As an alternative to these traditional methods, there is a new class of methods called neural density
estimators [22] which are parameterized neural networks that estimate densities. They use the ‘change of variables’
formula to estimate densities of inputs and also allow one to draw samples of your input data. They have promise as
they have been successfully used in applications related to Earth system sciences including inverse problems [23] and
density estimation [24].

Gaussianization is effec-
tive in multivariate den-
sity estimation, and al-
lows one to estimate multi-
dimensional information
measures

In this paper, we look at a particular class of models inside the neural density
estimation family. In particular, we introduce the Gaussianization method [25] and
in particular a generalized algorithm called Rotation-Based Iterative Gaussianization
(RBIG) [26]. This method uses a repeated sequence of simpler feature-wise Gaussian
transformations and orthogonal rotations until convergence. It can be shown that in
each iteration the total correlation and the non-Gaussianity are reduced and converge
towards zero, that is, towards full independence. The learned transformation towards
the Gaussian domain is invertible, which allows us to synthesize data easily by inverting samples drawn from the
Gaussian domain. The method is also advantageous because it allows us to estimate IT measures such as entropy, total
correlation, non-Gaussianity and mutual information effectively in high dimensional data. The method is easy to apply,
fast, and has links to deep neural networks [26, 27, 28]. Section §2 will review the theoretical properties of RBIG and
their practical use for information theoretic measures estimation.

In §3 we take advantage of RBIG to estimate information theoretic measures in different Earth system science problems
of interest. Three settings of increasing scale and sophistication are given (cf. Table 3): from working at pixel and
patch level (fully spectral and spatio-spectral domains) to studying information in time series (fully temporal domain),
and finally to quantifying redundancy and probability in Earth data cubes (spatio-temporal domain). We first illustrate
the use of RBIG with three standard remote sensing data modalities and for three different illustrative applications:
in Gaussianizing radar backscattering intensity data, synthesizing hyperspectral spectra and quantifying information
in RGB aerial images. Our second application is concerned with assessing the information content conveyed by a

2
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selection of remotely-sensed variables widely used in vegetation/land monitoring -temperature, moisture and vegetation
indices-, and with investigating the temporal scales that maximize their shared information under extreme events such
as droughts. Finally, we focus on quantifying the information content in spatio-temporal data cubes of selected climate
variables (precipitation, sensible heat, evaporation) over a decade of global data. We are interested in quantifying and
contrasting the information content of the space versus time dimensions as a means to understand the scales of the
underlying physical processes. We conclude with some remarks and outline further work in §4.

2 Multivariate Gaussianization

2.1 PDF Estimation

Most problems in signal and image processing, information theory and machine learning involve the challenging task of
multidimensional probability density function (PDF) estimation. A probability density function or simply a density
p(·) takes an input x ∈ X and outputs a density, which follows the properties that 1) p(x) ≥ 0,∀x ∈ RD, and 2) it
has to sum to one,

∫
X p(x)dx = 1. In practice, we usually do not have access to the PDF p(·) but we do have a set

of (multivariate) samples drawn from the generating process x = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN} to estimate the PDF from. An
accurate PDF estimation is important because it allows us to: 1) calculate the probability of any arbitrary input data
point, which accounts for the relative likelihood that the value of the random variable (r.v.) would equal the sample; 2)
generate samples x′ ∼ p(x) from this distribution thus allowing data synthesis, background and support estimation, as
well as anomaly detection; and 3) calculate expectations for functions (or transformations) of arbitrary form f(x) given
p(x), i.e. Ex[f(x)], which allows us to e.g. characterize the system.

Having access to all of these properties gives us the ability to tackle long-standing problems in machine learning and
statistics. With accurate PDF estimates, one can model conditional densities of data generated from a prior distribution,
develop accurate and efficient compression schemes, and use principled objective functions such as maximum likelihood.
In addition, having access to an accurate density estimator can be useful in many hybrid applications to deal with
out-of-sample or out-of-distribution problems too [29]. The problem is therefore to estimate the density p(x) given a
set of samples from X .

The simplest approach to PDF estimation assumes the density has a parametric functional form defined by a fixed
number of tuneable parameters. The Gaussian assumption is the most widely adopted for unimodal distributions, which
comes parameterized by a mean µ and a covariance function Σ. If more than one mode is assumed, then a mixture of
Gaussians generally leads to better fits. However, finding a parametric form for the distribution that fits properly to a
particular data is really difficult in most cases.

The alternative approach comes from non-parametric models, which do not assume a specific form for the distribution
and are learned from data. The simplest non-parametric method estimates the PDF by partitioning the data space in
non-overlapping bins whereby the density is estimated as the fraction of data points in the bin divided by the volume
of the bin. This histogram-based PDF estimation method poorly copes with dimensionality, typically leads to either
overfitting or underfitting, and selecting an appropriate number of bins per dimension is a challenge in itself. Alternative
parametric estimates for these methods following likelihood-estimation schemes for the optimal bin width determined
by the maximum likelihood have been introduced [22]. However, they are very rigid approaches and lead to very rough
density functions. To achieve smoother PDF estimates, the kernel density estimation (KDE) method is another popular
non-parametric method. KDE places a non-linear kernel function with a varying bandwidth parameter to control the
degree of smoothness on top of each example. Unfortunately, a bias-variance trade-off will result in over/underfitting
the PDF, especially in moderate-to-high dimensional problems. In the previous approaches, the bandwidth is typically
fixed a priori following heuristics in the literature [30], and rarely take into account the concentration of points, i.e.
that smaller bins should be placed in regions with a higher concentration of points, in a form of adaptive bit-allocation
scheme. This can be addressed by using k-nearest neighbors (kNN), which has an adaptive bandwidth per location and
depends on the number of training points available. However, all of the density estimators above suffer from the curse
of dimensionality: as the dimensionality increases, the space becomes sparser and density estimates are unreliable.

2.2 Gaussianization for PDF estimation

An alternative way to estimate a PDF from observational data is through a data transformation to a convenient domain,
instead of working explicitly in the high-dimensional input domain. The question of what is a convenient domain is a
long-standing one, yet ideally this should be a domain with independent components so one can work in each dimension
independently to get rid of the curse of dimensionality, one that allows to perform operations and compute quantities
therein, and one that is invertible so that one can express these quantities in meaningful units of the input domain.

3
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Table 1: Summary of all components of the Gaussianization algorithm.
Description Notation Transformation Domain Before After

Marginal Uniformization U

Histogram [26],
Kernel Density Estima-
tion [28],
Lambert[31],
Splines[32], Box-Cox
[33]

R →
R[0,1]

Inverse CDF CDF−1
Inverse Gaussian CDF,
Logit,
Inverse Cauchy CDF

R[0,1] →
R

Marginal Gaussianization Ψ = CDF−1 ◦ U Marginal Uniformization
+ Inverse CDF R→ R

Rotation R

Principal Components
Analysis [26],
Independent Compo-
nents Analysis [25],
Random Rotations [26]

Rd → Rd

Gaussianization Block G` = R
[
Ψ1 · · ·Ψd

] Composition of
Rotation + Marginal
Gaussianization

Rd → Rd

Gaussianization transform G = [G1 ◦ · · · ◦GL]
Composition of
Gaussianization Blocks Rd → Rd

Figure 1: A demonstration of a complete Gaussianization of a noisy sine wave to a marginally and jointly Gaussian
distributed. We use PCA for the rotation matrix and histogram CDF estimator for the marginal transformation.

The Gaussian distribution has desirable properties of showing independent components and being mathematically
tractable and is thus a good candidate for density estimation. A class of Gaussianization methods [28, 26] look for
transforms to a multivariate Gaussian domain. These transforms are related to projection pursuit transformations
originally introduced in [34] and seek to transform a multivariate distribution p(x), where x ∈ Rd, into a standardized
multivariate Gaussian distribution [25, 26]:

Gθ : x ∈ Rd 7→ z ∈ Rd
∼ p(x) ∼ N (0, Id),

(1)

where θ are the parameters learned to Gaussianize the data x, 0 is a vector of zeros (for the means) and Id is the identity
matrix (for the covariance). By construction, the Gaussianization transform is a parameterized function Gθ consisting
of a sequence of L iterations (or layers), each one of them performing an orthogonal rotation of the data and a marginal
Gaussianization transformation to each feature.

The transformation Gθ in each iteration ` is defined as:

Gθ : x`+1 = R`Ψ`(x`), ` = 1, . . . , L

4
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where x0 corresponds to the original data x, Ψ` is the marginal Gaussianization of each dimension of x` for the
iteration `, and R` is a rotation matrix for the marginally Gaussianized variable Ψ`(x

`). After convergence in L
iterations, the transformation contains all the needed information to transform data coming from the original density
into a multivariate Gaussian. θ collectively group all parameters in the method: those from the rotation matrix R and
the marginal transformation Ψ. For example, one could use a principal components analysis (PCA) transformation for
the rotation matrix R and a histogram transformation for the marginal Gaussianization transformation Ψ. Then, the
eigenvectors obtained from PCA describing R and the parameterizations of Ψ would define θ. See Table 1 for more
details on the decomposition of this formula and Fig. 1 for a full decomposition of a toy dataset.

We can use the change of variables formula to calculate the PDF of x as

px(x) = pz (Gθ(x))
∣∣∇xGθ(x)

∣∣ , (2)

where |∇xGθ(x)| is the determinant of the Jacobian of Gθ w.r.t. x. Generally, any unknown PDF of x can be estimated
as long as we have the transformationGθ along with its Jacobian. Intuitively, this transformation essentially destroys the
density of X into unstructured noise (often Gaussian) [35]. There is no limit to the amount of composite transformations
GΘ = Gθ1

◦Gθ2
◦ · · · ◦GθL

that can be used in order to sufficiently converge to the Gaussian distribution. In addition,
because GΘ is invertible, we can sample points in the original domain x′ ∈ X by generating samples in the transformed
Gaussian domain and propagating this through the inverse transformation G−1Θ . Because the transform is a product of
linear and marginal operations, both the Jacobian and the inverse transform can be computed easily [26, 36].

The transformation is in-
vertible and allows for den-
sity estimation, synthesis
and information quantifi-
cation in high-dimensional
Earth data problems

The original Gaussianization algorithm [25] worked by applying an orthogonal ro-
tation matrix via independent components analysis (ICA) and then a mixture of
Gaussians (MOGs) for the marginal Gaussian transformation. After enough repeti-
tions L, it was shown that this converged to a multivariate Gaussian distribution [25].
In [26] we extended Gaussianization by realizing that the method will converge with
any orthogonal rotation matrix R and we named the algorithm Rotation-Based Iter-
ative Gaussianization (RBIG). This allowed for more simpler and faster algorithms
such as the Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and even randomly generated
orthogonal rotation matrices. In addition, much simpler univariate estimators like the histogram was used to speed up the
algorithm significantly. Meng et. al. [28] coined the term Gaussianization Flows and extended the iterative algorithm to
be fully parameterized and trainable by incorporating a mixture of logistics as the marginal Gaussianization layer and a
sequence of Householder Flows [37, 38] as the rotation layer. They also proved this is a universal approximator and
showed convincing results that Gaussianization is comparable to some other classes of methods specifically designed
for density estimation or sampling [28]. All transformations and example variants can be found in table 1.

Irregardless of the method chose, in order to find the parameters θ for the transformationGθ , we minimize the following
cost function w.r.t. θ:

L(θ) = DKL [pz (Gθ(x)) ||N (0, ID)] , (3)
which is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the estimated Gaussian distribution and the true multivariate
Gaussian distribution of mean 0 and covariance I; in other words, this is a measure of how much non-Gaussian our
distribution is after transformation. This reveals a direct relationship with information theoretic concepts and measures.
Chen [25, 39] showed that (3) can be decomposed as

L(θ) = T (x) + Jm(x), (4)

where T (x) is the Total Correlation (T) (a.k.a. Multi-Information, Multivariate Mutual Information) between all of the
marginal distributions, and Jm(x) is the KL divergence between the marginal distributions and the standard Gaussian
normal distribution. Intuitively, this cost function is trying to minimize the shared information between each of the
marginal distributions and ensuring that they follow a standard normal Gaussian distribution. We want to highlight
here that RBIG vastly transforms and simplifies the PDF estimation problem: from estimating the density of the
high-dimensional multivariate distribution in X directly, to doing it indirectly through a transformation to a Gaussian
domain. All this by using a series of marginal transformations, which are straightforward and fast.

An illustrative example of how RBIG works on a simple 2D toy dataset is shown in Figure 2. We transform a non-
Gaussian 2D dataset into a 2D marginal and jointly Gaussian distribution along with the inverse transformation (first
row). The second row showcases how we can use RBIG to synthesize points in the data domain using the inverse
transformation. The bottom right figure shows evolution through iterations of the final total correlation (as a measure of
redundancy) and the Non-Gaussianity (as a measure of distance to a Gaussian). Please see

RBIG site: https://ipl-uv.github.io/rbig/

for a working implementation of the RBIG algorithm in Python and MATLAB.
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X ẑ = Gθ(x) x = G−1
θ (ẑ)

Z x̂ = G−1
θ (z) ∆T , Non-Gaussianity

Figure 2: Density estimation of sinusoid with heteroscedastic noise using RBIG. Top: The original data distribution X is
mapped to a Gaussian domain Z with transform Gθ parameterized by a set of rotations and marginal Gaussianizations
collectively denoted as θ, which has an analytic inverse transformation, x = D−1θ (ẑ) to recover the original data.
Bottom: One can sample random data from the Gaussian in domain Z and use the inverse transformation of z to x̂ for
data synthesis. We also demonstrate the losses; the equivalence of the change in total correlation between layers ∆T
and the KL-Divergence between transformed data and a multivariate Gaussian (Non-Gaussianity)

2.3 Information Theory Measures using the RBIG Transform

RBIG was designed for density estimation, but was inspired by and had connections to information theory [6]. The
series of transformations learned by RBIG lead to a Gaussian domain so features are statistically independent. This
reduction in redundancy is achieved iteratively and can be explicitly computed by summing up all the layer redundancy
reductions. This metric is known as the total correlation and computing this metric subsequently allows us to derive
some information-theoretic measures from the data.

2.3.1 Information

Shannon information I [40] is based on the idea that a sample, xi, is more interesting (carries more information) if it is
less probable. The formal definition of information is:

I(xi) = − log(px(xi)). (5)

It can be used for instance to highlight regions of more interest in a dataset. Information can be computed for each
sample in our dataset by using RBIG and Eq. (2).

The expected value of the provided information by a complete dataset, x, is called entropy:

H(x) = Ex[− log(px(x))]. (6)

While the entropy could be computed by estimating the information of each sample in the dataset using Eq. (5) and
averaging, it is more convenient to compute it by using the ability of RBIG to compute Total Correlation as we will see
in the following section.

2.3.2 Total Correlation

The total correlation, T , accounts for the information shared among the dimensions of a multidimensional random
variable [41, 42]. Details on how to compute T using RBIG can be found in [26], here we sketch the main idea. Given

6
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data x ∈ RD, we first learn the Gaussianization transform with L iterations, and compute the cumulative reduction in
total correlation in each iteration as:

T (x) =
L∑

`=1

(
D H(N (0, 1))−

D∑

d=1

H(x`d)

)
. (7)

The number of layers L will be determined by the reduction in total correlation with each transformation. If there is no
change in total correlation after some threshold number of layers, we can assume that xd are completely independent. It
is important to note that all entropy calculations only involved marginal operations which are simple and fast which
allows RBIG to be used on large datasets with a high number of dimensions.

2.3.3 Joint entropy

While the concept of information is attached to a a particular sample, entropy is used in different fields to characterize
how unpredictable a complete process is. Entropy can be easily computed from the learned RBIG transformation by

H(x) =
D∑

d=1

H(xi)− T (x), (8)

where
∑D
d=1H(xi) are marginal entropy estimations and T (x) also involves marginal estimations, cf. (7).

2.3.4 Multivariate Mutual Information

The multivariate mutual information (MI) accounts for the information shared by two datasets [6]. Estimating MI
can be very challenging when working with high dimensional data. Our approach is based on the invariance property
of mutual information to reparameterize the space of each variable [43]. Therefore, we essentially Gaussianize the
two datasets, X and Y, with corresponding transforms that remove their total correlations. Then, the total correlation
remaining among both Gaussianized datasets is equivalent to the mutual information between the original datasets:

MI(X,Y) = T ([Gθx(X),Gθy(Y)]), (9)

which again implies only marginal operations, cf. eq.(7).

Figure 3 shows a venn diagram illustrating the different information theory measures used in this paper and Table 2
shows a visual demonstration of how they compare to the popular Pearson correlation coefficient for different toy
datasets.

Figure 3: A venn diagram showing the relationships of all information theory measures used in this paper. The
solid coloured circles represent marginal variables and the intersection regions with bold lines represent regions for
information theory measures like mutual information, MI and total correlation, T

3 Experiments

In this section, we explore the information content, the redundancy and the relation in a selection of Earth data analysis
problems, involving both remote sensing data and models, using RBIG. First we illustrate the method ability to analyze
standard remote sensing settings involving total correlation estimation in hyperspectral, radar and very high resolution

7
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Table 2: Demonstration showing how different information theory measures discussed compare to the popular Pearson
correlation coefficient, ρ. This table is also a visual demonstration of how to interpret Mutual Information and how it’s
related to marginal entropy and the joint entropy; MI(x,y) = H(x) +H(y)−H(x,y)

Correlation ρ(x,y) Low Medium Low Low Medium High
Mutual
Informa-
tion

MI(x,y) Low Medium High High High High

Marginal
Entropy H(x), H(y) High High High High High High

Joint En-
tropy H(x,y) High Medium Medium Low Low Low

Table 3: Summary of experiments with details on the data sets, configurations, application and measures employed.

Exp. Data sets Characteristics Ref. Configuration Application Measures

SAR: ERS-2 26m, backscatter intensity [44] Pixel-wise Gaussianization T
1 Hyperspectral:

AVIRIS
30m, 224 channels [45] Pixel-wise Synthesis T

Airborne camera:
RGB images

10cm, 21 classes, 100 im-
ages/class

[46] Spatial I quantification T

2 Optical: MODIS LST,
NDVI

0.05º, 5.5 years, 14-day [47] Temporal I quant., PDF compar-
ison

H, MI

Passive MW: SMOS
SM, VOD

25km, 5.5 years, daily [48] Temporal I quant., PDF compar-
ison

H, MI

3 Obs. & Sim.: E, SH,
Precip

0.083º, 10 years, monthly,
global

[49] Spatio-
Temporal

I quantification I, H

imagery. Second, we quantify the information content of several variables describing the soil-vegetation status, and
investigate the temporal scales leading to maximum shared information for the detection and precursors of anomalies
such as droughts. Finally, we explore the challenging problems of IT measure estimates and the quantification of
the spatio-temporal information tradeoff in global Earth products. Table 3 summarizes the experiments in terms of
measures, applications and data/simulations used.

3.1 Experiment 1: Gaussianization in remote sensing data

This first set of experiments considers the use of RBIG for standard remote sensing image processing. We will show
the performance of RBIG in hyperspectral, very high resolution and radar imagery, and for several applications: joint
(multivariate) Gaussianization, data synthesis and information estimation.

3.1.1 Gaussianization of radar images

The first part of the experiment focuses on analysis of radar imagery. Data used here was collected in the Urban
Expansion Monitoring (UrbEx) ESA-ESRIN DUP project [44]. Results from UrbEx project were used to perform
the analysis of the selected test sites and for validation purposes. We consider an ERS-2 SAR pair selected with
perpendicular baselines between 20 and 150 m in order to obtain the interferometric coherence from each complex SAR
image pair. The corresponding pair (I1, I2) of the SAR backscattering intensities (0-35 days) were stacked for analysis,
Figure 4[left]. The relation between the intensity features is strongly nonlinear and non-Gaussian and shows a large
dispersion, see Figure 4[a]. The total correlation, T is computed with RBIG for the original domain is T = 0.0929 bits.
A standard approach in SAR image (pre)processing consists of noise removal and marginal Gaussianization, which
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Radar image processing. We illustrate the Gaussinization of 2D radar data comprised of a pair (I1, I2) of
ERS-2 SAR backscattering intensities. The joint distribution is non-Gaussian (a) and preprocessing before applying any
algorithm is generally convenient. The standard marginal Gaussiaization (b) does not achieve a full spherical (joint)
Gaussian, unlike the RBIG transformation (c).

can address these problems only partially. This marginal Gaussianization cannot deal with the saturation for high and
low signal values, Figure 4[b]. A multivariate Gaussianization leads to a fully Gaussian density, Figure 4[c]. This is
confirmed by the estimated total correlation T = 0.0095 bits as it is less than the marginally Gaussianized data.

3.1.2 Synthesizing hyperspectral images

Multispectral, radar and
hyperspectral data exhibit
complex nonlinear rela-
tions in high dimensional
spaces. RBIG maps the
data to a convenient Gaus-
sian domain that allows to
synthesize new data and
quantify information

To show the capabilities of the method to deal with high dimensional data here we
consider hyperspectral image processing. We took the standard AVIRIS Indian Pines
data set [45], where the data has spectrally redundancy and complex joint distrubtions.
The image contains 200 spectral channels, which are considered here as the (very
high) input dimensionality. We learned a Gaussianization transform leading to a
multivariate Gaussian domain of 200 dimensions spectral bands. Then we sampled
from a multivariate Gaussian n = 106 samples of 200 dimensions, and inverted them
back to the spectral domain. RBIG can be used this way to generate synthetic spectra
easily. Figure 5 (a) shows the original and the synthesized spectra. This shows how
the proposed method allows us to generate/synthesize seemingly spectral distributions
even in such a high-dimensional setting.

Figure 5 (a) shows the original and the synthesized spectra. This shows how the proposed method allows us to
generate/synthesize seemingly spectral distributions even in such a high-dimensional setting. In addition, figure 5 (b)
and (c) show corner plots illustrating the joint distributions between various spectral bands (10, 20, 50, 100, and 150).
We see that the marginal and joint distributions for the generated spectra by RBIG in (c) are very similar to the real
data in (b) across all pairwise band combinations. This is important to highlight that some of the most widely used
methods such as PCA would be able to replicate figure 5(a) with a good approximate mean and standard deviation but
they would not be able to replicate figure 5(d) where all joint distributions are approximately Gaussian.

3.1.3 Information and redundancy in high resolution images

Very high resolution images are constantly acquired with the new generation of sensors, both on airborne and spaceborne
platforms. A systematic analysis of the images is necessary. Machine learning, and deep learning in particular, has
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(a) Generated spectra (b) Real (c) RBIG

Figure 5: Gaussianization and synthesis of hyperspectral data using RBIG. In (a) we show the mean and standard
deviation spectrum for the 21000 real pixels (mean = black, standard deviation = darker shade) and the 1 million
pixels generated synthetically (mean = red, standard deviation = lighter shade) using RBIG. In (b) and (c) we show the
marginal and joint distributions of 10, 20, 50, 100, 150 spectral bands for the real data and data generated with RBIG
respectively.

led to an important leap in classification accuracy. However, owing to the wealth of data and the diversity, it becomes
necessary to design algorithms that exploit most of the information content of images, both in terms of relevant features
and examples.
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Figure 6: Estimation of total correlation, T in very high resolution aerial imagery. Top: Three illustrative images for
each of the 21 classes in the database, ranked according to their estimated T . Bottom: (a) Each image is decomposed in
3 × 3 patches with three channels (rgb), making samples of 27 dimensions. (b) We measure how much overlapping
there is between the information content (i.e. the total correlation) of these 27 dimensions for each class. We show a
Venn diagram to illustrate the measured information following the same criteria as in Fig.3. (c) Average total correlation
computed iteratively for the different 21 class-specific RBIG models over 50 iterations, with the mean T (solid) and the
T standard deviation (shaded) over all models. Convergence is achieved very rapidly for all classes (note the log-scale).
(d) ranked T per class computed from the RBIG models.
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Here we validate RBIG to estimate total correlation (multi-information) in a set of aerial scenes collected in the
UCMerced data set [46]. The data set contains manually extracted images from the USGS National Map Urban Area
Imagery collection from 21 aerial scene categories, with 1-ft/pixel resolution. The data set contains highly overlapping
classes and has 100 images per class, see some examples per class in Fig. 6[top]. We extracted color patches of size
3 × 3 × 3 from each image, which yielded a total of 6499950 27-dimensional feature vectors per class. Then, we
developed a Gaussianization transformation for each class individually and computed the (spatio-spectral) T using
RBIG, see Fig. 6[bottom left]. We show in Fig. 6[bottom right] the average and standard deviation of the T evolution
through 50 iterations for the 21 classes (note the log-scale) and the total correlation per class. More textured classes like
runaways, freeway, buildings and intersections lead to higher T , while rather homogeneous/flat classes like chaparral,
agricultural or forests reveal low information content.

3.2 Experiment 2: Information Quantification of Terrestrial Biosphere Variables in Time

Figure 7: Left: distribution of croplands within California, according to the MODIS IGBP land cover classification. Top
right: time series of normalized VOD, NDVI, SM, and LST, as well as the SMADI index [50] obtained at the selected
pixel (blue star). SMADI extreme drought category is marked with an orange horizontal line. Bottom right: percent
area of California in U.S. drought monitor [51] categories .

According to climate projections, extreme events are likely to intensify and become more frequent over the coming
years [52]. The effects of extreme events (such as droughts) are prevalent, not only in the biosphere and atmosphere,
but in the anthroposphere too. Drought is a major cause of limited agricultural productivity which accounts for a large
proportion of crop losses and annual yield variations throughout the world [53]. Droughts are also being currently
placed as direct contributors to social conflicts, migration, and political unrest (e.g. [54]).

There are many studies showing the value of incorporating Earth observation (EO) data for global agricultural systems
and applications [55, 56]. Variables such as land surface temperature (LST) and the normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) derived from optical satellites and, more recently, soil moisture (SM) and vegetation optical depth (VOD)
derived from passive microwave sensors are just a few of the many features that can potentially be key for the early
detection of drought events [47, 57, 48]. The Soil Moisture Agricultural Drought Index (SMADI) was proposed in [58]
to integrate SM with LST and NDVI, showing good agreement with other drought indices and with documented events
of drought world-wide [47].

In this experiment, we quantify the information in and between LST, NDVI, SM and VOD variables for the study area
of California (only agricultural fields), see figure 7. LST and NDVI are descriptors of the surface temperature and
vegetation chlorophyll content, whereas SM and VOD characterize the water content in soils and vegetation [58, 48].
We will also use information measures as a means to evaluate whether it would be worthwhile to include VOD as an
additional variable in the SMADI ensemble to characterize droughts. Prior to the analyses, variables were resampled
into a common 0.05◦ grid and biweekly temporal resolution. Details on the data sets are provided in Table 3. Measures
are conducted for years 2010-2011 and years 2014-2016 separately, which are representative of non-drought and
drought conditions in the study region (see Figure 7).
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We focus here in computing multivariate information theory measures in a temporal feature setting, in which previous
time steps are included as input features. So for example, 1 input feature includes the current time stamp, 2 input
features includes the current time stamp and the time stamp 14 days previously, and so on. This allows us to investigate
the temporal scales that maximize the shared information among the remotely-sensed variables. This is particularly
relevant for droughts, since there is a time lag between soil/climatic conditions (e.g. represented here by SM, LST) and
the plant response (e.g. described by NDVI and VOD), which varies in the literature from two or three weeks up to
three months [59].

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Compares the Entropy for VOD, LST, NDVI and SM individually against the number of temporal
dimensions considered. (b) Compares the contribution in entropy of VOD on the joint multidimensional variables
integrated in SMADI [LST, NDVI, SM] and SMADI+ [LST, NDVI, SM, VOD] and how it changes as we include more
temporal dimensions. The solid lines are mean estimates and the shaded regions are the variance estimates for the
non-drought years (2010-2011) and the drought years (2014-2015). Next to each graphic we show a Venn diagram to
illustrate the measured information for 3 temporal dimensions as an example, following the same criteria as in Fig.3.

How much information is
adding a particular vari-
able for drought monitor-
ing? What temporal scales
are the most informative?
RBIG can answer these
questions explicitly in bits

The amount of expected information H for each of the four variables and how
it changes as we include more temporal dimensions is analyzed in Figure 8 (a).
Entropy will always increase with more features. So the entropy shown here has been
normalized by the total amount of features present which allows us to quantify the
amount of entropy per feature. It can be seen that the amount of entropy for VOD is
the highest in all temporal settings, closely followed by LST. All variables decrease
in entropy as we add more temporal features. NDVI saturates at around 1.5 bits
whereas the other variables have a steady smooth decline. We can also see that LST
and VOD show the largest difference between drought and non-drought years, and
that the difference is largest as we increase the temporal dimension. This result suggests that LST and VOD observed
during longer periods could be more useful in detecting droughts. Figure 8 (b) shows that VOD increases the amount of
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expected information when added to the SMADI variable ensemble in all the temporal settings considered, suggesting
that it would be worthwhile to include VOD in agricultural drought studies. Results indicate operational settings of
vegetation monitoring could benefit from synergistic approaches that allow including multi-sensor multi-dimensional
variables, in particular under stress and disturbances such as agricultural droughts.

The MI of every pair of multidimensional variables was analyzed to investigate the relation and redundancy between
them as well as the optimal time scales to combine them. Note standard measures for pairwise comparison such as
Pearson’s correlation are restricted to one temporal dimension and hence do not allow exploring these scales. The MI
scores obtained for LST relations are shown in Figure 9. Interestingly, it shows that LST-NDVI and LST-VOD show an
increase in mutual information up to about 2-4 temporal dimensions and then it saturates. This result suggests that a
period of about 1-2 months is needed to capture the soil-plant status with the remotely-sensed variables analyzed in
our study region. The curves are relatively similar irregardless of whether it is a drought year or not, and the spread of
values for the drought years is considerably reduced for all variables and especially for VOD. This could be related to
a reduced variability (limited range of values) under drought episodes, but further studies are needed to confirm this.
We also observed that MI is consistently low between SM and all variables with any number of temporal dimensions,
and is also low between NDVI and VOD, highlighting the value of combining optical and microwave variables for
vegetation/land monitoring.

Figure 9: Mutual information between pairs of multidimensional variables: LST-VOD, LST-NDVI, and LST-SM. The
solid lines are mean estimates and the shaded regions are the variance estimates for the non-drought years (2010-2011)
and the drought years (2014-2015). The Venn diagram illustrates the measured information for 3 temporal dimensions
as an example, following the same criteria as in Fig.3.

3.3 Experiment 3: Information in Spatial-Temporal Earth data

3.3.1 Data

For our experiments we used observational and model simulated variables from the Earth Science Data Lab (ESDL) [49]5,
which is a platform that provides an opportunity for data-centric processing methodologies. The analysis-ready data-
cube contains and harmonizes more than 40 variables relevant to monitor key processes of the terrestrial land-surface
and atmosphere. Data exhibit clear spatial-temporal relations, which need to be taken into account to properly convey
and quantify information. Figure 10 illustrates how we represent this spatial-temporal relations as inputs given a single
variable. Here we focus on three key land-surface variables: precipitation, sensible heat and evaporation, which are
outlined below:

• Precipitation, Precip. This is a fundamental variable in land-atmosphere processes. The collected data
comprises the period 1980–2015, and comes from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) [60,
61].

• Sensible heat, SH . These data comprises 2001–2012, and was generated by training an ensemble of machine
learning algorithms with eddy covariance data from FLUXNET and satellite observations in a cross-validation
approach, regressions from these observations to different kinds of carbon and energy fluxes were established
and used to generate data sets with a spatial resolution of 5 arc-minutes and a temporal resolution of 8 days.
The H resembles the sensible heat flux from the surface and is expressed in [W m−2] [62].

5https://www.earthsystemdatalab.net/
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Figure 10: This figure illustrates an example decomposition of the Earth science data cube (ESDC)[49] into different
spatial-temporal configurations ranging from completely spatial to completely temporal. The 7 × 7 × 1 spatial
configuration is all spatial pixels and no temporal pixels; this is very similar to spatial patches. The 1 × 1 × 46
configuration is all temporal pixels but no spatial pixels which is essentially a time series. The 4× 4× 3 configuration
is a mixture of spatial and temporal pixels. Through-out this article we see different notions of spatial-temporal
representation of the ESDC data.

• Evaporation, E. These data covers 2001–2011, and builds on the Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam
Model (GLEAM), which consists on a set of algorithms that separately estimate the different components
of land evaporation using input forcing data sets from reanalyses, optical and microwave satellites and other
merged sources. The model itself consists of four modules: potential evaporation (Priestley and Taylor
equation), interception (Gash analytical model), soil (multilayer soil model plus data assimilation) and stress
(semi-empirical). The data are sampled on a grid of 0.25◦ and have a daily temporal coverage [63, 64].

The data is organized in a 4-dimensional data cube x(u, v, t, k) involving (latitude, longitude) spatial coordinates (u, v),
time sampling t, and the variable k. The available data is provided at two spatial resolutions (0.083o and 0.25o) and at a
temporal resolution of 8 days, spanning the years 2001-2011. In our experiments, we focus on the lower resolution
products and on the period 2008-2010.

3.3.2 Spatial-Temporal Analysis

The considered variables (precipitation, sensible heat, evaporation) are fully coupled. Moisture and precipitation inter-
actions are vastly modulated by both land-atmosphere exchanges and large-scale atmospheric circulation. Nevertheless,
before understanding variable relations, it is important to identify when and where individual variables are expressive.
This may help in assessing the coupling mechanisms between variables and improve Earth system models.

What are the optimal spa-
tial and temporal scales to
exploit each variable in the
coupled land-atmosphere
system? RBIG sheds light
on uncertainty quantifica-
tion and information in
multidimensional spatio-
temporal Earth data cubes

The question we want to address in this experiment is what are the optimal (in
information terms) spatial and temporal scales to exploit each variable’s information.
Using RBIG, we show here that the ratio of spatial-temporal neighbouring pixels
giving the most amount of information can be explicitly calculated. We used RBIG
to calculate the entropy H for the aforementioned variables under different spatial-
temporal configurations (fully temporal, spatio-temporal and fully spatial) as well
as the corresponding information I(x) for each time pixel and variable.

Figure 11 shows the entropy for the different variables and configurations following
the same procedure as in [65] (and used in experiment §3.1.3 too in the spatial domain
only). Essentially we formed cubes with the same dimensionality but different spatio-
temporal configuration and computed the entropy values for each of them. We chose
several configurations ranging from a ratio of purely spatial (ratio=0) up to purely temporal (ratio=1). We also looked
at different configurations for the amount of spatial-temporal dimensions used, e.g. a maximum of 4 dimensions up
to a maximum of 49 dimensions (temporally, this is approximately 1 year). Notice how each variable has a different
spatial-temporal relationship with entropy, but in general temporal configurations (ratio=1) convey more information
than purely spatial (ratio=0) for all the considered variables. Trends are clear in particular for precipitation, where
incorporating temporal information for any amount of dimensions has higher expected information. For sensible
heat and evaporation the entropy paths are similar, and reveal a fast increase in entropy for particular spatio-temporal
configurations (ratio∼0.8). These results suggest different optimal (in information terms) time and space scales for
different variables, which may have implications in further analyses and applications.
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Figure 11: Measuring entropy for different spatio-temporal configurations in the ESDC variables. The top row
information theory Venn diagram representation of Fig. 10 and how this relates to measuring entropy: the expected
uncertainty. In the middle and bottom rows, we show how the measured entropy for precipitation, sensible heat and
evaporation from the Earth science data cube [49] changes with different spatial-temporal representations, ranging from
fully spatial (ratio = 0) and fully temporal representation (ratio = 1).

Using the same data configurations we have computed the information content of each sample following the procedure
described in section 2.3.1. This help us to visualize the regions with more and less information. We show in Fig. 12
the results of a spatio-temporal analysis of the information content of all three variables. In regions where we expect
pronounced seasonal patterns, the information (complexity) is apparently high in fully temporal configurations as the
seasonal cycle controls ecosystem dynamics. Actually, seasonal (temporal) modes are of lower informative content in
the spatial domain, as they are mainly driven by solar forcing. The information values tend to be higher in tropical
regions, whereas arid regions show low-complexity (low-information) patterns. Let us now look in deeper detail at the
different spatio-temporal configurations and their information patterns.
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Global patterns in rainfall are traditionally related to a strong seasonality, dominated by the position of the Inter-Tropical
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in the tropics, and the El Niño-La Niña cycles, which occur irregularly at intervals of 2-7
years. Spatial information generally dominates with high probability in the Amazonia and the tropics and with low
information in desertic areas (e.g. California, Arabian peninsula and central Australia). As we quantify information
in spatio-temporal configurations, more clear patterns of low information (e.g. Australia) and high probability (e.g.
east-west US gradient) emerge [66]. Studying precipitation in the fully temporal configuration translates into a clear
ruling of the winter season in Amazonia, Indonesia, as well as northern Europe. Yet, a comparison of temporal vs.
spatial information in Fig. 12[bottom row] reveals that spatial information dominates in desertic areas (e.g. Australia,
Iberian peninsula, Sahara, Mexico) which are reasonably independent of time, and temporal information dominates in
Sahel (Savanna), northern latitudes and SW China, which are generally characterized by high rain factors, seasons and
moisture.

Transfer of sensible heat SH into the air is dependent on the temperature gradient between the surface and the air above.
Patterns of the information of sensible heat SH stand out clearly. While the (fully) spatial information dominates in
the Northern hemisphere, the (fully) temporal information patterns appear in the tropics where rainfall is present over
larger regions and seasons. The global spatial distribution of SH information shows the largest values in subtropical
dry regions where available energy is preferentially partitioned to sensible heat rather than latent heat [67], and seem
to be anti-correlated with the amplitude of the mean seasonal cycle. These results reveal a maximum information of
SH in the tropical and subtropical deserts, where the high surface temperature conducts much heat into the air above,
and the lowest near the poles where the surface temperatures are much lower. Information is mainly concentrated in
the tropics too, and show similar patterns to precipitation with the exception of clear spatial information in the Indian
peninsula. Evaporation maps of information reveal that the spatial information dominates in deserts and dry regions
where evaporation is limited, while temporal information (more interannual variability) resides in Northern latitudes.
This is mainly due to the low temperatures and radiation which relates to little evaporation all year round. The temperate
areas show increased evaporation information in both purely spatial and temporal configurations, coinciding with
increasing temperatures over ground moistened by winter rains. Cooler winter temperatures in Southern hemisphere
reduce evaporation, which is also captured in the spatial-vs-temporal divergent maps. Note that in very dry regions
information is higher (lower evaporative fraction), conversely for very humid regions, in agreement with [67].

4 Conclusions

This paper introduces a Gaussianization method and illustrates how to use it for multivariate density estimation in
the context of Earth system science. The problem is highly relevant with the advent of all kinds of Earth data, both
remotely sensed and in situ observations, novel products and model simulations. Density estimation is a long-standing
unresolved problem in statistics and machine learning, mainly because of the curse of dimensionality. Besides, the data
in remote sensing and geosciences pose additional challenging problems for PDF estimation: high dimensional data,
nonlinear feature relations, many noise sources, and distinct spatial-temporal structures.

The Gaussianization method allows to simplify the problem by learning an invertible transformation of the data
distribution to a multivariate Gaussian domain where features are independent. This not only makes the PDF estimation
well-posed, but also allows us to estimate key information theoretic measures on multivariate datasets: information,
entropy, total correlation and mutual information. We showed that the methodology can deal with high dimensionality
and a high volume of data, and is simple to use and apply in spatio-temporal domains. We provide source code for the
interested reader.

We showed empirical evidence of performance in several Earth system data analysis problems, using a wide diversity of
data (multispectral, hyperspectral, SAR, as well as global products from both satellites and Earth system models), and
addressed the key problems of information estimation, redundancy, and synthesis. Results confirmed the validity of the
method, for which we anticipate a wide use and adoption.

The framework enables us to tackle all applications involving a PDF estimation; from data classification to denoising
and coding, which were not treated in this paper. The methodology also allows to compute other interesting IT measures,
such as Kullback-Leibler divergence and conditional independence, which will be a subject of future research.
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